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PREFATORY.
-;.;,-+- -:--!-

l\lany years have elapsed since the truth of l\rlodern Spiritualbm, first took possession of my mind. No conflict of theory, or
aim, has been possible to me since that time, nor have r ever undervalued the importance of mediumship, forgotton its responsibilities, or questioned the moral magnificence of its destiny.
Notwithstanding my long and varied experience as a Medium,
its sublime mysteries still remain unsolved. l\1arvelous, indeed.
is the power of that fine, spiritual aura; its waves of billowy
music, surging through the purified channels of the brain, producing a calmness indiscribable, a sweet restfulness, which soon
ends in the death-like trance.
In such a condition the revelations of this book were given.
and written at the time, by an amanuensis, exactly as spoken.
The spirit author, claims it to be a true life history. I have
no means of testing its veracity. But, I do not question the
candid and confiding statements of friends here, unless they have
proved themselves unworthy of confidence ; neither, can I look
with suspicion upon one whose pure and noble face bears the
stan1p of truth, and honor.
While under the magnetic control of this intelligence, my
clairvoyant powers were greatly augmented. Localities were as
plainly seen. and could be as readily identified, as can the variou~
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cities I have visited on earth. Several of the character:,, prominently referred to in the narative, were seen so frequently, that
they seemed more like dear friends than strangers from another
world.
I give this book to the world as it was given to me, bclieYing
it will awaken in the minds of many a desire t o in\·cstigate the
claims of l\1odern Spiritualism.
Surely, there is no other revelation that embodies snch farreaching and beneficently promised results. If the reading of
this book, shall make one life happier, or. for o ne moment part
the fleecy curtain that veils sorne dear ones face, I shall ha\·e
been re,vardeJ.
, ., . , F
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EXPERIENCES IN EARTHAND SPIRIT
PART

Ll~E.

FIRST_

CHAPTER I.
_'If;· P(rrmts- Thdr

Cold, Unlot•i11g Lfft-First Clain.•opmt Exjerimre- Conuquml

nllwppimss-.~fy

Afothtr a Clairvoyant-Tht Sjwtn-.lly Fatf.er's flislil.c.F'(Jr .1/c-Sisttr Ermice-Deaths F ordo/d. '

"\Vhy is life given
To be thus wrested from us? rather why
Obtruded on us thus ? Who, if he knew
What we recei,·<:, would either not accept
Life offered, or soon beg to lay it d(nYn,
Glad to be dismissed m peace ?"
' >"

·· ~
...,____,"!"'

.;.y

TAKE up the thread of my earthly existence, and again
·~~~~ pass over the changing scenes that n1arked my life journey
·..-.: here. I do this that the reader n1ay more readily understand
t the facts which I shall have to present, which bear upon the
higher life. I lived upon the earth many years and have been in
spirit life so long, that the facts I am about to relate, seem more like
pictures from the land of <;!reams, than the stern realities that
shaped my earth life, and marked out the destiny of the spirit.
•

r.
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1\Iy name was ~mma Blackburn. I was the eldest of a large
family of children. My father was a stern, relentless man; rigid
in the performance of what he styled his duty, the master of the
house, the authority before whom we had to bow, a church member
in good standing. Thus, externally a religious devotee, but closely
viewed only illustrative of:
"\Vhat a reasonless machine
Can superstitiOn make the rea-;'ner man."

My mother was a gentle, quiet christian won1an, whose lo\'e
for her husband had been transformed to duty, whose deep, affectionate nature flowed out in idolatrous love for her children and
her religion. As my father possessed but little of this world's
goods, industry and economy were constantly necessary to keep
the family above want. The one great need of our house was
harmony. I cannot remember the time when my father spoke
kindly or tenderly to our mother or one oi the children. An e\·ent
occurred when I was fifteen years of age, which rendered our lives
more gloomy and intolerable than before. ·
I was sitting with my mother, the little ones around us, waiting
for the return of him who always brought a shadow to the house;
when by the dim light of the lamp, I saw the shadowy form of a
woman clad in white. She approached my mother, placed her
hand upon her head, and in a voice that thrilled my entire being,
said; "1 have come to release you." f\'Iy blood seetncd to freeze
in my veins, and with a cry of terror I threw myself into my
mother's arms. At that moment my father entered and demanded an· explanation of the scene. His angry voice and threatening
words added to my terror, and it was long before I could sufficiently control myself to explain the cause of my agitation. At
last I told him all. ~Iy mother sank ·back, white and motionless.
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l\l y father sprang from his chair in a paroxysm of rage, and
uttering a volley of oaths, said: HThe demon that has tracked me
through life appears again. I command you never to look at it,
speak of it, or think of it again ; if you disobey, you shall be driven
forth and never be permitted to enter this house again." He was
restless and nervous through the evening, frequently going to the
window, looking out into the darkness, tl:cn glaring upon me with
a mingled look of fear and hate. I was glad when I could creep
to the solitude of my room and there sob myself to sleep.
The next day when mother and I were alone, she told me that
this spectre had oft~n appeared to her. Its appearance had first
soured my father. \Vhen she mentioned the subject to him, his
whole nature seemed to be transformed, and from that day to the
night of its appearance to me, she had never dared to speak of it,
although it had frequently appeared, and upon one occasion, made
some startling re\·elations which she declined to reveal to me.
She begged me to think no more about it. .I need not tel] you,
how useless was such a request. I longed to know what the
spe~tre was, and how it was connected with my father's life; but
as I dare not speak of it again, I had only my own thoughts to
commune with. 1Vfy father watched me suspiciously~ and I anxiously waited for the return of the spectre that I longed for, yet
dreaded to see.
l\Iy father's evident dislike for me was inc-reasing day by day.
At last I began to have an undefinable dread of some fearful event;
but what hurt and grieved me the most deeply, was the sadness
and silence of my mother. The family seemed to be withdra,~·ing
from me, and I had no power to approach or draw thexn to me,
and I felt that soon I must stand alone. The PHAKTO:\l FOR:\l
stood between me and all I loved. Had I at that time suspected

•
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the nature of the secret, I should have not been anxious for the
revelation.
My sister, Eunice, was always true and changeless in her love.
Father's frowns and mother's silence failed to intimidate her. She
was three years younger than I, and the embodiment of beauty
and affection. Her large blue eyes and brig~t golden curls, were
in strong contrast to the black eyes· and dark locks of the other
children. Nature seemed to have robbed all of us, to lavish its
gifts upon her. In disposition there' was as
. marked a difference
as in external appearance. My brothers and sisters were all vigorous, active and energetic, with hasty, and seemingly ungovernable will. Eunice was gentle, mild and yielding, strong in her
attachments, and fearless in expression; totally unlike my father,
yet his favorite; although at times he seemed to have an unaccountable aversion to her.
One evening when we sat conversing, my father engaged with
his paper, I was suddenly struck with the angelic beauty of my
sister, and said to her, "You are so unlike the rest of us, so fair,
so tender, so beautiful, I shall call you Lilly." :\iy father dropped
•
his paper, and glaring upon me with his wild eyes, said: "~ever
again give expression to such thought; never call Eunice by any
other than her right name." Then taking his hat he stro:ie from
the room, leaving us in a state of bewilderment. I looked to my
mother for an explanation, but she only answered by a shake of
the head, and seemed to draw away from Eunice. Two weeks
from that evening, my little brother, Robert, the youngest of the
family, was taken suddenly ill, in two days his sufferings were
brought to an end. My mother attended him with the greatest
care, but at no time expressed a wish that he might recover, or a
fear that he would die. When he was gone, she kne~t by his little
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bed, and in a calm, quiet n1anner, thanked God for carrying her
darling home. I was surprised at her calmness, -.d1ich 1 did
not understand until we had returned from the funer~l. Then
taking n1e to her room she threw her arms around me and kissed
me as she had when I was a child. Taking my face between her
hands, looking into my eyes with a long, searching gaze, she said :
"~Ir daughter, you have been the idol of my heart, others I have
lo,·ed; you I have worshiped. You have been the hope and
comfort of my weary life. Do you love me with all the fullness·
of your nature?''
Deeply affected, I answered in the affirmative, and she continued:
"Do not weep; be calm; I have something of importance to
say to you; but first let me say that I am very thankful that God
has taken our little Robbie away. He will not be left to struggle
on alone and perhaps sink in the dark path of sin, which only a
mother's }o,·e could shield him from. Robbie was an unwelcome
child. \Tour father has never manifested the least interest in him.
God kne\\· what was best; he is gone and I shall soon follow.
Nay, do not interrupt me; I must talk to you now, for I may not
ha,·e another opportunity. You understand son1ething of your
father's nature, but of the power he exerts over me, the wonderful
influence of his anger upon me, of the thraldom in which I have
been held for years ; of the bitterness of the cup of which I have
been compelled to drink, of the hypocritical life I have been compelled to lead; of my fear of him, and of his influence in my conduct towards you for the past few weeks, you know little; and I
would that I could shield you from a knowledge of the facts that
will darken your future life. Let the dark revelation rest in the.
future, it shall not pass my lips to add to the unhappiness that
has already shaded your life. But there is one thing you nHtst
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- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - know. You remember the PHA~TOM FoR~I that appeared to you.
It came to me the night that you called Eunice the Lilly. It told
me that we should lose our little boy, and that soon after his
death it would conduct my freed spirit into a better world than this.
Do not weep ; do not interrupt me. I know that this revelation
is a truthful one. I have had many conversations with the PHANTOM, whose real name is Lilian.
The nature of these revelations
you will understand when you are older and better able to bear
them than now. My child, I am going to leave you ; to leave
you alone in a cold, selfish, heartless world. There will be many
snares for your young feet; be prudent and prayful and God will
protect you: But I want you to make me one promise. Place
your hand on this bible and swear that whatever your trials and
temptations may be; whatever the inducements for your ease,
profit, or pleasure, you will never leave, neglect, or desert the little
ones I entrust to your care."
"Do you promise?''
I do, I answered with a voice husky with emotion.
''Remember your father's dislike for you; think of the sufferings you must endure, and tell me, are you strong enough?"
I am strong enough to do anything that you desire; but oh !
dear mother, do not leave us.
11
:\ly child, I thank you; you have removed a great load from
my heart; but lest you should think I had forgotten your interest,
and doomed you to a life of misery, I will tell you that Lilian has
assured me that I should return to earth again, and watch over
you and in time, break the chain whose links will seem to canker
your tender flesh. Remember my words! You do not understand
their full import now, but in coming years they will be a staff
for you to lean upon. I hear your father's step, and I must go.

EXPERIE~CES
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Say nothing of our conversation to any one, and do not think
strange of my seeming coldness to you in the presence of your
father. Farewell, my darling child, farewell." Imprinting a warm
kiss on my lips, she left me.

•

CFIAPTER II.
/J then · Another Life !-Questions-lily llfothtr's Death-Dot/z bt'.l Vuzom ani Ra•rlrrticms-Li,:;~l from the B~;•ond.
;
"When I sought thy radiant ~pirit,
vVhen I sought thy well loved form,
IiO\\' the icy pressure chilled me.
Of the hand so lately warm.
How the dim eye closed upon me,
How the lips I ]o\'ed so well
Seemed to neither seek nor shun me,
As my kisses on them fell.
Oh ! my dear antl blessed mother,
Angeh claimed thee for their own,
Hut to form that ble$sed union,
J\lnst thy child be ldL alone? ''

01£

:·~ ·-" J-IE

long hot sumn1~r had given place to the golden days of
'' ' autumn ; never had the forests been more gorgeously arrayed with rich and varying tints; never was the sky ~right
er, nor the air purer; but the glory of the autumnal months
was fast fading, the brovvn, withered leaves lay now in heaps upon
the g~;ound, or were driven hither and thither by the chilling \\·inds
of NoYember. The few songsters that remained seemed pining
for the beauty that had perished, and the mountain stream mur. mured a sad and mournful requiem. Our home within, was a fit
re~1r.;sentation of the \Vorld without.
For· n1any weeks n1y mother h?.d been slm\'ly losing her hold
...

t!!

•
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7Upon Parth and now seetned almost ready to break the last link
that held her to earth life. There was no disease, but a gradual
los3 of \"ital po\\' ~r. Her step had become slow and tottering, her
forrn emaciated : her face almost colorless. The large dark eye
:still retained its brilliancy, and the sweet spirit illuminated the face
with indescribable beauty. As all that was lovely seemed to be
wit·hdrawing from the earth, so the divinity enshrined within its
earthly casket was rapidly passing away. \Vinter would soon
chain the dancing waters and spread its white n1antle over the
earth. Alas ! I knew its sno'"'Y covering \\·ould fall on the grave
·of my beloved mother. The "·inter of death would blast the one
sweet blossom of my heart, and congeal the fountain of its affection. How cheerless and desolate life would seem to n1c! The
viYifying breath of ~;pri ng \Yould awaken external nature and re- .
model myriad forms of life, in fineness of proportion, touched with
tints of delicacy and beauty, that would charm the eye, and delight the hearts of millions; but no war.mth, or light. cou ld enliven
·or dissipate the perpetual winter ,,·hich had ·enfolded me in its relentless arms.
I look back to those days and marvel at my sho rt-si~htcdness,
ancl at the anguish that crushed my young spirit, seemingly unbearable. But I knc\Y nothing of philosophy or science; a knowledge of the imn1ortality of the soul had never reached my spirit.
The religion ,,·hich had brought faith and consolation to my sweet
mother. wa~ robbed of all its beneficiai eff~cts upon n1e by the
deceitful, and repubi,·e character of my father. His life had
-caw:cd me to tltink, and thought had resulted in "kcptici-;m, but
·which I had ne ..:er found cour<1ge to express. The PIIA~TO~t I had
seen, and \\'hich my mother ass~red me had COili'£7'Scd with her,
was th:.: only e\·icl-.=nce I had rect:i,·cd of the power of the sou l to
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outlive the decay of the body; and this was not entirely satisfactory, as I did not know who or what the PHA:NTOM was. My
mother's silence upon the subject, and her wish that I should not
n1ention it, together with the knowledge that she must soon leave
us, made me doubly anxious to know more of this strange visitant.
One day when mother seemed weaker than usual, I drew my
chair to her bed, and taking her thin, white hand in mine, said:
"Dear mother we are alone, there are no prying eyes to watch, no
ears to catch the sound of our voices; I must speak freely to you
once more. I know you will soon leave us, tell me, 0 tell me!
Do you know that you will live after death? If you have proof,
0 give it to your distracted child! Day by day I sec the lamp of
life, flicker fainter and fainter; how will it be re-lighted? You are
calm and quiet, what is tr.e cause ofthis composure? I shall soon
be alone, all alone! but if you can give me a certainty of your
existence, I shall not mind the darkness and trials that await me
on the way of life."
My mother's face flushed, and then became pale as death, even
the lips took on the ashen hue that marks the approach of a great
change. I feared that n1y excitement had destroyed her, and was
about to call for assistance, when she beckoned me to draw near
and be quiet; then in a low tremulous voice she said:
"::\1y child I have done wrong in keeping you so long in <.larkness, but I did not know that a doubt had ever entered your mind.
Faith was enough for n1e: in the Gospel, I found all the evidence
that I required. With .you it is different and you shall have the·
benefit of my experience. Lilian, or the PHA:'\TO)I FoRM, was
the first angel, or ministering spirit that God sent to me. It was
long before I became fully satisfied as to her identity, and I am
too weak now, to tell you all the means she has re~orted to, to
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establish the strange revelation she made. Suffice it to say, that
she once lived in mortal form. You will sometime have as good
evidence, of this as I have. Since the death of my baby, Lilian
has often brought him to m.e. I have seen, handled, and talked
to my precious child; therefore I have not grieved for him. Every
day of the past week, two or more spirits have been with me a
greater part of the time. They wait to conduct my emancipated
spirit to its new hon1e. I am. calm, because I have no fear; death
is S\\·allowed up in victory. 1Iy child, I know that you will be
faithful and I will come to you often to aid, love and bless you;
do not shed one tear, I an1 happy. ~Iy child, give me your hand!
it is getting dark! a.chill creeps over me, See! there is Lilian and
baby, and- and-mother! Hear the music! see the bright forms!
they come! :\Iy child farewell, ·farewell."
The head fell back, and before I fully realized the im_t)ort of her
words, she was gone. But 0, what a light flooded f!lY soul; all
doubt had been swept away, and I felt to thank God that my
beautiful mother was free from the cares and troubles of earth life.
I threw my arms around her and listened to the music greeting ~he
new born spirit. So great an impression did her las•: words make
upon me, that when father returned his first expression was:
''what has occurred to make you look so happy ?"

CHAPTER III.
to Obligation- }out!iful Aspiratio11s Bbglzted-lJufe.'u:J and lJis!ih 1!1
l~;;io11-S(Ire T1·ia Is-A ugel J1fi1lhh·ation- Crud Sepa1·a tiNz.

~(rcred

N~

"0 hearts that never cease to yearn !
0 burning tears that ne'er are dried!
The dead, though tl1ey depart~ ret~.trn,
As if they had not died.
The living are the only dead:
The dead live, nev.ermore to die;
And often when we mourn them fled,
They never ,,·ere so nigh.''
..

m
.... .-:

,~

eG:::.¥"-~

HE golden years of girlhood! how fair their dream~. ho\\'
~ bright their hopes, how inspiring their prophecies! Their
..
(!~~enchanted palaces may fall} their dreams prove meaning·
'~ ·
less, their hopes turn to dust and ashes; yet they are sweet,
the dawn of a new era; happy the heart that is permitted to linger
I o ng in this rosy period of existence.
~ \;

,

"Oh ! the joy
Of young ideas painted on the mind,
In the warm, glowing colors, fancy ~pread~
On objects not yet know'11, \\'hen all i~ ne\',
And all is lO\·ely."

I was not imaginati\·e; nature had not endowed me with beauty
...
of face, or perfection of form, nor that quick intuitive perception,
which adds a charm to existence. lVIy life had been common place,
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I had not dreamed of anything out of the ordinary course of events.
I wanted to prepare myself for teaching; to attain tlu~ object, I
bent all my energies. ~Iy father's limited means prevented rny
having the advantages I desired, and alone I poured over the books
which were to pave the way for the future independence I craved.
The sickness and death of my n1other, and the sacred promise I
had made to her, destroyed my hopes for the future, and compelled
me to accept a position, and to perform duties which were very
distasteful; nevertheless, I resolved to be faithful, and if necessary,
sacrifice tnyself for the good of those entrusted to my care.
~I y father did not seem to understand the heavy burden that
had fallen upon my shoulders; he did not offer to procure assistance, nor did he seem to realize that there was more required of
me than I could possibly accomplish. I assumed the entire control of the house; its many arduous duties and the charge of the
children, kept me constantly employed, leaving no time for thought
or culture. Sister Eunice kindly offered to assist, but I insisted
upon her staying at school, hoping that some day I might sec her
occupy the position I had so earnestly desired.
My duties almost entirely secluded me from society. I left our
home but twice a week; Saturday afternoon to visit our mother's
grave; and Sunday morning to attend church with our father. I
dreaded the approach of the hour when, I was to go to the ChapeL
It had been no trial to go with mother; I could sit and look into
her sweet, patient face, and know that it reflected the purity, and
.
.
sweetness of a holy life. The earnest words of the Pastor were
joyfully received by her spirit, her faith in their truthfulness and
power illuminated her face and inspired me with something akin
to awe.. \Vith my father it was different; to me his face 'vas like
a mask, which strove in vain to hide the deformity beneath. To
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-------------------------------------------------my young mind, he seemed while in church, to be acting a part,
a character not his own. I think my mother's gentle spirit must
have ever held me in check, for after her death I found it difficult
to control the impulsive nature, which longed to speak out and
assert its freedom. It was only the memory of my sacred promise that prevented.
There was another cause of trouble, my disbelief and dislike of
religion was increasing day by day. There was no one to whon1
I could express my feelings and I shuddered as I thought of my
growing sinfulness; and as the weeks rolled on without bringing
any tidings from my mother. I began to fear that n1y sinful thoughts
prevented her approach. Thus weary and bodily o\·ertaxed, tortured by contending emotions, my life was becoming intolerable.
I felt the need of human sympathy, longed to open my heart to
some friend. I had never mentioned the last conversation with
my mother. Finally, I resol\'ed to take Eunice into my confidence,
and that night I told her of the P~ANTOM FoR:\1, of my hope and
desire to see mother, and lastly of the religious doubts tha~ were
troubling me. Eunice listened \rith great interest, and putting
her arms around me said:
''Sweet sister, I am glad you told me all; I believe in the
PHANTOM FOR:\1.
There is in my l;Jeart something that tells me
it is a reality and that we shall know more of it by-and-by. I am
sure mother will come, ·she was so good, her tirst thought would
be to bless a11d care for us; ye;.;, yes, I know she will come; but
with your doubts I can have no sympathy; our father's f:1.ults
should not lessen our respect for the religion our mother accepted
as true, and taught us to rely upon as essential to salvation. Your
doubts must have been caused by your disappointment. Let 11/t'
stay at home and take your place, I will do the best I can, and

I
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get the widow Bro\\'11 to help. You can pursue your studies and
will soon be able t·) earn something ; please do, I shall Lc happier
if you consent."
In this way the dear girl continued to talk for some time. It was
sweet to receive her caresses and see her face brighten as she
spoke of the future, when I should feel independent. I reminded
her of my promise, and said: ('1\.Iy darling sister, I have your
love, it will give me strength to endure the trials that await me.
I feel a vague impression of a coming storm, cling to me, Eunice;
you are to me an angel of beauty and goodness; I shall not be
entirely shut OUt from the influence of OUr mother while }'OU are
near." As I finished these \Yords a sound near the windo\\· attracted our attention. Looking in that direction we saw the dark
form of our father, who had evidently ovcrh~ard our conversation.
Frowning upon me, his voice husky and tremulous with anger,
he said:
''So I have a lteretic in the house, a scoffer at the truths of religion, a believer in ghosts and spectres, a child who reviles and
slanders a loving parent, a sister who is pouring the poison ofher
vile heart over the pure white life of a child; I have heard all, I
know all. Eunice go to your room; to-morrow I will see that
yoti are removed from the baneful influence that surrounds you."
Then turning to me he continued: " I once had high hopes for
you, you have blasted them, you are unfit for any position of trust
or responsibility; I shall keep you under my eye, and sec that
you have enough to employ your hands and brain, and if possible
dislodge the den1on that has evidently obsessed you; go, go, no
more idle moments for you!''
Trembling \\·ith fear and dread I crept away, glad to get beyond
the glare of his angry eyes, and filled with horror, and a gloomy
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foreboding at the full meaning of those words. The night was a
terrible one for me. I retired at an early hour, and tried in vain
to quiet my fears, and dispel the fea.rful forebodings that haunted
me. I understood my father too well, to hope for any change i~
the determination he had forn1ed of sending Eunice from home ..
I thought of n1y desolate and wretched condition and of Eunice;.
what did he intend to do with her? I knew that he was not able
to place her in school, and that he had no friends to whon1 he
could intrust her. :\1y agony of spirit found vent in tears; at last
I grew calm, and sweet slumber shut me out fro'l1 the world of
sorrow. . I seemed to have rested but a few moments when awakened by a light step. I opened my eyes, and saw Eunice standing in the moonlight, she advanced saying:
"Sweet sister, I .knew you would be wretched to-night, and I
could not stay away from you; do not n1ake yourself unhappy
because of father's threats; I will not leave you, I do not fear him •.
he cannot seperate us, unless he does it by force, and I hardlythink he will resort to that. Together we can endure all things.''
I knew the words came from her heart, and I also knew, how powerless they would be to change the iron will of our father. Her
sweet words soothed me as the murmur of a stream, as the gentJe
pattering of rain soothes the disturbed spirit. I held her in niy
arms and felt a consciousness that it was the last time. The hours
glided by, the bright moonlight flooded every part of the room.
Finally, Eunice slept, and I too, soon lost all consciousness of my
surroundings. I was aroused by a rustling sound, and the pressure of a little hand upon my arm. I opened my eyes and saw
two shining forms standing in the moonlight, the one nearest the
bed was Lilian, the PHAXTO}I FoR:.\1. She was radiantly beautiful, there was a look of unutterable tenderness in her large blue:
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eyes, and an indiscribable richness in the long wavy hair that fell
around her like a veil of gold. Her eyes were fixed upon Eunice,
and in a low, almost inaudible whisper she said:
"Lilly, my darling, a terrible experience awaits you, a terrible
blow will fell you to the earth, the voice, is the voice of a serpent,
the \\·ords contain the poison of the asp, be strong, I will help you,
I will guard you; do not oppose the will that is able to crush you;
darling, I "ill not leave you, trust me, love me."
She seemed losing power, her form grew faint and shadowy; as
she receded the Spirit accon1panying her drew ncar, placed her -soft
hand upon n1y head, and bent over as if to caress me, the moonlight fia~hed upon her face and I saw that it "·as my mother. \Vith
a cry of delight I started up and extended my arms to embrace her,
but she ,\·as gone! I rushed to the open \\·indow and gazed out
into the starry night; no living form was visible, all was silent as
the gra,re. I opened the door and went into the dark entry; the
house was very quiet; I could hear the ticking of the clock in the
roon1 below, anc the soft breathing of the children in their quiet
slumbers.
As I stood peering into the darkness, I heard a loud noise in my
father's rocm; it seemed like the fall of a heavy object. Trembling
\\'ith cxcitcn1cnt I drew near his door, and heard him addressing
~ome one in angry tones.
I could not distinguish his \\'Qrds, but
they were !->Oon followed by a \Yhizzing sound like some heavy
substance passing through the air, the next moment it fell with a
crash that could have been heard all over the hou-;e. I heard my
father spring from his bed, and saw my mother and the PH.\:"\TO~r
FoR~I leave his room, float through the hall, and pass out ofthe
open window.
\Vith noiseless tread I returned to my room, too much excited
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to wonder why Eunice did not accompany me. I commenced to
relate to her what I had heard and seen. As she did not move, or
speak, I became alarmed; putting my hand ·upon her I found her
body cold and rigid. In an agony of fear and terror, I rubbed her
cold hands, forced bra-ndy bet~een her lips and tried every method
of which I knew to restore her, all was in vain, she remained cold
and apparently lifeless. I was afraid to call for assistance, and
continued working over the inanimate form until the first beams
of day brought the welcome fact that the night of sorrow had
passed. "\Vith the approach of light, and the awakening and singing of birds, ·Eunice drifted back to conscious life, and before the
hour for me to begin the duties of the day •. she was fully restored
to her normal condition. I then supposed that the sinking spell,
or fit, was caused by fright; the last she remembered was seeing
my mother approach the bed. The words spoken by the PHANTOl\1
FoRM, were entirely obliterated from her memory, and I could not
bring myself to repeat the prophecy of evil. My father appeared
at breakfast, pale and haggard, with sunken eyes and those hard
drawn lines around the mouth which told plainly of a settled purpose tqat would be carried out, at all hazards. After breakfast he
said to me:
"Get the clothing, books, and all that belongs to Eunice, place
them in the trunk standing in my room; have her ready to leave
at eleven; I shall call for her, see that there is no delay." \Vith
these words he left the hou-se, ieaving me overwhelmed with sorrow. Eunice was defiant-she declared that she would not leave
tne. \Vith aching heart and tearful eyes I obeyed my father's
command, and at the time designated all was in readiness. Eunice
wondered at my willingness to prepare for her departure, saying:
"Your labor will be in vain, I will not go." Father was as usual
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prompt, he ordered the trunk placed in the light wagon at the
door, then addressing Eunice, said: "I am ready, get your hat
and shawl." She threw up her slight form to its full bight, folded her arms and looking him defiantly in the face, replied:
"You _order me to follow you, as though I were a dog instead
of your child, you. would tear me from my home, from my sister
whom I worship; I will not obey you! I will not leave this house
unless taken by force!" Throwing her arms around me, she clasped
her little hands as though no power could unclasp those small
fingers. lVIy father smiled bitterly, and bending down, whispered
~ few words in her ear. The bright color left her face-her arms
relaxed their hold and she sank to my feet in a death like swoon.
~1y father moved me aside, lifted Eunice from the floor, applied
restoratives, and at the first sign of returning consciousness wrapped her shawl around her, placed her in the carriagt=: and bore
her away. To me it seemed that she had gone to her death. I
should have been less unhappy, could I have known her spirit
· was free and with the angels who had visited us the previous
night.

CHAPTER IV .
•!:i"pirit Presence Of Om Yet Living In Earthly Form-rl Spint From Tlte Other
Lift;.-Sorro'lojit! Predictio1~-Asto11ishing Revelation-Disapp(Ji11tmmt.
I

"\Yhen the cold breath of sorrow 15 5\'reeping
O'er the chords of the youthful heart,
And the earnest eye, d1mmed with strange weeping,
Sees the visions of fancy depart;
\Vhen the bloom of young feeling is dying,
.-\nd the heart throbs with passions fierce strife,
'When our sad days are wasted in sighing,
\Yho then can find sweetness in life?"
·
0

l""'\( f;~

:,·..!'~0"':
ONG, dreaty months had passed since Eunice left us;
"'
7
" ;~· ~ months of toil, loneliness and sorrow.
l\1y father had told
us that he had placed Eunice at school and that was all we
heard, although I h~d hoped and prayed for a letter, or one
word from, or of her. Disheartened, and weary of the toil and
n1onotony of my life, I felt at times that I must at all hazards
break aw~y from its narrow lin1its, and seek for the one dear object that made life worth living .• The promise I had made to remain and care for the little ones entrusted to n1y charge, \\·as all
that restrained me. No angelic form had appeared since Eunice's
departure, no spirit voice guided, •1r cheered my lonely life.
It was just six months from the night that n1y mother had appeared to us, \Vhen I found myself sitting alone, weary and disheartened. Father was from home, the children sleeping the
sound sleep of childhood, and the hoouse silent as the tomb. The
injustice and wretchedness of my condition seemed to crowd upon
~

0
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me, and sting almost to madness. I dropped my head upon my hand
and wept. Suddenly, I felt the presence of some one, and looking
up saw Eunice standing in the dimly lighted room. She was pale
and thin; her bright locks had been removed, and her eyes were intensly brilliant, almost wild, in their eager, dazzling light. I sprang
forward to clasp her in my arms, she put out her hands as if to
ward me off, and in solemn, n1ea$ured tone, said:
.,Search my father's pocket!" then, slowly receded and finally
faded fron1 my sight.
Astonished, bewildered, and pained by her sudden appearance
and changed looks, I sat as motionless as stone, gazing at the
spot where she had stood, and wondering if sorrow had made me
mad. How long I remaine~ in that dazed condition I know not.
The first thing that aroused my attention was a light, cloud like
appearance, which gradually took form. I watched it ·unmO\'ed,
and \Yith no feeling of excitement and little interest, until the
Yapory substance rolled back and revealed the radiant face and
beautiful form of my mother. 0, what a contrast between the
indescribable lo\·eliness, peace, and brightness that seemed a part
of her being, arid the pallor, ,,·retcl-:edness and shadows that made
up the apparition that first appeared; and \\·hat a contrast bet\\·een
her brightness and rest, and my wretched, lonely and darkened
life. I realized this, and a feeling of bitterness pcr\'aded my entire being. The calm, searching eyes of my mother read n1y
heart; drawing ncar and speaking in a low, musical \'Oice she
said:
"11y child, do not judge of life before you have read more than
one page; do not grow impatient at the heavy and grievous burden you have so patiently borne. I have never ceased to watch
over and care for you, but have been unable to change or brighten
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your life; now I have a revelation to make. It is not given me
to read the full record of your future, but I can look along your
life path and see some of the changes that will mark your eventful
career. The monotony of your life is about to be broken, a
stranger will enter the family to take the- place I once occupied.
You will be indignant and protest against what to you will seem
an injustice to me; you will be wrong in that, but right in your
estimate of the strangers character. The woman will be no friend
to you, and your father will grow more bitter and selfish. This
will hasten the change which is inevitable. The time will come
when you will be compelled to go forth a stranger, houseless,
friendless. So far you have kept, your promise nobly, from this
hour you are free; when the trial comes I will guide you. Think
not that this change will bring unhappiness to me; my children
will be well cared for until they can care for themselves. The
only shadow that falls upon me is the sadness of your life, but I
know that eventually you will pass into the sunlight of happiness,
for God is good, and the fingers of time are polishing a crown of
happiness for every soul; be hopeful and trust the Good Father.
I shall come again when the storm which I see in the future shall
beat upon your head, and the sharp agony of misplaced confidence
will wring your heart."
At these words I looked up; could it be that she spoke of
Eunice? I cried out, mother! Oh tell me of my sister! Eunice,
oh Eunice, where is she? The sweet face was shado\\·ed, and the
clear voice tremulous, as she replied:
''Ask me not to reveal the depths of infan1y and crime, connected with one who was so intimately related to me; let the truth
come to you from another source, you will soon know all. He
has placed her in a position that \viii darken all her ~arth life.
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Lilian is constantly with her. Oh, my child! I must tell you part
of the secret that made my life wretched, Eunice is r.ot my ~hild,
not your sister! Love her, protect her, and yet, Oh God! she
will blast your happiness and cause you to hate the life that
should be beautiful.to you. I --cannot tell you more, Eunice is
guiltless, fate binds you to her; you to bless, she to curse; I cannot change it. My poor darling, bear up, after the storm there
will come a season of rest, and out of the ashes of disappointed
hopes and buried love, will spring th~t peace which the world
cannot give or take away."
She placed her hands upon my head and murmuring a blessing,
slowly faded from sight. I se~med incapable of thought or movement, and remained almost paralyzed until a late hour when my
father returned. His sharp reproof fell unheeded; mechanically I
arose and retired to my room, and it was not until the next day
that I could think calmly of all that had transpired, and even then
much of it remained a mystery" At times I was half inclined to
believe that all this, was the work of an overwrought brain. Finally the words of Eunice came to my mind and I thought, this
will test the reality of the vision. The next evening, after my
father had retired, with trembling hands I searched as directed,
but the search was fruitless. . I had spread the various papers and
letters on the hall table and looked over them with nervous haste.
Satisfied that there was nothing that could give any light about
my sister, I was about to return them to their place, \\'hen the
sound of a step attracted my attention. Looking up, I saw my
father's cold, sneering face bending over me. I tried to stammer
an apology, but my tongue failed. I will not repeat his angry
words; suffice it to say, I sought my roon1 deeply humiliated,
feeling that I had been the victim of my own imagination, and re-
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solved to be more guarded in the future. Oh! ho\v my very life
sank back into the. darkness, as the beautiful vision of my mother
faded away.

•

CHAPTER V.
Yn>phecy Fu!.filled-Housdess, Homdess, Friettdless-1/eart Rc'?.'<
'.'atio1ls- Bdrothai-11Iysterious Appeartmce-;-A Great Surprise.

. ....

"She loYes- but knows not whom she loYes,
X or what his race, or whence he came ;Like one who meets, in Indian groYes,
Some beautious bird without a name,
Brought by the last ambrosial breeze,
From isles in the undiscO\·ered seas,
To ~how his plumage for a day
To wondering eyes, and wing away."

.,

C!.G:-... ""-!..~

~yOT\\' ITHSTA~DIXG my detern1ination to think no more

~ ~ of the revelations so mysteriously given to me, I could not
Sj;·t entirely banish them from my thoughts. Every day
-rbrought something to remind me of my mother's words
.and in less than six months fron1 the events recorded in the last
chapter he•· prophetic communication was fulfilled. A stranger
!:iat in her place, asslllned the management of the children, and
the control of the household. To me she seemed a coarse, repulsi,·e, selfish \\"Oman, and my whole nature rebelled against the
authority she attempted to exercise over me. T o my father and
the younger children she was kind; to me, harsh, exacting and
cruel. I need not enter into the details of the six n1onths I remained with her. Suffice it to say, that life became unbearable
and finally, at the suggestion of my father, I left the shelter of
home; money less, and almost friendless, went out to fight the
1'0

-~
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battle of life. Through the kindness of a neighbor I obtained a
situation in a country school and entered upon my duties:
For the reader, whose life may have glided on like a sun kissed
stream, fragrant with love, radiant with beauty, joyful with the
bright pictures of hope, it will be impossible to appreciate the
rapture with which I greeted the change that was to bear me forever away from old scenes and familiar faces. The arduous duties of school-life were brightened with the anticipations of independence, and surrounded by a soft halo of peace. The change
was like passing from darkness into light, and gradually as I became accustomed to my new duties, the repulsive scenes of my
early life receded, and I settled down into a calmness of spirit.
deeply refreshing after the struggles and trials through which I
had pas~ecl. By the closest economy I was able to lay by a portion of my hard earned wages, thinking each time that I looked
at my hoarded treasure, I shall need it by and by to aid me in
seeking for Eunice. I had received no word from her, nor had
my mother or the PHANTOM FoRM appeared to me since the memorable evening to which I have alluded.
Three. years glided by and found me still occupying the same
position; no event had occurred to disturb my smooth and uneventful life. It was the time of the summer vacation, I look back
to it as one would recall a pleasant dream. The family with whom
I made my home had received a boarder, a gentleman, who, having grown weary of the heat and dust of the city, had com~ to
spend the summer months in the pleasant village where I was teaching. Mr. Lawson was young, talented,and to my inexperienced eyes,
one of the handsomest, as well as the noblest of men. Fate tbrew
us much into each other's society; my soul rejoiced and gre'v
strong as I listened to his brilliant conversation, and what to me,.
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appeared his profound and far reaching thought. How well he
understood the human heart, how broad and grand his views of
life, how inspiring his conception of religion. From admiration
of his intellect I learned to Jove him, or rather my £deal of him.
\Vhen first I made the discove:y that he had become the idol of
my life, I was startled at my audacity for daring to lift my heart
to one so far above me. I was a plain. uneducated girl and could
have no attraction for him into whose brilliant and fascinating
society fate had thrown me. I might taste the sweets oflove, but
only to feel its most bitter disappointments.
After my heart had to itself confessed its secret, I determined
to shun the man who could Qnly dazzle for a time. and then leave
my heart in desolation. Accordingly I made arrangements to
retire to a distant village and spend the remainder· of the vacation
with a favorite pupil. But love is stronger than all other emotions
of the· soul, and the more earnest the endeavor to conceal or destroy it; the more surely will it assert its supremacy. I can now
understand that my shyness and reserve, served to reveal the secret they were' intended to guard. The result was a declaration,
the exchange of vows, pledges of" deathless love, and an .engagement of marriage, which was deferred until the following spring.
Now for the first. time in my existence I tasted unalloyed happiness. Love's young dream was never brighter or more promising.
Time flew on, and the day arrived when I was once more to be
left alone. The separation was hard for me, and tears dimmed
the large eyes of my betrothed, as he tended y bade me fare\\~ell.
It is only for a short time," he said, ~~next month I will come
and spend a few days with you; be hopeful; when you are mine,
this drudgery and wear of body and brain shall cease forever,
farewell, darling, farewell! ''
11
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He was gone, and the world suddenly assumed its old, dark
hues, with only one light to 'cheer its gloom; the sweet, perfect
happiness of the last few weeks and ·t he bright prospects of the
I
future. I endeavored to put my lover out of my thoughts and
devote myself to the duties of the hour. But found that:
teQf all affliction taught a lover yet,
'Tis sure the hardest science to forget ! "

A week after his departure, sitting alone, trying to master the
thoughts of an author which he had recommended me to read;
the startling and revolutionizing ideas presented, so excited and
disturbed my mind, I was compelled to close the book and turn
my thoughts into another channel. An unaccountable sensation
as of the presence of some one near, greatly disturbed me.
lY1y mind wet.lt out in thought of Eunice; poor child, I said,
the savings I have put by, to aid in seeking you, will be used to
procure my bridal outfit; but, after I am married I will find you,
anu you shall share my happiness! With this thought uppermost
in my mind I retired, and soon fell into that peculiar state in
which I \Vas neither awake nor asleep. I seemed to see a woman
approaching; her drooping form was wrrtppcd in a worn and faded
shawl, her pale and emaciated face almost concealed beneath the
coarse hat pressed down over her eyes; as she drew near she extended her thin hand as though about to beg for assistance; fixing her eyes upon me with a long, wondering stare, she suddenly
threw her arms around me, exclaiming:
"I have found you ! save me! save me!"'
There was something familiar in the agony of her voice, something that carried me back to the days when golden haired
Eunice was the only light of my dark life. This aroused me,
and by the clear light I had left burning, I saw the shadowy fig-
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ure of my vision. Her anns were extended to me and her pale
lips repeated the words of n1y dream; one mon1ent she looked
upon me and then vanished. It was impossible to compose myself to sleep, and morning found me restless and feverish. I conlmenced in a mechanical way the duties of the school. About the
middle of the forenoon I heard steps approaching the open door,
and looking in that direction, saw the tottering form of the pre·
vious night; my brain reeled so that I was unable to leave th~
chair, and not until the large mournful eyes were fixed upon n1~,
and the trembling voice called out in agony "I have found you !
saYe me! save me!" could I break the spell of horror that seen1ed
to freeze the blood in rny veins, and fly to my poor Eunice, take
her in my arms and assure her of my protection. As soon as I
could realize that she was veritable flesh and blo·od, I dismis.:led
the school and with Eunice went to n1y q uict home.

CHAPTER VI.
Eunice's Sad Experimces-A Father's False Rep1·umtation Corrected By The Spirit
Motlzer-One o.f Earth's Dark Places-lmz, The l/nfortunate-Emzice Sm,ed
From A Horriblt' Fate By Spirit Warning-The Escnpe.
" 'Tis the cruel artifice of fate,
Thus to refine and vary on our woes,
To raise us from despair, and give us hope:-,
Only to plunge us in the gulf -again,
And make us doubly wretched."
"Hope 's at best
A star that leads the weary on,
Still pointing at the unpossessed,
And palhng that it beams upon."

~

.

~~~liE unknown power controlling the mysterious changes of

~-~"' life, seemed weaving golden threads into the warp of my

:lt!

existence ; the one great desire of my heart had been grantltf!r ed, Eunice was with me once more. Bright were my anticipations for the future, rainbow-tinted and joy-empearled were
the thoughts that swept through the chambers of my soul as I
hastened home to meet the dear one that waited there. She was
ill, I would restore her to health; she was friendless, I would be
mother, sister, all to her; she was poor, and I smiled to think of
my treasure; that, would provide for her necessities until she was
prepared to aid in caring for herself. vVith a light heart I
entered the room; Eun:ice was seated by the fire, its ruddy light
tinting the pale cheek, adding brilliancy to her eyes. I was al-
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most startled by the striking resemblance she bore to the PHANTO)I FoR~I.
Before I could utter my thoughts, she took my hand
in both of hers and said :
''Emily, my sister, your face is the kindest that I ever looked
upon, your voice is melodious, and rich with unfathomable depths
of affection. You, who are a part of all the happy experiences of
the past, my light and guide in childhood, the model to which I
ever turned my eyes ; to be like you was the highth of my childish
ambition. Oh! how different would have been mv life could I
have remained with you; but a relentless fate willed it otherwise."
She dropped her head upon her hands and for some moments
seemed absorbed in thought. Do not disturb yourself by speaking of the past, I replied; the long, dark years with their many
trials are past, do not recall thetn; let us live joyfully in the present and look hopefully toward the future; we are united, who
shall tear us asunder, who prevent us from enjoying the rich blessing of sisterly affection? At these last words Eunice started from
her chair and in a hurried, excited, manner replied:
"No, no, I cannot forget the past! I must tell you all to night;
and then, Emily, do not, 0, do not cease to love me! If you do
there is but one refuge left, and I will . seek it before the light of
another day dawns upon my wretched being!" I was about to
1\SSure her of the pern1anency of my affection and of my knowledge of the subject to which she referred, but she waived a silence
and said:
~'\Vait, wait until you have heard the revelation I am
about to make! You remember the day of n1y departure fron1
home, when I so defiantly told the man we called father, that I
would not leave you; you saw him whisper to me, \\'itnessed the
effect of his words; but you little dreamed their import; he said;
;
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'Emily is not your sister, this house is not your home, you are a
waif, an illegitimate child!' l\Iy ~eart assured me that he had told
the truth; the blow was too great, I fainted, and when consciousness returned, found myself in a carriag.e supported in my father's
arms. Slowly the awful truth dawned upon me, and as soon as I
gained strength · and power of speech, I threw off his arm and demanded to know who I was? A. sarcastic smile was his only
reply. Growing weary after repeated t!fforts to obtain an answer,
I wrapped my shawl around me and determined to make no
further attempts in that direction. IIour after hour passed without
the exchange of a word ; and it was not until the shadows of evening were falling over the earth that he broke the silence by sayIng:

'Your calmness assures me that. you are now prepared for an
answer to your quertion. Your father I nc\·er knew; your mother
was an actress, a vile, abandoned woman; to conceal her shame
she deserted you, threw you upon the charity of strangers. I was
from home when my kind-hearted wife found you upon the door
step and insisted upon adopting you as her own. Had.she lived,
your wayward disposition and unruly temper might have been
curbed, and guided into better channels; as it is, the inherent
depravity of your nature has grown stronger, until I no longer
consider you a fit companion for my children; you arc indebted•
to me for the kindness and support you have received ; to-night
I leave you; we shall probably never meet again; the friend I
leave you with, will carry you ori further in the country, where
you will be left with a fan1ily who will take charge of you and
give you your true position in life. If your heart was capable of
gratitude, you would thank me for the interest I have taken in you
and the provision I have made for your future; as it is, I expect
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no thanks, and I assure you that any attempt to escape from th.e
position in which you are placed, will be worse than useless.'
I n1ade no reply, but then and there made a solemn vow, that I
would free myself from the control of those whom I already hated,
and whom I felt were etnpowered to make my life wretched. I
will pass over the incidents connected with the remainder of our
journey; suffice it to say that I arrived at n1y destination at the
close of the second day. The building was pleasantly located,
not more than half a mile from the village of N-. I was agreeably
surprised by the pl~asant aspects of its surroundings. Entering
the house I was met by a genial, motherly wotnan who gave her
name as Mrs. Bowen. She seemed much pleased with my appearance and admired, what she termed my spiritual look and
golden curls; she told me that her house was to be my home. I
was expected to wait upon her daughters and make myself generally useful, and she continued, 'if you give satisfaction, you will
never regret having come here.' I was conducted to a neat chamber, told to rest, and the next morning was introduced to the four
grown daughters. lVIy childish eyes \Vere dazzled by their beauty
and their handsome attire, and I began to question, why should
father have sent me to such a pleasant place? I will not weary
you by relating all the changes of the years while I remained with
those people, but briefly tell you, that a few weeks were sufficient
to open my eyes as to the character uf the place to which I had
been introduced. I at once made an effort to escape, but was
captured, brought back, and more closely guarded than befor~.
1\1y life there would have been much worse, but for the kindness
of ~Iadam Bowen, who had really taken a deep interest in me.,
l\'1y annoyance and disgust often found expression in bitter words
and stinging rebuke, but punishment of some kind always fol-
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lowed. When lVIadam B. was from home I fared badly, being
compelled to perform the most menial service. During the last
year of my stay my sufferings were almost unbearable; the envy
and jealousy of the sisters, their anger at n1y steadiness of purpose,
and my unceasing condemnation of their course of life, lashed
them to fury; and at last, not satisfied vvith having reduced me to
the position of a slave, they determined that my life should be one
with theirs ; a plot was laid, which if successful, would have resulted in adding one more unfortunate to the list of suicides; but
happily for me it was discovered and frustrated.
"In giving this revelation, I have passed over my sad and lonely
hours, my great desire to see or hear from you and the efforts I
made to accomplish that result. It seemed that a sea of inJ...-y
blackn~ss swept between us; even in dreams I could seldom pass
the gulf that separated me from you. Once I succeeded in getting
a letter to the office. 0, how fervently I prayed for its safe delivery. A few nights after, I dreamed that I was in the old home,
I saw you as plainly as I see you to-night; I saw my letter in
father's pocket, I knew that he intended to destroy it, and that
n1y only hope was in making you understand where it was. I
made a great effort of will and called out, 'search father's pocket!'
then my strength ebbed away, and I could only see you as
through a mist; but great was my disappointment to see you retire without heeding my words. This was afterwards explained
to me by n1y angel mother; she said that I was with you in spirit,
but that your mind was so preoccupied by later communications
that you neglected the letter until the following night, then it was
too late and the search caused you trouble. During the darkest
hour of my absence, the spirit known as the PHANTOM FoRM frequently came to me; by degrees I became familiar with her, and
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from her angel lips received a tnttlifitl answer to the question I
had put to father. She ·was my mother, but upon her memory
rests no stain, she was as pure as the angels in whose society she
now finds her home. Emily, your father is my father, upon him
rests the wrong, the sin which he fain would have cast upon another. I have not strength to speak upon this point to-night, but
will pass on to show you how I escaped from the den of infamy in which I was incarcerated.
"There was at the house a very beautiful woman by the nan1e
of Inez, who had been enticed into a secret marriage and was
brought into the house as a boarder. She was accompanied by
her husband who remained only two or three days; after his departure she became greatly depressed; her days and nights were
passed in bitter tears; her lonely and dejected condition touched
my heart and drew me to her; but she manifested. no interest in
me. I noticed a gradual change in her appearance, her cheeks
became flushed, and her eyes had an unnatural brilliancy; she
seemed less disturbed in mind, but very nervous and excitable.
Judge of my surprise when one night the door of my room opened
and Inez entered. Drawing a chair to my bed side. she said:
'Do not be frightened by my sudden appearance, I have come to
tell you something of great importa~ce to you.' She then gave
me a history of her life, ending by telling me of her love, her
flight from home, her secret marriage and her conveyance into
what she supposed was a quiet family circle. The desertion of
her supposed husband, the grief and despair that followed, and at
last the awful revelation that she had been brought to a den of
darkness and pollution. Her anger, despair, and attempts to escape the watchful care of those who guarded her as a prisoner,
and finally her determination to make friends with the inmates of
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the house and in this way escape. She had paid little attention to
me, knowing to do so was to put an obstacle in her way; but that
day she had heard of a diabolical plot which had been laid for my
destruction. She determined to save me and had come to tell me
of her plans. You cannot imagine my horror at the story she
repeated. I entered into her plans for escape with all my heart,
and yet I felt that they would fail. 0, Emily, my sister! words
can give you but a faint conception of the agony I endured for the
next week. Madam B. had been absent for several months and
my tormentors had lost no opportunity to annoy me. It lacked
only two days of the time appointed for our flight, and although
I knew we were closely watched, I had no reason to think that
our plans were suspected. So great was my agitation, I could
neither eat nor sleep, and the least sound caused me to tremble
like a leaf.
"It was morning, I was busy with my duties when a piercing scream
rang through the house, followed by peals of laughter and the sound
of rapidly approaching footsteps. The next moment the door
was thrown open and Inez stood befqre me; her long hair streaming over her face and shoulde~s and her eyes telling more plainly
than words, 'I am mad! I fly, the demons are after me!' I will
not relate the painful scene that followed ; Inez was secured and
borne from the house and I was alone, with only one day between
n1e and the horrible fate that seemed inevitable. 0! how I envied Inez! and I prayed that the light of reason might go out in
darkness. That night my angel mother came and in her S\veet
voice said: 'Eunice, to-morrow ~Iadam B. will return at 5 o'clock
in the evening; tell her all, appeal to her sympathy, she will leave
you alone, then make good your escape, I will guide you, fear
not, you will not fail ?'

.
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"I could scarcely wait for the light of morning, and as the hours
flew on I found myself constantly looking in the direction from
which 1\'Iadam B. would arrive. She came; taking her to my
room I threw myself upon my knees before her, told her of the
outrageous treatment I had received in her absence, and of the
plans which she could frustrate. She was a woman of strong
passion, her temper knew no bounds. 'They have driven Inez to
insanity, I have lost her; they have dared to interfere with my
plans for the future, now let them beware! Stay here child, do
not leave your room to-night, I will see who is mistress in this
house!' She left me, and soon the sound of angry voices reached
my ear; now \Yas my opportunity.
"\Vith trembling hand I secured a few presents that :l \Iadam B.
had made me, then went out into the darkness. There was in
the village a young man who h~d ~requently come to the house
with provisions; it was early in the evening and I. knew that I
could find him; I was not disappointed; he agreed to carry me
to the house \\·here I had spent a night after leaving home, if I
would give him a beautiful ring, one of the presents received from
1\iadam B. I passed the journey without interruption, then fearing pursuit, I went to the more unfrequented part ofthe country,
walking until ready to fail from exhaustion, then resting in the
woods. In one of these rests, J dreamed of you and saw this
room as plainly as I see it now. I journeyed on until I came in
sight of the little school house where I hoped to obtain rest and
food, for I was almost famished. \Yhen I entered and found you
it \\·as almost too much, I could scarcely realize that I was at last
safe, thank God I am safe."

...
CHAPTER VII.
The Cross Of :Jewels .And Thorns-Its Sign!/icaure-/t Is Grand To Suffer, That
Others Jfay Be Lifted llp-Forebodiug-LmJe, As /utcrprtted From Tlu lligher Spheres.
"A thousand volumes in a thousand tongues, en::,h rine
the lessons of experience ;
Yet one shall read them all, and go forth none
the wiser;
If l:>elf.love lendeth him a glass, to color all he
canneth,
Lest m the features of another he find his own
complex!on."

had finished the recital she seemed n1uch
But there was little rest
for her; all night she tossed and moaned in her uneasy,
broken slumber; seeming to live over again the terrible
scenes through which she had passed, and morning found her
feverish and drowsy. I left her alone while I went to attend to
the duties of the day. On my return at noon she was no better
and I procured the attendance of a friend to remain with her. In
the evening she had failed so rapidly I sought medical advice.
Day after day, and week after week she was prostrate upon a bed
of suffering, unconscious of the anxious faces and aching hearts
that watched over her. At last the crisis was passed and she
was out of danger. That night n1y mother and Lilian came and
stood by the bed of the sufferer. They seemed to be imparting
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strength and vitality to the exhausted one. ~I y mother presented
a cross of jewels surrounded by small, sharp thorns, c:;he said:
":\1y child, you must wear it; I would that I had power to tear
away the thorns that the brightness and beauty of the gems they
conceal might adorn and glorify your life. But my darling child,
it is only through gro\Yth that you will learn their significance
and value. Each little jewel represents a great principle, and you
are no better prepared to receive and appreciate their worth, than
the soii that is covered with weeds is prepared to vitalize the golden grain. Sharp, and to you terrible experiences must weed out
the errors which spring from educational bias, and in the caln1
that will follow the fierce conflict to which I refer, will come the
revelation of truth whose light has but just entered my soul.
Shrink not, faint not, when the darkest hour arrives; one by one
the thorns will fall, and the cross grow lighter and brighter until
you can lift your heart in thankfulness, and praise God for the
trials which shall be as teachers. Eunice will be restored to
health, but she too must drink of the cup of bitterness. l\1y child,
this knowledge would sadden my spirit ifi did not know it to be the
only way through which your life can be unfolded and a faint
glimpse of truth be presented, which will be. handed from one to
another, growing stronger and clearer year by year, until it shall
strike the chains from millions now in slavery. I know you do
not comprehend my words, but the time is not far distant when
they \\·ill be clear. ~1y child, it is grand to suffer, that others may
be lifted to a higher plane of life. It should be inspiring to realize that your sorrows are opening the door through which millions
of captives may escape. Be of good cheer, you arc guided by the
wise and good and your mission is a noble one, farewell."
The musical voice died ~way and the bright forms faded from
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my sight. I had been intensly conscious while recetvmg the
communication; not one word was lost, and yet I could draw no
meaning from what she had said, save that I was to suffer for the
good of others. Weary as I was, I admit that the words were
not calculated to inspire or refresh my spirit. I had expected a
visit from 1\1 r. Lawson, but it had been deferred on account of my
sister's illness, and now that a change had come I hoped that he
would ·soon be with us. Eunice improved rapidly, and was soon
able to sit up and converse. All my savings had been exhausted
during her illness and I was glad to have had the privilege of
thus administering to the wants of one so dear to me. I had not
told her of my engagement, but intenued to do so as soon as her
strength would permit. Time rolled on, the holidays were fast
approaching. Eunice could now go from room to room and gave
promise of full restoration to health. Never had she been so affectionate and beautiful as now ; there was nothing she woul? not
have done for my happiness, and in the sunshine of her pure,
sweet devotion, my soul grew strong, and I thanked God for the
angel whose presence blessed my life.
It was a clekr, cold night in December. Eunice and I were seated by the glowing fire; a package of letters lay upon the table,
and I was about to open the secret door of my heart and let her
gaze upon the idol enshrined there; I had brought the letters that
they might give her a glitnpse of Mr. Lawson's strong, clear
mind, and the noble impulses of his heart. \Yhen I was about to
begin the recital a gentleman was announced; judge of my surprise to find myself face to face with the object of my thoughts.
l\1r. Lawson greeted me kindly and bowed to Eunice in his usual
dignified manner. He conversed cheerfully, explained his unexpected arrival, by saying: that not being able to remain to as late.
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-a day as anticipated he had come earlier, in order to lengthen the

time.
\Vhat a delightful evening! I look back to it now as we look
back to the innocence of childhood. Eunice soon grew weary
and retired, then Mr. Lawson spoke. of her as being the most
~beautiful person he had ever seen. I was delighted and thought
bow happy we should be with her to brighten our home. Our
marriage day was fixed for the first of June; my school was to be
given up at the holidays, the intervening time to be devoted to
rest and recreation; so said Mr. Lawson. Anticipating this request from hitn, I had arranged to teach private classes and in this
way meet our expenses. nlr. Lawson spoke of my weary and
worn appearance, said I must have been greatly overtaxed, "no\\while I am here," he continued, "I will relieve you of the charge
of your invalid sister." I thanked him for the interest he manifested in Eunice and requested him to enliven her lonely hours
while I was in school. He expressed the pleasure it would afford
him to read and converse with Eunice a part of each day. Even
then something like a shadow fell over my heart from his coldness,
'vhich could be felt, rather than expressed.
Days lengthened into weeks and still Mr. Lawson remained
·with us. Eunice had greatly improved, her eyes \\'ere brilliant
and her cheeks glowing; when he read or conversed she seemed
to feast upon the rich, mellow voice, but when consciou~ that his
eyes were upon her, she would shrink and tremble like a frightened child. He too, attracted n1y attention by his cold and almost
freezing manner to Eunice, at other times by an impassioned earnestness and depth of feeling, which seemed to carry hin1 beyond
the power of control; all this I saw, yet drean1ed not of the true
oeause. The first of February my betrothed left, left me with tear-
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ful eyes and burning cheeks, but wit~, a happy heart in anticipation of his return in the sweet month of May, when he was to remain until the time of uur marriage. He left Eunice cold and
white as marble. A silent clasping of hands her only farewell.
''They spoke not a word ;
But, like dumb statues, or breathlc!;s stones,
Stared ou each other, and looked deadly pale."

I reproached Eunice for not even looking at him, one who had
been so kind to her and done so n1uch to bring back the roses of
health. Her only reply was, to put her arms around my neck
and kiss me in an earnest and impulsive manner, saying: "Oh
Emily! If my life could add to your happiness I would willingly
pour the last drop of my hearts blood at your feet !" She then
glided away and I did not meet her for hours.
The following evening when Eunice was reading aloud, and I
with half closed eyes was enjoying bright visions of future happiness, she suddenly closed her book and asked: "\Vhat is the
strongest proof of love?" Without raising my eyes I answered
to give life .for its object. As the words passed my lips, I was
conscious that the room was filled with a white, misty vapor
through which bright, ethereal forms were moving. One, whose
noble bearing and majestic mien filled me with awe, drew near.
Brushing aside the hair from his high, broad brow, he calmly
sa10:
''Life . is filled with golden opportunities ! cherish and hold sacred this priceless gift. Love is immortal! it buds on earth and
blossoms through eternity; that which dies, changes, or is renounced, is not love, only its semblance. Love blesses all who come
within the sphere of its influence. It is a part of the spirit, it knows
its own; vast spaces may separate the outer forms, but loving spir-
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its cannot be parted. Dark waves may roll between, and insurmountable obstacles hedge the way, yet spirit call~ to its own,
and neither time, distance nor circumstances can prevent the ultimate and perfect union, blessed by the presence of the angel, love.
It is nobler to live, wrapping round the spirit the pure bright garments of untarnished affection, waiting for the unerrmg hands of
destiny to restore your own, than it is to shrink and die, depriving
society of the fragrance and noble example of a soul living in the
full assurance of a union with that other soul which is its true,
and only counterpart. Love, suffer if need be; but live exalted,
glorified by the consciousness that however remote the loved one
may be, however insurmountable the obstacle may seem, your
spirit can bridge the chasm and hold sweet communion with the
one who waits to receive his own. Love is the glory of heaven,
it is the brightest jewel in the crown of angels! cherish it, and to
it dedicate your life!"
Slowly tile mist rolled ·away and the bright forms faded from
sight. Looking at Eunice I saw her face bright with a beauty
indescribable, a calm, sweet restfulness seemed to have become a
part of her being. "0 it is glorious!" she exclaimed, 11 glorious
to know this!" She closed her eyes and sat in a quiet, dreamy
state, from which I did not attempt to arous~ her.
The communication produced a wonderful effect upon Eunice;
she seemed to stand in the door of paradise; a peace which I
could not then understand, folded its white wings over her spirit.
She devoted much of her time to the study of music, in which she
was ambitious to become proficient. A few days later, Eunice
asked my opinion of the communication, saying: "\Vould you be
satisfiecl to wait and hope; in a word, could you yield your right
to ~Ir. Lawson, believing that eventually you would be united ?"
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No, no, I answered, he is mine! mine by the right of the love
that claims him, the love that has made my life to blossom over
with beauty, that has warmed my cold and desolate existence;
mine by the hopes he has awakened in my heart, by the deathless
love he has called into being'; mine by the wealth of affection he
has showered upon me, by the vows he has breathed, the pledges
he has made; mine by all the laws of God, and soon to be so by
the law of man. Renounce, yield all this with the shadowy, sentimental thought that sometime in the unknown future we should
meet again, and love as now? No Eunice, never! If I knew his
very soul was poured out at another shrine, I would still claim
my right and trust to the deathless devotion of my heart to win
back his love.
H Do you love him so well ?" spoke the tender voice of Eunice.
Yes, so well that I tremble for myself, should anything break
the even, steady current of this beautiful stream! But forgive me
for speaking with so much warmth, there is no cause for this
serious conversation; sing, darling, sing, and we will forget my
impulsive words. You, with your quiet nature, can never understand the depth of my passionate love.

CHAPTER VIII.
Stmshi1u Of Happiuess-Eunice Strmtge Proposition-tV/tat Does it 1Uean-The
Secret Revealed- The Terrible Ordeal-ilim-riage.
"0 marriage ! marriage ! what a cur.;e is thine,
\Vhere hands alone consent and hearts abhor."

~~

~~ULTURE opens broad avenues through which the spirit

i~ may pass to higher and broader conceptions of life, and bask
~.~; in the sunlight of truths of which the uncultured mind knows
.6'f

~ .

nothing. Rich and varied are its resources and ample the
n1aterial from which it constructs its temple of beauty. Yet it
often causes its possessor to be ·cold, proud and reserved. How
vast the distance between culture and love, and how widely different their effects ; the latter not only quickens and inspires the
mind but it exalts, softens, glorifies the entire being. Its mystic
charm transforms cold, common place life and adorns earth with
the glory of heaven; while its object takes on the highest attributes of the ideal. Love is a benediction, a baptism from the
highest and purest realm of life.
"Love is a god,
Strong, free, unbounded; and as some define,
Fears nothing, pitieth none: sweet love 1s mine."

Such it was to me; each day added to its brig htness ; never
had the sunshine of happiness folded me in her shining n1antle as
now. Our marriage had been deferred until the first of June. Now
the sweet, balmy breath of l\1ay kissed thE' red lips of the openi·ng
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rose and played with the bright locks of Eunice as we walked m
the pleasant grove near which we were boarding.
Eunice was apparently fully restored to health, and although
quiet and pensive, she entered into all my plans for the future
with pleasure. She had expressed a wish to accept an invitation
from a friend of mine, to spend the summer months at her retired
home in the count~y, giving as a reason that she would improve
there, much more rapidly than in the city, and would come to us
in the autumn. I had reluctantly consented, and now to my
surprise, Eunice insisted upon going before Mr. Lawson's return,
saying: "You will not need me, all the arrangements are complete, I will return in time for the wedding; please, sister, do not
refuse your consent."
It was the middle of the month, n1y betrothed was expected in a week, her hasty and unreasonable request annoyed
and perplexed me, and I determined that I would not permit
her to leave until after the wedding, but deferred giving a
definite reply, bidding her- wait until I had time to consider
her proposition. While she was anxiously waiting, Mr. Lawson
arrived. I shall never forget the look of surprise, pain and utter
wretchedness expressed on her countenance when she saw him.
I was too much delighted to suspect the cause, or to notice their
cold, constrained greeting. I was happy, my beloved had returned,
my hand rested in his, and I felt that calm and content which
comes from happy love. Years would come and go and find us
in heart the same. Life looked so bright and beautiful, I half
forgot the dreary past and lived and enjoyed the joyful present..
"Vain hopes and empty joys of human kind,
Proud of the present, to the future blind.''

Eunice soon left us; as she passed into the house I noticed
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her pale face and remarked, sister is disappointed, she did not intend to be here when you arrived. The dark face flus~1ed crimson as my companion ejaculated the one word, ''\Vhy ?" Fearing
that he was offended, I replied, do not feel hurt, Eunice likes you,
she has always been peculiar and had expressed a wish not to see
you until our wedding day. There was no answer to my remarks
and they were S·)On forgotten as we drifted into easy and pleasant
conversation. I will not weary you by relating the incidents that
occurred from the day of Mr. Lawson's arrival. Suffice it to say,
that had I not been blind. I should have known that a deep and
absorbing love had been kindled in the heart of my gentle sister
-a love that was returned with all the ardor and devotion, natural to so impulsive a nature as that possessed by 1\'lr. Lawson.
But I saw nothing of this and moved blindly on, seeming to tread
over thornless roses whose fragrance bewildered and intoxicated
n1e. This was the condition of affairs until within three days of
the time appointed for our marriage.
It had been a warm and rather oppressive day, and as the shades
of evening fell, I walked out to enjoy the refreshing breeze. I was
alone;. indulging- in bright dreams of the future; my thoughts
were mostly of Eunice, the advantages I would give her. She
was young, and very beautiful, and I rejoiced to think it would be
in my power to make her life so smooth and fair as to obliterate
all thought of the past.. Letting my thoughts have the widest
range, I .wandered on and on, until I grew weary, then looking
around I found myself near a little arbor. It was there I first
listened to words of love that stirred the very depths of my soul.
Resting on a rustic seat, I was soon lost in sweet dreams of that
mysterious power that ha~ wrought such a change in my life.
I had not remained long when aroused by the murmur of voices,
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but was too much absorbed with my own thoughts to heed them
until I heard my name pronounced in an excited manner. This:
restored me, for I recognized the voice of Mr. Lawson, he was.
speaking quite loud and hurriedly.
"En1ily!" he exclaimed, '·yes, I know all you would say ; but
listen, you have promised to hear what I have to relate. ~Iy
childhood and youth were cold and dark, not one sweet men1ory
lingers to bless my manhood. Early cast upon my own resources I struggled with poor health, friendless, and alone; but my
unyielding will conquered at last; close application and unwearied
industry, raised me to the position I now occupy. In all these
years, and in all the struggles through which I have passed I have
been alone. The sweet voice of friendship I never knew, but,.
believe n1e, Eunice, I have ever been honest and honorable, ever
following the path of duty, neither seeking nor asking for favors.
I came here to recuperate my exhausted energies; fate threw me
into the society of your amiable sister; I was pleased with her
quiet, modest disposition, her clear, well balanced·mind. Friendship wove her silken cords around n1e; I misunderstood it, I
thought I loved her; nay, do not reprove me, remember your
promise and hear me through. It is possible that I n1ight have
passed through life without recognizing the difference between
friendship and love, had I never n1et with you. \Vhen I first
looked upon your wondrous beauty, I knew that you exerted a
strange and to me incomprehensible power over me. In spirit I
worshiped you, your smile intoxicated me, the touch · of your
hand filled n1e with indescribahle emotion; even then, I did not
know that this was love, and believed that a more intimate acquaintance would still the tumultuous emotions of my heart, and
my life would flow back to its old channel. It was like tearing
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my heart out to leave you, you were with n1e, I S':l\\ you eveiywhere; your blue eyes looked at me from the flowers, rour voice
spoke in the breeze and the very clouds seemed to take on your
form and personal appearance. Oh! how my heart hungered for
one word from you, but it came not, and when I returned, your
icy reception was like a dagger thrust.
\Vhat my life has been for the last few weeks, I leave you to
imagine, but I beg that you will remember I had no thought of
injuring Emma. I had never dreamed of breaking my engagement with her, I an1 proud of my honor, and these lips "·otdd
have carried the secret to the grave but for a strange rc\·elation
received last night. I was never more unhappy; for the event
which is so rapidly approaching was so revolting to my finer and
truer sense that it seemed at times death would be preferable.
Eunice, I do not ask for your love, I dare not hope for it, I only
wish you to place yourself in my position, think of me as kindly
as you can; do not blame me for loving you, I could not control it!
Last night as I lay in an agony of mind never before experienced,
I became con~cious of a dizzy, sinking sensation; I thought I was
dying, but, it soon passed away, leaving me calm and quiet as an
infant. .\ly mind was clear, and thoughts seemed pouring in upon me from some external source. I sa\\- that \\·hat I had estimated honor was but a sha1n, that my life was black '' ith falsehood, that if I permitted myself to carry forward this deception,
my future life would be a wretched failure, each day \\·ould bring
out a renewal of soulless professions, our hon1e would be joyless,
our union but a matter of form. Startled by these thoughts, so
new and strange, I resolved to go to Emily at once, at1d have the
marriage deferred, but finally decided to first sec you."
He paused, and I, paralyzed with grief and anger, heard a hard,
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cold voice, which it was difficult to imagine belonged to Eunice.
ask in reply:
"What do you propose to do?"
He answered: "Honor, justice to myself will compel me to
break the engagement with your sister, and may I-may I hope,"
-here the hard, cold voice interrupted him saying:
"May you hope for happiness! You who have awakened the
love of as pure and noble a woman as ever lived! You sought her
in her quiet retreat and vowed to love and cherish until death!
you saw another, and a seccnd love sprang into being; what assurance have you that it will be more lasting than the first? Another face may banish the memory of the second. Your sense of
honor must be strangely defective to have caused the revelation you
speak of! It was your happiness, your home, your well-being, that
you thought of; not one thought of Emily! Nothing of the heart
flung back all crushed and bleeding! Nothing of the cruel taunt
of society because of a broken engagement! Nothing of the slight
thus cast upon her! flo nor (?) bids you to be frank when your
happiness is at stake! You have asked me to hear you and save
my sister from sorrow, have asked me for sympathy and advice!
Hear then! Your revelation was but the p'rojection of your own
selfish nature. The second love, is but the result of a psychological influence. When I am removed it will abate. You were attracted through my beauty. Your love for Emily was spiritual,
central; if you renounce it, you will ruin yourself and her! The
fascination which I have unconsciously thrown around you, will
fade before the increasing brightness of Etnma's love! Forget this
interview, forget your foolish dream; let the preparations for the
wedding proceed; the time will come when you will thank me
for my plain words. Go now; not another word; go seek Emily;
you have left her too long!"
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He attempted to answer, but the commanding voice again bade
him "Go ! The next m0111ent I heard his retreati<1g steps, and
soon a low moan, and a sound as though some one had fallen to
the earth. I knew it was Eunice, but I was so paralyzed that I
could not move. As soon as I could gain control of my half
crazed brain I went· to Jook for Eunice. She was gone, and I
made .my way to the house, shut n1yself in my room, and gave
vent to the anger, pride and scorn which at first asserted their
sway; but, at last, I was forced to acknowledge to mysdf that I
loved him, and I would not give him up. Yes, I felt that Eunice
was right. He did really love me, and had only been bewildered
by her beauty. I felt sure that in time I would regain possession
of his heart, and I was determined that the n1arriage should not
be postponed. The next day :VIr. La"·son was tender and affectionate; Eunice was confined to her room by illness. ~either of
them mentioned ''"hat had passed, and three days afterward, :\Ir. ·
Lawson and I were married. Eunice was unable to attend the
wedding, and begged us to start at once to our city home, leaving
her in the care of friends. IZnowing all, I deemed it best, but
when I bade her fare\Yell, I little thought that years would pass
before we met again.
11

'

CHAPTER lX.
Can Lo·N Be /Von-The '(.r'uif vVidens-Eunice-A Circle OJ .Sptnts-Life Sat·ed
By Spirit P01oe1·-T/u: Law O.f Love-A/om In Tlu /Vorld.
"It may be that I shall forget my grief;
It may be time has good in store for me ;
It may be that my heart will find relief
From sources now unknown. Futurity
:\lay bear within its folds some hidden spring,
From which will issue blessed stream<; ; and yet
\\'hat e'er of joy the coming years may bring,
The past-the past-! never can forget..,
--d~
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tendency and educational bias, greatly retard
~ the reception of new truths; especially is this the case with
~~? those principles which pertain to the social and religious
~
life of man. It was long before experience and observation
taught the utter uselessness of opposing the forces which control
the life; hard to believe that man was at the mercy of unseen
powers, tossed hither and thither as remorselessly as the autumn
leaf; yet such is the case. The determining power of individualized spirit is effective only when operating in harmony with .the
mighty forces of the universe. I did not believe this, I strove
with all the energy and skill of woman to break or overcome the
power which had estranged the affections of my loved one; fully
believing that time was all that was necessary to produce this
effect. Five years I lived faithful to this thought, using every
means in ~y power to win back the love which I believed
really belonged to me; each year had but widened the gulf be-

•
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tween us. There was no unkindness, no. neglect, but a coldness
' had crept into his heart which I in vain strove to change. Closely applying himself to business in which he had been successful.
he seemed to draw more and more away from the influence of
hon1e. At last a quiet reserve, almost a settled sadness, had taken possession of him. vVhen at horne, all leisure time was spent
in his library and I was compelled to confess the utter failure of
my hopes. Our home was cold, dull and cheerless; yet I never
for a moment thpught of relinquishing my right to the man I
lo\·ed.
Alas! I did not then realize that
"Love is a celestial harmony.
Of likely hearts, composed of stars consent,
Which join together in sweet sympathy,
To work each other's joy and true content. ·•

Five years, since I parted from Eunice; during that time her
letters had been few and reserved. She finished her musical education and after several changes had entered a family as governess. Three years after our separation, she had \\·ritten that she
\\'aS about to accompany the family to Europe, and that circumstances would prevent her visiting us before her departure. I did
not attempt to change her determination ; in fact it was a rcliefto
know that the ocean would roll between us. She wrote of her
safe arrival in London and I heard no more of her for two years.
It was the anni\·ersary of our marriage and I determined to
make one more effort to awaken the lifeless heart of my husband.
Arrayed in my most becoming attire, just before the dinner hour,
I entered the library. Having seldom intruded upon his hours
of quiet he seemed surprised and annoyed by my unexpected appearance; but quickly recovering self-control, he enquired if there
was anything I desired? Stung by his formality I replied, nothing;
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I merely came to remind you that this was the anniversary of our
wedding. He said he had not forgotten it, and was about to
continue when a servant entered with letters. There was one in
an unfamiliar hand writing for me. A strange foreboding fi~led
my mind as I broke the en:yelope and read the f~llowing words:
"Your ·~ i ster is dying: . Come to her at once."
·
The paper dropped from my trembling hands and unable to explain my emotion, I said, read, read! One glance at the letter and
my husband was on his feet. "Quick, be ready, \ve must start in
an hour! Two days and a night, before we can reach her," he,.exclaimed in an excited manner.
Oh, those long, long hours, in which it seemed was compassed the sorrow, bitterness and self-reproach of a life time!
At last the mask was torn off. I saw my selfishness, my neglect, I felt that I had been the cause of the death of the only
one that had ever truly loved me. In proportion as I sank
in my own estimation, Eunice arose; her virtue and self-abne- _
gatiou showing in vivid contrast with the traits of my own
character. During the journey my husband was silent and
apparently absorbed in thought.
It was evening when we arrived at the little village where we
were informed we should find Eunice. \Ye went at once to the
house, the family had expected us, and ,,-e were conducted to a
room adjoining the one occupied by the invalid. ''Don't be
shocked," said the ·nurse, "you may as well know the truth, the
physicians say she cannot live until morning. She has been calling for you n1ore than a week, but she won't know you now!''
I passed into the room and could scarcely recognize my once
beautiful sister in the emaciated form before me. The iargc eyes
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wande red around the room as though in quest of "orne one they
could not find; the feverish lips muttered incoherently.
Eunice, dear Eunice, look at me, I cried ! Say that you forgive
m e, I am your siste r Emily!
"Emily, Emily?" she repeated, ''Emily was a name I used to
wear in n1y heart, but it turned to iron ! It was so heavy!''
In vain we re all my effort~ to recall her wandering reason.
\Yeary, heart sick, I sought my husband. She is dying, I said,
in reply to the question his lips could not frame; go look upon
her for the last time ! vVith rapid and ne rvous step he passed into
the next room and I sank upon a lounge and poured forth my
sorrow in bitter tears and sobs. I was aroused by the nurse putting her hand upon me, in whispered tones she said, " g o and.see !"
pointing to the room which my husband had just entered. I
went quickly to the door and there beheld a sight which paralyzed
all my se nses and held me spell bound.
During the five years of our married life, neither my mother,
or the PHA NT 0:;\1 F OR:;\1 had ever been visible, had neve r g iven me
one cheering word. I was the refore unprepa red for the sight
that met my startled vision. My husba nd was on his knees by
the bedside, holding the thin hands of the invali d; his fa<;:e was
transfig ured, it shown with a brightness indescribable, a nd a golden halo surrounded h is head. A rou nd the bed stood ma ny spirit:->, joining hands so as to form a perfect circle. Th e re were
th ree who stood apart. One, tht PHAXTO:\I Foinl, was bending
oYer Eunice; a nother, a large, powerful spirit, whose garments
shown like the b right rays of th e sun, stood back of my husband
with his hands extended over his head; from hi s fin gers passed
rays of light whi ch seemed to be absorbed and to impa rt their
brightness to t he kneeling form. 1\nothcr powerful magnetic
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spirit was engaged in making _passes over Eunice. The circle
seemed to impart light and power· to this spirit standing near to
my husband, and from his hands it seemed to flow into the nerves
of the now quiet Eunice. Soon her eyes closed and her breathing became natural. I waited quietly. thinking that there would
soon be a change, but I was n1istaken; sweetly she slept and
faithfully the ministering spirits performed their work.
I finally became uneasy,
the motionless attitude, the set feat,
.ures and rigid appearance of my husJ:"land alarmed me. I advanced
quietly; gently placed my hand upon him, calling his name. He
moved not, gave no sign that he was conscious of my presence.
I was about to make a second attempt, when the PHAKT0:\1 FoR:\f
~glided past and beckoned me to follow.
Pointing to the door,
.she said in a low whisper, "Go !" I obeyed, for I dare not do
otherwise. Hour after hour passed, and there was no change in
the sick room. I passed from fear to despair; it seemed that
both were going from me.
The stars were fading from the sky, and the rosy light of
tnorning shining in the East when the change came. I
had returned and was passively watching them; Eunice turned
her head and withdrew her hands. That moment my husband fell to the floor, cold, rigid and apparently lifeless. \\r e
sent at once for the physician, but before his arrival he had returned to consciousness, as weak and helpless, howe\':er, as a
child. He asked no questions, made no remarks, only exclaimed
"Sav'ed !" Then sank into a deep sleep from which I did not attempt to arouse him.
It was ncar the hour of noon when my husband awoke and cnten~d the room.
There was a light in his eye and an exaltation
in his bearing that awed m~. \Vithout speaking he dre a chair
1
.\·
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to the bedside and again took the hands of Euni~e. She started
at his touch and opening her eyes, gazed long and wonderingly
at the radiant face before her. Soon a faint flu sh tinged her brow
and a smile of rifognition wreathed the pale lips. She murmured, "I knew you would come!'' "Eunice do not talk, you are very
ill; rest, I will guard you!" was my husbands reply; her eyes
-<:losed and she was soon again sleeping sweetly. But why linger
·Over the details of those hours ? The danger was passed, but it
·would require many weeks to restore her to health. I rejoiced
in· the prospect of her returning life, for it seemed• like a restoration from the dead. For many weeks I waited upon her with
·Care, but there was one, more attentive than I. who seemed to an·ticipate her every wish, and even thought, before expressed. :\fy
.anxiety for Eunice and deep sorrow for my selfish and suspicious
behavior toward her, had banished all jealousy from my heart
The sweet, childlike joy manifested by Eunice in the presence of
my husband, found an echo in my soul. \\'ell as I thought I
understood the mystery of love, I failed to comprehend its "·onderful power upon my husband, he was transformed; every leaf.
bud and flower possessed a charm ; his soul was filled with
ibeauty and everything received the baptism that exalted a nd glorified him.
:\I any weeks passed before the iirst shadow clouded the fair
sky. Eunice \Yas setting by the open window, enjoying the fra
grance of the evening air, her fingers toying with the dark locks of
him, whose eager face was ah,·ays turned toward her. I was sitting alone, neglected, if not forgotten by the happy ]o,·er~. A
pang shot through my heart as I \Yatched them and resolved that
this familiarity must cease. I was mortal and could not endure
to see all attention, thought, lo,·e, go to another. That night I
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urged my husband to go to our home, saying Eunice is improving rapidly and no longer requires the time and attention of both;our home is neglected, your business suffering; adding, that I
would soon follow. He replied, HvVe rnay los~ ~omething by our
protracted absence, but consider what we have gained; Eunice
will soon be able to travel, then we \viii all go." He spoke frankly~ there was no attempt on the part of either to conceal their
deep love. I said no more, but waited; my soul growing each
day darker; the old nature trying hard to assert its supremacy.
It came at last~ Eunice had so improved that preparations were
making for our departure, I, suffering the tortures of a jealousy I
dare not express.

•

"0, jealousy,
Thou ughest fiend of hell, thy healthful venom
Prey3 on my vitals, turns the rleadly hue
Of my fresh cheek to haggard shallowness,
And drinks my spirits up."

The evening preceding our departure, returning from a short
walk I found my husband and Eunice sitting in the moonlight
conversing in low, earnest tones. I " ·as about to lea\·e them alone·
when my husband called: "Emily, come here, I have something
to say to you !" He then gave me the history of his early life as
he had once given it to Eunice, speaking of his friendship for me
and his love for her; our loveless, hopeless condition. He blamed
himself for being- the cause of this disappointment and unhappiness; pictured in glowing colors his self-struggle, and the pro-tracted and useless effort he had made to ter~r the memory of Eu-nice from l:.is heart, and to love me as he had loved her. His
depre~sion, lo?S ~fhealth, loss of interest in life,and the utterly hopeless state, into which he wa...; sinking when summoned to Eunice. He
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spoke of the "revelation" made to him in which the sinfulness of
n1arrying me was made clear, then referred to his death-like trance
at the bedside of Eunice; of the spirits who had aided him in
transfusing the aura from his own life into her exhausted and
almost lifeless form. Then he. spoke of a revelation received
while in the trance which came from one who claimed he had been
seen by Eunice and myself and had given us a communication on
the subject of love. He had also said that Eunice and I were
united by the highest and purest affection; that no power in the
universe could lessen or change our regard for each other, that
our external union tnight be deferred, but that the laws of God
bound us so closely, that some time, all obstacles would be removed. He spoke of you, Emily; said your affection for tne was
not conjugal love, that it would lessen and finallf be entirely
erased; that there was one who had seen and loved you, to him
you belonged; that eventually you would comprehend the great
law of spiritual attraction, and be thankful that" you w~re saved
from a permanent union with one who could never answer the
demands of your nature.
:\Iy husband th~n talked long and earnestly upon what he
called the "law of love;'' but every word was like a poisoned arrow to my soul. I strove hard for self-control, but in vain, and at
last throwing aside all attempt to disguise my feelings, I replied:
All this is for the purpose of having me say that I am willing to
yield my interests, love and right to you, to break the sacred ti~
of marriage and give my husband to another-to onl! you loved
when you came with a lie on your lips and in your heart, ,·owing
love and fidelity to n1e. y·our sophistry shall not becloud my intellect. You have succeeded in making ml! wretched, but you
shall not bask in the sunshine of another love, while I am writhing
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in darkness and agony. Your st·ory oL another who will love and
beautify my life, is well gotten up; but if it emanated from a spirit.
it was an evil and designing one that your black heart has attracted;
better say it is a dream of your own. I now · understand you, and
you will understand me when I say that I will never relinquish my
legal right to you.
I left them and sought the quiet of tny own room. My brain
seemed on fire, I could not think, nor did I note the flight oftime
until the light of morning was in my room, when I slept, slept till
the sun was high. ·wakening, my sorrow seemed a great load upon
my heart. I went into the next room, all was quiet, the very air
seemed oppressive. Trembling with apprehension I sat down near
the window; the servant entered bringing two letters, saying: "I
found them in the library and Mrs. sent them to you.'' I received
them without a word, for husband's well-known hand writing revealed the truth-he had gone, and Eunice too. I had strength to
reach my room, but it was many days before I could read the letters that separated me forever from those I loved so well, and
left me again alone in the world.

CHAPTER X.
The Letters-.Jfa1l, The Nesult Of Umeen Forces-An A unless Life-Death Foreto!tt-.Sph-it ...Jd1.1ite Rejected- Tlu .Result-J?:!y Sudden Departure From Eartlt

"The Gods are just ;
But how can finite measure infinite?
\Yhatever is, is in its ~uses just,
Since all things are by fate, but poor blind man
Sees but a part of the chain, the nearest link,
His eyes not carrying to that equal beam
That poise:; all above."

!! fT"\ EJ\R

El\IIL Y :-It is the still hour of n1idnight; the
~: )...!; sighing night winds, the chirp of insects and the loud
~ )1
.
.
~!:~ ttcktng of my watch are the only sounds that break the
~
almost death like stillness of the hour. I can almost
hear the rustle of angel garments as their etherial forms move to
and fro in the moonlight. I had hoped that these angel watchers
would inspire and guide me in this turning point in my existence.
But hope and prayers have been unavailing. Upon me rests the
responsibility of deciding the important question that is to make
or destroy the earthly happiness of three persons. Yes, dear
Emily, three immortal souls with lofty aspirations and boundless
capacity will look to this hour for the impetus that is to urge then1
forward into broader and more expanded views of life and its ultimate. I will not shrink from the task, but take up the broken
threads of rny life and endeavor to unite them.
"I have spoken clearly and definitely of my feelings upon this
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subject, therefore have little to add, save upon general principles.
I need not repeat my regrets for the past; you must realize more
fully than words can express how deep they are.. The question
pressing for an answer is this, shall we submit to conditions which
our ignora~ce or folly have produced? Shall we three spend the
ren1ainder of life regretting the past and sighing for the happiness
which we have not the courage to grasp. Long, car~ful and deliberate thought has yielded the answer I now give you. Every
individual is the result of unseen and little comprehended forces
of the universe. In man is found only the combinations of atoms and
the result of mentalities which have existed in myriads of forms
and conditions. In nature it is the unconscious, unthinking force;
in man the gradually matured reason guides the otherwise discordant forces. It is man's province to control, and mould matter. It is also his province to work out and control his own destiny. \Vithout the guiding star, the logic of the brain, the three
lives that have come so near shipwreck would be lost in the pitiless storm and the impenetrable darkness that envelopes them.
Reason points the way to the green valleys and peaceful streams
where each may advance along the line of individual progression,
ultimating in that restful condition, the crowning joy of earth.
Emily, you and I have sought the sunny isle in vain, no baln1 ,
laden breezes reached our souls, no strain of heavenly music
prophesied of brighter years. Desp~ir had folded its dark wings
around my life, and you too were unhappy. I thought to talk
calmly with you to-night of my plans for the future, but your
angry voice and flashing eye silenced me. I had hoped for a
tranquil separation, finding that impossible, I take the only step
that is left for me. First returning to our home and leaving my
property in care of a trusted friend. You shall have all. There .
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is more than enough to keep you comfortable for life; all I ask
in return is, that you consent to a peaceful disunion.
Yet, I
realize that this request is useless, you will not, for you cannot
_see this subject as I do; nor understand, that according to the
eternal la\ys of God we do not, never can belong to each other.
I ask fo1: my liberty, but to obtain it shall bring no charge against
you, nor will I violate the laws of right that you may have cause
to apply for the freedom which I so fully grant. Emily, I have
wronged you, do not fear that I shall ever wrong another. I
_shall wait until time has taught you the great lesson so strongly
i~parted to me.
I go away alone; shall write to you once more,
but it is not probable that we shall ever meet again. You, I respect, Eunice I worship! \Yhen the sunlight falls across your way
and the fingers of idolatrous love shall sweep your heart ~trings,
then you will appreciate our feelings. Eunice is an angel of purity
and goodness, and I am fully satisfied that she is my eternal companion . . Dear Emily, forgive the past and forget it as soon as
may be. I shall ever remember your kindness with gratitude.
Eunice is writing; what I have omitted she will supply. Emily,
farewell! I feel assured that this parting which now seems so
.cruel will be a blessing in disguise. Ever your friend,
LA\VSON.''

"DEAR SISTER E;.\IILY !-There are many things I would say to
you, but the painful embarrassment consequent upon the position
1 occupy will prevent the presentation of my thoughts as fully and
clearly as I desire. I need not refer to the sisterly affection which
brightened and blessed our childhood; to the kindness which inspired you to receive to your heart, one who had been deserted
and led to the very verge of destruction. The nobility and self
sacrificing spirit you manifested, made a deep and lasting impres-
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sion upon me, and welded more firmly the links m the beautifur
chain of affection. I will not weary you by dwelling upon thehorror that seized me when I discovered, what I then looked upon
as an unholy love, had taken possession of me. The hand you
had caressed was raised to stab you, the viper you had warmed
into life was about to turn upon its benefactor! Dark and appalling was the picture drawn by the delicate fingers of love. My
resolution was formed; God and angels know how earnestly I
struggled to keep it! l\1 r. Lawson has told you of the event that
occurred before your marriage. At that time I thought I had torn
from my heart every motive that could quicken it into action~
every seed that could be warmed to life. I had dashed from my
lips the cup of happiness for your sake, I had \Velcomed darkness,
lvneliness, desolation ; yea, gladly consented to carry a dead heart
in a living form, that the crowning joy of life might be yours.
Of my life after your marriage I need not speak ; its struggles
and heart sorrows are known to those whose watchful care has.
ever been over me.
This brings me to the time when I was about to pass to that
land I had so long sighed for; again your hand snatched me from
the grave. Language is inadequate to express my gratitude for
your unwearied attention; for you have indeed brought me from
death unto life. But, oh my sister! you do not know, and it is
useless to attempt to describe the tide of emotion that swept
through my being, when I recognized the presence of him from
whom I believed myself forever separated. I will not pain your
kind heart by portraying a depth of affection you have never
known; but I would like to tell you of the gradual recognition of
great principles; of their existence I was once ignorant. I realize
that you are not prepared to accept of anything I might say upon
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t11is point although you have admitted that for five years you
hoped and struggled to obtain the love of your hu;sband. Your
saddened spirit, joyless home, listless, and almost aimless existence
proves how great the failure has been. Ask your O\Yn heart,
,,·ould it be well to have this struggle continue through earth life?
\Vhat God has united, no man, no institution or law can put assunder. Neither is man capable of forming ties sufficiently strong
to bind and bless those whom God has not joined! I-fow long I
was blind to this great fact, but how clearly I see it now. Emily,
the time must surely come when you wiU rise above the narrow
prejudices which hold you. You must see that permanent, true
love is reciprocal, you and l\1r. Lawson must eventually drift
apart; the earlier this truth dawns upon you, the better it will be
for all. l{nowing you as 1 do, I feel sure you will put aside the
legal bonds that holds. you to one to whom you have no right.
I know you will suffer, and gladly would I stay to comfort and
bless you, but I fear my presence will only annoy you. Sould
you need my help, or be willing to accept my sympathy, a letter
directed to the family with whom I have so long made my home
will reach me. I go into retirement to gain the strength I so
n1uch need and to await your decision. Sister do not judge me
too harshly ; wait for the light that will surely come. Ever your
loving sister,
EuxrcE."
~othing

new was revealed by these letters, yet they produced
a terrible shock. For weeks I lingered between life and death;
a strong constitution prevailed and reason returned. As it came back
the little form that had been constantly at my bed side, the soft
hand that had soothed my brow, withdrew, and in its place ,,·as
the faithful nurse who had cared for Eunice. I questioned her in
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regard to the other, but receiving no s~tisfaction, turned my attention to other subjects. One thought was clear and well defined
in my brain, my husband had asked for his freedom that he
might be happy with another. Never, never could I consent! If
I must suffer, they should suffer with me.
I returned to my desolate home, secluded myself from all society, spent weeks and months wandering from room to room, as
wretched and miserable a being as ever lived. At the end of a
year my mother appeared to me; her looks artd words convinced
me that her sympathies \\·ere with my husband, therefore, I refused to receive anything from her. Each day I grew more selfish
and morbid; I consoled myself only with the thought, that others
were as unhappy as I. l\1y health was failing and at the close of
the second year my mother again appeared. After trying to
draw me away from my gloomy life she said: 11 You will not live
on earth much longer, drive this selfishr1ess and jealousy from
your soul and prepare to come up higher."
This announcement angered me; I resolved that I \\'ould not
die and thus permit others to triumph. ·From that day I entered
upon a new existence. :My house \\·as thrown open, the rooms
filled with sympathising friends. The change worked like magic.
Before the close of the third year I was in perfect health; never
had I been so pleasing in my person. I resolved to go to my
husband and see if time, and the change wrought in me would
not bring the love I craved. I was preparing for the journey
when my mother appeared. There was a look of anxiety upon
her face as she said: " Emily, desist, if you do not, you will hasten
your own destruction! I have told you this trial is for a purpose
and out of it will spring roses whose fragrance will sweeten many
a life." 'Her words and earnest manner failed to change my pur-
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pose and the preparations were continued; another day, and all
would be complete.
It was a bright, clear autumn day when for the last time I ordered my pet horse brought to the door; one more ride through
the bright tinted forests, and then I would trust him to other
hands until my return. Even now, from the bights of spirit life,
I look back with pl~asure to the beauty of that morning. I had
been out an hour or more and was leisurly returning, when the
report of a rifle shot close by the way side startled my horse.
He sprang forward and rushed on regardless of all my efforts to
control or keep him in the road so often followed. On he fte,v,
becoming· each moment more and more frightened, until by a
sudden turn I was thrown to the ground; my skirt became entangled and I was dragged some distance and when found was
insensible. In this condition I remai~ed until death closed my
eyes and they opened upon the realities of another life. I died
with all the energies of life bent upon accomplishing one purpose;
I died with the fires of jealousy burning in 1ny heart. Think you
I awoke transformed? Future chapters will reveal the facts.
l\f any years had been passed in a physical form, yet the spirit
was so dwarfed that it was not prepared to enter into the joys or
harmonies of the inner temple. You who follow this experience
will understand the necessity which held me, subsequent to death,
so long within the magnetism of earth. No beauty of scenery,
no desire for knowledge; not even .the pure love which I cherished for my mother, could break that powerful spell which had
woven itself-around me. It was not the physical that was jealous, that loved, that \Vas ignorant of the meaning of life; it was
the spirit. The physical is an evolution from the cruder forms of
matter, the spirit is an evolution, an individualization of what you
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term the forces of the universe. Good, harmony, happiness are
evolutions from sin, evil and discord. In the majority of cases
this last and greatest change comes after the death of the physical body. Future chapters will illustrate this better than I can
now explain it.

•

THERE lS NO DEATH

Thete is no death! The stars go down
To rise upou some fairer shore,
And bright in hea,·en's jewelJed crO\nl
They shine for e,·ermore.
There is no death ! The dust we tread
Shall change beneath the summer showers
To golden grain or mellow fruit,
Or rainbow tinted flower::;.
The g-ranite rocks disorganize
To. feed the hungry moss they bear;
1he fairest lea,·es drink daily life
From out the viewless air.
!'here is no death ! The leaves may fall,
The flom~rs may fade and pass away,
They only \mit through wintry hours
The coming of the ~fa}.
And ever near us, thougl1 unseen,
The dear immortal spirits tread ;
}or alJ the boundless uni,·erse
Is life ; there are no dead.

•
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PART SECOND.

CHAPTER I.
lJ/y First d<J!al:euiug- Derzd/ Am .I Dead?- 'YVhat I Saw Am{ ./I~ard-11/y J£otlur

The First To 11/eet Jle-Powcr Of Earthly Lo7:e- 11fother, TVhere Am £?-Arbor Of Repose-Deeply Interesting QuestiousAuswered-A 'Jounu;,-Traveli11g
bz Spirit Lift- Cnde&·e!oped Spirits Co1lb-ol!ed-Do Sfirits Get TVta ry-Spirit
Alu.ra;'s Conmcted J,Vith 3/attn:- Gcnzalo, The Spirit Teacl1er-A Gro<.•e Jlating .In Spirit Life- Gonzalo's Oration.
"Can it be?
:\latter immortal? And shall spirit die?
Above the nobler, shall less 11obler rise?
Shall man alone, for whom all else revives,
l\o resurrection know? Shall man alone,
Imperial man! be sown in barren ground,
Less prh·ileged than grain, on which he feed:; ? "

.

.. ~ .ya

~~-')

t~

\VEEl{ passed after the event recorded in the last chapter,

~ before consciousness dawned upon my benumbed and dead!?·--;;

~:~·._: ened faculties.

The memory of that awakening is like the
"~· faint echo of far off music. I lay with hal( closed eyes enjoying the beautiful sights, delicious odors and sweet sounds that
surrounded me. From this delightful, visionary mood, I slowly
~-t ~
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drifted back to the full possession of conscious being, and realized
that I was not dreaming, not gazing upon a vision, but surrounded
by realites. I examined with intense interest the profusion of
wonderfully beautiful flowers that attracted my attention. Tlu!
vast apartment 'yas literally alive with these children of beauty.
The walls were semi-transparent, and in places, literally covered
with feathery mosses and fine, delicate vines, trained in forms of
artistic elegance. Among the bright, green moss, gleamed little
flo,,·ers ' so arranc:red
as to form words·. H repose"
"rest"
crolden
b
b
'
'
"peace," "love;'' these and many others, sometimes whole sentences were apparently gro\\·ing in the strangely illuminated walls.
The light falling through tinted windows was soft and mellow,
rustic chairs and lounges cushioned with moss, were seen as far
as the eye could reach. A soft, velvety carpet covet~ed the floor,
while the vaulted ceiling which had at first attracted my attention
was of a deep blue, spangled by golden stars, their beauty half
veiled by silvery cloudlets, such perfect copies from nature, that
one could readily imagine himself gazing at the sky. The air of
this splendid apartment was filled with fragrance, and n1elodious
with soft, sweet strains of distant music, mingled with the murn1ur
of the fountains, and the song of many golden-winged birds flitting
an1ong the flowers. It was sweet, natural, restful; and long I reveled in the delight that this sphere of beauty imparted.
At last the question, how came I here? disturbed my tranquility
of mind. I closed my eyes and tried to recall the past. Slo\\'ly the
bygone years came back; childhood; the poverty and in harmony
of our home, the stern, hard man I called father; the pale, patient
suffering n1other; the bright, sweet Eunice; the appearance of
the PnA~T0:\1 FoiUI; the death of my little brother and mother.
Each event was as clear and distinct as the realty had been, and
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•each scene awoke the peculiar feelings and emotions that had be:}onged to it; every event of earth-life was depicted with perfect
clearness, and I can truthfully say that I li\·ed over again every
'p hase of the existence I passed through, up to the very closing
scene. Until this was presented, I had not realized that I ,\·as
dead; for memory did not go in advance of the scenes depicted.
Dead! I startingly exclaimedJ and wringing my hands in
despair, " ·ith one bound I sprang to my feet and pulled aside the
swaying vines that partially concealed a crystal mirror. No, I
\Yas not dead! The delicate features, the finely rounded form,
.smooth, white skin, long and darkly shining hair, large lustrous
.eyes, rich, full lips; this picture spoke of life and beauty, and for
a time I thought of nothing but the wonderful transformation, and
I reveled in the contemplation of a beauty so long coveted. But
.at last I came to the conviction that I was of the earth no more!
The beautr was at once valueless, and from that rnon1ent there
was a settled determination to return to earth again, and rest not,
•until he who \vas the sun of my life, should be free from the meshes
.that had been woven around him, and bow before her whose beauty,
now far surpassed that of the pale-faced Eunice.
Do you think it strange that a desire to re-enter the shadows
of earth should have found its way to that peaceful abode? That
a loYe that had stung me almost to madness should be more potent than the uplifting love of a mother? \\'bile thinking ho\v best
·to broach this subject to my mother, who I felt sure would endeavor to detain me, she entered, accompanied by t\Yo .spirits
whom I had known in earth life. They greeted me as one arisen
·from the dead,· and painted in glowing colors the beauty of the
world they li\'ed in. I was glad to meet these friends, especially
ithe sainted mother, whose youth and beauty astonished me, being
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far superior when seen in a spirit world, by spirit visio~, than•
when looked upori. through the murky atmosphere of earth. Her
robe was of soft, silvery brightness, falling around her perfect formj
in wavy outlines. The light of the mother love had not faded
from her face. She placed the hand of her child in mine and.
whispered his angel name. How tall he had grown, so perfect in
proportion! Ah, mothers, if you could but.see the happy change wrought in your little ones, when borne a\vay to the gardens of.
paradise you would no longer grieve without hope!
As soon as possible I signified my desire to be alone with
mother. It was granted and we sat upon one of the rustic seats
and enjoyed a sweet communion. In giving me a history of hero
experience in spirit life, to my astonishment she did not mention
the spirit known as the PHA:'\T0:\1 Fo1u1. At the close of the recital,.
she said:
u Now, my dear Emily, I know all that is within your heartthe great longing that has taken possession of you. It is my duty
to try and draw you from this earth attraction; it is at best, butr
temporary. The trials you have passed through, as I once told
you, were for a purpose, a purpose you cannot yet understand~
but, be assured my child, the sooner you break this attraction, the
better for you. He is on earth, you in the spirit world! He a
mortal, you a spirit! The effort to cross the gulf that separates
you, will but add to your sufferings, and will lengthen the time
that must pass b~fore you are freed frorri the entanglement of magnetic conditions and are prepared for higher fields of usefulness."·
~I y mother paused for an answer; her words had failed to
change my purpose. The spirit world was nothing to me; the·
society of angels, even the pursuit of knowledge, was as dust and
ashes to one whose every thought centered in another plane of
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existence. Reading the decision in my face, my mother said:
"~Iy child, it shall be as you wish; if you can only acquire
knowledge through bitter experience, you shall return, but not at
pre sent; you are weak, need rest and strength, be content to tarry
with us a time. There is one I would have you meet, one who
has watched for your coming and will have something to say to
you before your return to earth; rest now my child; to-morrow
you shall meet my friend and go for a time to my pavilion. Ah,
it will be long, long before you will again look upon it!"
Don't go yet! There are many questions I would like to ask in
regard to the new life that has been so suddenly forced upon me.
In answer to my request my mother seated herself by my side,
and shaking down the delicate vines until they screened us from
view, said:
" Now my child, be as brief as possible ; to-morrow you will
be stronger and better prepared for the consideration of subjects
which at present seem wrapped in mystery."
First, dear mother, where am I? I mean in what part of the
spirit world?
"This temple is called the Arbor of Repose. It is situated in
the Southern portion of the lovely valley of Zayat."
That signifies a place of rest for travelers ! is this valley dedicated to that purpose?
"::\'I any temples similar to the one you are now in, occupy beautiful sites, and are used for .the reception and entertainment of
those who pass suddenly from earth."
"That! are all suicides, and all who die by accident brought to
this place?
"~ o! ::\1any are received ·by friends and congenial associates in
the sphere below this."
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Then this sphere is not the nearest to earth ?
"Ko."
Is this entire sphere devoted to the purpose to which the valley
is dedicated ?
No, the Northern part is inhabited by a refined and intelligent
class of persons whose most powerful attractions is toward the
earth, which they frequently visit; and there are also other classes, son1e, dwarfed by earth experiei1ces, others, angular, and unbalanced."
vVhy do those spirits remain there; are they held by physical
force?
"The scenery is more beautiful than any your eyes e\'er looked
upon, and their homes more attractive; there, all the pleasures
and benefits to be enjoyed by refined and delicate natures may be
found. Spirits remain there because it is their will to do so; it is
near the earth to which many of them cling with the deepest affection ; while others who have outgrown the attraction that once
held them, prefer to remain and acquire the knowledge and experience they .should have gained on earth.
lVIother, is your home in that beautiful place?
" Not at present;· I remained there for years. and have many
warm friends who still linger there. Silver Star, better known to
you as the PHANTO~I FoR)I, has never ascended beyond that lovely
plane of life, nor can she, until her all-absorbing love for Eunice
has ripened into a broad, humanitarian work."
You have spoken of the spirits of that sphere, frequently returning to earth; can they not as easily descend from other and higher
planes?
"Certainly, but their mission is purified from all selfishness and
is wholly for the good of humanity."
·
(I
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\:Vhat class of spirits occupy the first sphere ?
"The coarse, unrefined, and unfortunate; I mean those who on
earth are termed low, depraved and \vicked."
:\T ust I pass through that sphere in again returning to earth?
"Certainly not."
It ,,·ould seem that there could be little, if any, opportunity for
improvement, where there is congregated all that is vile and low
in nature?
"That place has not been set apart for that class of spirits, they
simply gravitate to it; nor is it• left like a plague· spot upon the
glory and brightness of the Summer Land. ~Iissionaries are constantly laboring to enlig-hten and heal the sin sick souls, and they
are ever passing on to higher schools, in another portion of this
sphere."
Have they no high, strong laws that regulate and restrain these
turbulent natures?
" Certainly, the sphere is not given over to their control, nor are
they as vicious as when on earth; they do not have unlimited
power \"Vhen pern1itted to re-enter the magnetism of earth."
Should I remain, where would be n1y home?
\Vith the PHAXT0:\1 FOR:\I, until the attraction which now holds
you \\·as broken or had become mutual."
It will never be broken! \Vill I not have greater opportunity to
strenghten and render pennanent this love of my soul when near
its object?
"You can try. Experience is the best teacher," replied my
mother, bending forward until the long wavy hair concealed the
expression of her face.
I will try, for I could never, never be happy here! But, dear
mother, you spoke of rest, do spirits grow weary?
(l
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" Spirit is never disconnected from matter; the fine organization
endures longer, but it too, requires its period of rest; and I have
learned that this law holds good throughout all the realms of
spirit existence."
I should reason that the body that wearies, would sometime
decay, I said, looking with admiration upon the clear, white face
of my mother.
Yes, child, it is said there is a process analogous to death, but
I have not seen it."
How soon can I return?
'
,( Day after to-n1orrow."
Day! Do you have night here?
(( Something that resembles it, a lesser light. And now my
child, I leave } ou. Duties of which you will be apprised to-morrow require my presence; be calm, and remember that your sorrows have planted seeds that will sink deep into many a human
heart ; starting many a dormant mind into action and helping to
prepare the \vay for a revolution which will agitate the stagnant
waters and enable millions to cast off the yoke of slavery more
terrible than death."
Mother, you have hinted at this in your communications to me
while on earth, what do you tnean?
" Child, you are not yet prepared to understand the significance
of my words, neither am I competent to speak understandingly of
the great muvement, ere long to be inaugurated; trust! trust in
the overruling power of goodness and justice; to-morrow you will
see my humble efforts to work in unison with the circles of higher
intelligences that are preparing to break in pieces the idols of man.
I must now go, rest until to-morrow!"
How could I rest! 'Vhat strange meaning was concealed beneath
(C
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J1er 'vords? Long I puzzled my brain over this question and at
last let it drop and dri(ted in thought back to my old h0111e. It
was long, long before the active brain was still, and sweet sleep
folded her pinions over my weary eyes.
"Sleep, sleep ! be thine the sleep that throws
Elysium o'er the soul's repose,
\Yithout a dream, save 5uch as wind,
Like miduight angels, through the mind.''

The song of birds, and the play of fountains called n1e back to
the world of conscious life. Two spirits stood by my bed and
smiled at my look of surprise. In a low, musical voice, one said:
'' \Ve have been sent to prepare you for your journey; will you
.rise and go with us ? "
I assented, and was conducted into a recess, off from the main
apartment where the light fleecy garment I had so much aumired
was taken, and I was directed to pass through an arched doonvay
into another apartment. In the centre of the room, if I may call
it a toom, was a body of water, which on earth . I would have
called a little lake; water as clear as crystal, so beautiful, that the
vines and flowers which formed the walls of the room, were all
.reflected on its polished surface. The air was balmy and filled
\~·ith most .delicious fragrance.
I soon perceived that it was intended for a bath and truly, I can say, that never had I enjoyed
the like; the water imparted vitality, and the beauty and fragrance
of every object filled me with a strange and rapturous delight.
Fo.r a time I f0rgot everything but the object of existence.
"So the whirlwind bore my spirit,
But to lands that Saints inherit,
.And it seems my heart forever like a ruby cup runs o'er.
I am blessed beyond all blessing
And an Angels pure caressing
IFJews .around my sGul f-er·e v«, like a stream around its shore."
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I ren1ained sporting in the water until the angel called, requesting me to prepare for our departure, friends were already waiting .
to accompany us. I was directed to pass into an alcove on the
right; there I found all that was essential; the n1ost delicate and
beautiful ·wardrobe had been prepared, made of the finest and n1ost
perfect texture. Soft creamy lace that seemed too delicate to
handle, something that I called linen, but lighter and finer, dazzling my eye with its whiteness. I will not weary by giving a
minute description of the toilette my n1other had prepared. Suf
fice it to say, that the gossamer robe was of a bright, rose color,
trin1med with the finest lace and confined at the waist by a girdle
of jewels. Everything from the dainty boots, to the sno'"Y buds
for my hair was perfect, and \Yhen I gazed for the last time in the
long mirror, I felt that I had never dreamed of beauty so perfect.
:\ly angel friends threw a light n1antle of silvery brightness about
me and each taking a hand, led me to\Ya.rd a large mansion where
they said we should n1eet our friends.
0, the beauty and glory of that morning! the delicious fragrance, the soft, mcllo\Y light falling through the swa¥ing branches
of the magnificent trees under whose shadows we "alked to the
mansion from whose open windo\\'S music floated out to greet us.
" How music charms? How metre "arm~?
Parent of actions good and braYe !
How ,·ice it tames? and worth inflame::;
And holds proud empire o'er the grave!"

\Ye ·w ere n1et at the door by a young lady and her brother,
once n1y scholars. I was surprised and delighted to see them, also
two ladies who had been intimate friends during the first years of
n1y married life. Kno·wing nothing of the skeleton in our home,.
they enquired eagerly for my husband, and sympathised with me.
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in the sorrow that must follow our brief separation. l\iy guide
seemed to notice these remarks were embarrassing, and suggested
that we should enter the house where other friends were waiting.
After being warmly received by the company, we passed out,
over the soft, velvety grass and moved in line toward the bright
expanse of water which lay sparkling in the sun-light. The interlacing branches of graceful trees formed a canopy: partially excluding the light and protected us from the heat, to which I found
myself exceedingly sensitive. \Ve soon reached the silvery sand
bordering the beautiful river. Beautiful! indeed, the word will
give but a faint conception of the broad shining water, its musical
n·aves casting white blossoms and tinted shells at our feet, while
swaying vines and bright flowers were laved in its crystal bosom.
A number of small boats were waiting to receive us, their silken
sails fluttering in the breeze, reminding me of the poets description:
"The dainty boat like a pearly shell,
Tin ted and lined u·ith a rose as well."

Poetic imaginings contain more truth than is usually accorded
to them; so delicate and frail seemed these little barques that I
hesitated before trusting myself to them. My friends smiled at
my fears and asked lightly: "how Spirit could be destroyed?"
The meeting of familiar faces, the natural and easy conversation
relating to events of the past, the beauty and harmony of our
surroundings, the flashes of wit and joyous flow of mirth, put me
at ease and for a time lightened the heavy load resting upon my
heart. I had many questions to a~k of deep interest to me, but
I "·ill no~ repeat them here ; enough to say, that after a most delightful sail we came in sight of the emerald shores, heard sweet
:-,trains of music and were soon gliding along past mansions whose
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magnificence must be seen to be appreciated. Green lawns sloping to the water's edge, statues and fountains gleaming among the
dark leaves; all, all so beautiful, that earth memories for the time
were entirely erased.
We landed and were met by my mother, accotnpanied by her
friends, and the proud and happy glance bestowed upon me, gave
assurance that the love of a mother burned with an added power
in the heart of that fair, noble wotnan. She led us over th~ undulating banks where strangely shaped carriages awaited us. I \Yas
surprised by the fine appearance of the horses, their symmetry of
form and beauty of color; some were white as snow. others of a
rich cream color, and others shone like polished steel ; nor was
my astonishment lessened, when I noticed how easily tho<;e ~pirited
animals were controlled. Observing n1y curious and bewildered
expression, my mother said:
" You wonder at seeing animals in spirit life, and marvel at tht:
ease and speed with which 've are borne along.''
Yes I do wonder, their dainty feet seem to scarce touch the
white, shining pebbles, they really appear to be treading- the air,
I replied.
"You are hardly prepared, to understand the explanation I
could give; wait, enjoy the beauty of your surroundings and by
and by, another will ans\\·er your questions. l\1y child, I do not
at once take you to our pavilion, the number of people, the music;
the preparations you behold, were not made with special reference
to your visit. \Ve have a meeting here to-day; a gentleman, resident of the sphere you have just left, comes here from time to
time to charm us with his eloquence, encourage us with .our work
and unravel mysteries whose solution we have not yet reached.
He is known by the name of Gonzalo, and in reality belongs in
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this sphere, but for reasons which I will not now explain, he prefers to pursue his studies in the home he has so long occupied.
His subject to-day is love. Listen my child and ponder well the
words of wisdom you will hear.''
The wonderful steeds were now standing in the outskirts of a
beautiful grove. Near by was a platform, literally covered with
ftm,·ers, canopied with blue and white, and rustic s~ats were appropriately arranged. \ Ve alight.::!d, my n1other drew me near to
the speakers' stand. ~Ien and women \\·ere approaching from
every direction and soon the entire gro\·e was filled with an audience of beauty, intelligence and grace. I was strangely impre~sed
by the purity, frankness and intelligence of the faces; no expression of sordid selfishness, jealousy or discontent. Soon the rich
strains of music ceased, and fron1 a distant group two gentlemen
advanced toward the rostrum.
I shall ne,·er forget the electric thrill that leaped from heart to
Prain, as I fixed my eyes for the first time in spirit life upon Gonzalo, and recognized in the majestic form. the broad brow, the
eagle eye, the firm mouth, the \Vavy, silken hair, the spirit that
once came and communicated with Eunice and I. If he appeared
perfect then, he now seemed to my dazed senses godlike; and
when the rich, mellow voice, was lifted in S\\'eet, holy words of
invocation, the eyes grew tnisty \Yith the intensity of feeling and
the white brow ft ushed with the glory of inspiration; then, the last
tie that bound me to earth seemed to snap asunder and in spirit I
fell at his feet.
I will. not attempt to repeat any part of the oration; it thrilled,
exalted and transformed me! I was born anew, and for the first
time obtained a glimpse of the boundless wealth and deathless
power of reciprocal affection! He paused, my mother's clasp
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tightened upon my hand and brought me back to a consciousness
of my real condition. Her face was radiant when she presented
her daughter to the orator, and again we were conducted to the
carriage in waiting and were soon moving rapidly along through
the most charming scenes the eye had ever rested upon. 11y
mother, brother and Gonzalo accompanied me. His musical voice
in the most poetic language, explained many things, and when
the horses were checked in front of an immense marble edifice,
and we ascended the broad avenue and stood for a moment looking up at its gleaming walls and crystal windows, I felt that this
was heaven; but, \\'hat had mother to do in that magnificient
structure, how came she there, what meant the bright faces looking out upon n1e, and above all, ,,·hat was the meaning of the
mysterious power exerted upon me by Gonzalo; ''"hy did his
touch thrill me, his eyes draw me like a magnet and his voice fill
my soul with music? These questions will be answered hereafter.

CHAPTER II.
/11 Spirit Lrni-Lusci{Jus Fruit, As Real A s .!n E artl1 Life- A .Re.>flrt
A 11(/ Its Cse~/s The Distinction Of Sa Lost In Spirit Lifo."

Lllansi f111S

"A tlream subhme of a .sunny clime,
\Yho::-e balmiest breezes blo"-;
\Yhose mountains loom and landscapes bloom
In God's eternal glow !
Gh·e me my lyre ! I feel the fire,
l"nseen by mortal sight:
Oh ! d;;ion grand, of the summer land,
l'm fainting in delight !
But words are weak w·hen lhe ~onl would speak
Of the angel home above ;
Faint dsions alone are to man made kno,rn,
Of that dwelling of light and love."
',I

~·-' ·.

~, ',X

T IS ?\OT my intention to give an elaborate description of

: ~ __ - the stately mansion, nor dwell upon the elegance of its
~~:-~~ spacious apartments. This wculq require much time and
•l@
like many things I must relate \YOtdd tax your credulity,
therefore I shall pass lightly over external surroundings, confining
n1yself principally to instruction recei\·ed.
Ascending the marble steps we p::tssed into the main entrance
,,·here I lingered to admire the rich and varied works of art, and
not until my mother called, could I leave the delightful scene.
Passing down the full length of the great entrance hall, I follow~d
the sound of cheerful voices, and soon stood among my friends in
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a small, neat apartment, partaking of the most luscious fruits and
other delicacies. Yes! eating in spirit life, as real as it had been
on earth, and I could but smile as I remembered the ideas of spirit
life that I had imbibed while there. After an hour or more passed
in this pleasurable manner, we were invited to follow mother who
led the way to one of the most beautiful rooms I had ever seen.
Here, my child. you will be free from interruption, you can ask
as many questions as you wish; our friend Gonzalo will answer.
I thanked my mother; her quiet, graceful manner and easy conversation had overcome the timidity and restraint first felt in
Gonzalo's presence; addressing him I said: I am curious to know
why you occupy so large a house?
"This is a school, or more properly speaking. a Resort," answered Gonzalo. "It is designed to aid and educate those unfortunate woman who have been deprived of intellectual culture,
and opportunity to unfold the inherent capacity and latent talent
they possess. They come fron1 alL conditions of life, prompted
by one desire-improvement."
\:Vhy arc they isolated from companionship with those gentlemen who are prompted by the same high motives, I mean, why is
this school devoted exclusively to women?
''You have asked the most important question relating to this
subject. Co-education of the sexes is as important and beneficial
here as on earth; but there is a condition reached by some men
and many women, which renders association absolutely detrimental."
I cannot understand this.
"Because your experience has been limited. \Vhcn the love
nature, which I may term the central principle of being, has been
outraged through a long succession of years; bl untcd, degraded,
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and almost deprived of its beauty by the abnormal condition into
which it has been thrown by circumstances, or hereditary taint,
then life is robbed of its highest inspirations! Nay, the greatest
good is transformed into the means of the greatest evil ! T he individual sinks into a dark, selfish cond:tion, fro:n which the most
brilliant power of intellect cannot rescue him,- hatred, eventually
creeps in and usurps control."
\Vill not the love of knowledge, of truth, prevent this disastrous
result?
'' Xo; for truth cannot awaken a sentiment that it cannot impart! Love of right does not emanate from the san1e principle as
personal love, nor should it be called love."
Surely, 1\Ir. Gonzalo, it would save from a low, vicious life!
''For a time it would; but eventuaily, that nature which has
been evolved from lower conditions would assert its supremacy,
unless guided and held in check by the Godlike power of reciprocal affection. Your knowledge of history will convince you of
the correctness of this statement. But, to return to this school,
the object was, to provide a place for those women from whose
very existence, love seems to have been eliminated. lVIany of
them dislike, even the presence of men ; they cannot endure the
least manifestation of affection from their o\\'n sex. They thirst
for knmYledge, and in this overruling desire, even the maternal
Love is lost."
Do such spirits advance rapidly?
"Yes; indeed you would be surpris~d at their power of mind,
depth of thought and display of insight!"
Are they happy?
··Yes. they enjoy all the happiness they are capable of appreciating."
\ Vhy is my mother here?
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"She has b-.!en chosen because of peculiar magnetic conditions,
which frequently softens and mellows the icy natures around her.''
Oh. mother! can you be happy here?
"Yes, child, for like many of this unfortunate class, I too required t he.' solitude and co1nfort which is attainable here; my
heart needed rest from the tempestuous gales that h:-td so long- tortu red it. This Resort has been a heaven to me, and now I rejoice
in imparting the knowledge and experience I have gain~cl.''
This is strange, something I had· n~ver th ought of. I-Iow do
t hese students appear when they leave school ?
''You will understand that they are not controlled by compulsion ; there comes a time to each one of them, when the overtaxed and \\'-.!:try love nature has had its rest, and the intellectual
powers have g rO\\·n comparati\·ely mature. You must understand
•
that dcvelopcment or growth, is in circles; when one is complete,
another begins; the vigor and action of love is lost and its awakenin g is slow, but by degrees it again assumes supremacy, and
the individual arise..:; to a hig her and mor(: harmonious plane than
ever before."
This is all beyond my comprehension, so I \\'ill ask a question
upon a subject I think I can understand. In pas!'ling from sphere
to sphere, assuming new forms, is the distinction of sex lost? Is
every spirit complete to itself in the highest sphere? Gonzalo
turncJ his thoughtfu l and expressi,·e f..t.ce towards me, ancl re-

plied:
" I , am only a learner. For many years I ha,·e been trying to
free mysdf from the errors, mistakes and entanglements of earth
life; therefore, I may not answer your questions as clearly and
fully as some other one could. The light that comes to me is
from the re\·clation of principles which I am studyin g, and the ex-
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·periences related to me by those who ha\'e passed on. These
principles assure me of the indestructibility of ail that belongs to
spirit. Sex in person, is only an expression of prinCiple embodied
in spirit; the1·efore it "·ill neYer be lost! No individual spirit is in
itself all-sufficient. 11an and woman are the two halves of the
perfect whole."
I have many other questions to ask upon this subject, but will
wait until my next visit. Before I leave, \vill you be so good as
to satisfy my curiosity in regard to those wonderful horses whose
beauty and speed so delighted and amazed me. :How came they
here, and how are they so easily controlled? Gonzalo smiled as
he replied:
"Those you sa\\· are not flesh and blood as you imagine; but
are simply machines guided aud moved by electricity.
\ rhat ! Is there no life there?
tt It is hard to believe there is not. but such is the case; I ha\'e
heard that ·in the higher spheres e,·ery thought takes on a form,
as the poet sings:
''All

\\Orld~

and

~uns

are the thoughts of Gm1."

So it is said thoughts, beaut~ful thoughts take on the form of
birds, flowers, and many beautiful shapes. You remember the
power of thought upon earth ; how tangibly one mind can affect
another \Yithout speech; this power is n1uch greater here, what
it may be, \\·e cannot say.".
This is truly a \Yonderful life, so different from "·hat I had anticipated!
·
•t Yes, and you ha,·e only had a glimpse of its wonders."
"She has had enough for one day," remarked my mother. 1\Iy
child, you will rest here to-night: to-n1orrow I wi11 accompany
you to your earthly home. unless you prefer to stay here.''
t(
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Like ~ great wave came the sudden thought of earth. Stay
here! I exclaimed, starting up, oh no, I must go!
.. Yes child," said Gonzalo, "you must go, your heart is on fire;
but the cords that bind it, will be burnt to ashes; the power that
holds you will be broken, but long, long, will the gray shadows
of unreciprocal affection drape your spirit; but, at last you will
pass through the pearly gate into perfect freedom."
Thank you for the prophetic words, may they be as truthful as
they are pleasant.
"Farewell," said Gonzalo, looking into my face with a searching gaze. He stood as calm, white and still as a n1arble statue;
then suddenly his face lighted and become suffused with a crimson tide; then bowing gracefully he took his departure; leaving
my mother in a state of rapturous joy, though why, I could
not tell.

CHAPTER III.
R etu r1t T o Eartll-Jly Spirit Guide- A llfagnetic River r-lnd Crystal Ocea1tIfo<u Jiaterial Objects Are Seen By Spirits-Se,·wchiug For Earth Friends.

....

"0, this strange mingling in of Life and Death,
Of Soul and Substance ! Let me comprehend
The hidden secret of life's fleeting breath,
::\Iy beings destiny, its aim and end.
Show me the impetus that urged me forth,
(;pon my lone and burning pathway driven;
The secret force that binds me down to earth,
\Yhile my saJ spirit yearns for home and heaven."

~

~¢.~

•

~0\V

TRUE it is, that the dominant idea will assert itself and
~ obliterate or dim all other impressions. I had been charmed
%·-f by the surpassing beauty and naturalness of spirit life, and
~
delighted to again hold uninterrupted communion with my
loved mother. The novelty and fre:;hness of the scenes through
wh ich I had p1ssed, had drawn my mind away from earth; but,
now that the time was approaching for my return, all other
thoughts lost their hold upon me, and I awaited with anxiety and
impatience for the tim~ to arrive ·when I could once more turn my
face homeward. At that period of_ life an all-absorbing, selfish love·
was the power that ruled me.
f~--1

"The selfish heart deserves the pain it feels ;
:\fore gen' rous sorrow, while it sinks, exalts,
And con~ciou s virtue mitigates the pang. n

I had been long waiting when my mother entered, accompanied
L. of C.
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by a radiant being, whom she introduced as Thalia, explaining
that she had come to accompany us and would remain with n1e as
guide and counselor. I-Ier calm, sweet face, and large expressive
eyes, had a tranquilizing and wonderful effect upon my turbulent
sp1nt. I recognized her superior mind, and proud, exact, yet
loving nature ; and I greeted her with pleasure, yet with a consciousness that her superiority would be a check to the spontaneous
expression of my impulsive nature.
You will love her and she will bless you," said my mother.
"Always follow her advice. Time, sorrow, and experience have
refined and polished her soul. I rejoice that I ha,·e secured the
companionship of one so \\ell adapted to your necessities. X ow,
my child, as it is your desire to enter again into the scenes of rudimental existence, you will bid farewell to this beautiful \Yorld!"
Yes, I answered hastily.
Thalia moved on in advance and we followed, passing quickly
through the nowery grounds surrounding the rnansion. Once
outside, we passed rapidly through the sweet scented air; Thalia
kee.;ping in advance, and taking no part in our conversation.
'vVhy is she so reserved, and formal? I asked.
'' You will know by and by; she is worthy of your full confi'
dence, and is one of the purest and most noble spirits I e\·er met."
There is something strangely familiar in her \'Oice and gesture,
yet it is improbable that we eve• met before.
" You have never met. She is to you a stranger, and has volunteered to be your guide and friend."
She does not walk as \Ve do, but seems to noat without effort.
,. All spirits in this sphere have that power."
\ Ve now stood on the mossy bank of a beautiful rh·er, "·here a
small boat, resembling the one we used on a former occasion,
11
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awaited us. Never had I seen anything so charming ; the tall
trees with their drooping branches; the profusion _of curiously
shaped, bright tinted flowers, and the water glowing in a flood of
rosy light. Thalia would float from the boat to the shore, bringing flowers and shells.
I called to mind those beautiful words of the poet, descriptive
of the Spirit \Vorld:
"There everlasting spring unfolds
The flowers of evety clirne,
.-\nd e,·ery form the mind beholds,
Is beauteous and sublime.
There'g Love and glory in the sky,
_-\nd music in the air,
And every breath is melody,
And every thought a prayer."

I know not how long we remained upon the beautiful river, it
seemed but a few moments until the sweet homes, shining palaces,
lovely flowers, and beautiful trees began to fade in the distance,
and the river lost itself in a boundless ocean, clear as crystal. The
boat stopped and mother and Thalia stepped out upon the bright
sea, motioning me to follow them; which I could not do, until I
had received many words of assurance. Once out of the boat
and resting upon the bright, m~gnetic stream, we were borne on
with the rapidity of light,-on and on through the boundless
realms of space, no object in sight save the glistening waves and
the clear, blue sky above; ao sound, save the murmuring of the
waves and rich, harmonious notes that seemed to come from the
blending of innumerable human voices. Up from the crystal
water came a delicious, sweet scented breeze that exhilerated,
while it quieted and calmed every fear. I had many inquires to
make in regard to this mode of conveyance, which I found to be
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in accordance with the law of attraction. Whoever was placed in
the current of this mighty stream, was borne at once to earth.
"This is the direct channel of communication," said my mother.
" In this way you avoid contact with other planes of spirit life,
arriving in the atmosphere of earth in an almost inconceivable
short time." My mother now bade me farewell, charging me to
rernember the lessons I had learned, and to withdraw myself as
soon as possible from the entanglements of earth and come up
higher ; then left me to the guiding care of Thalia.
I am ashamed to admit the fact, that the murky atmosphere of
earth, was far more attractive to me, than the spheres I had left.
I felt more at ease after mother had withdrawn; her pure eyes
seemed to be constantly reproaching me for my love of earth.
Now I was free, yet not ent~rely so, for Thalia, surrounded by a
soft halo, stood near waiting my bidding. I resolved to overcome
the restraint I had felt in her presence. Let u~ go first to my old
home, I said. She bowed, beckoning me to follow, as she mm·ed
on. I too could float with the greatest ease in the murky atmosphere, which seemed to slightly impede her progr.ess. Soon we
stood before the well known home. How dark, cold, and cheerless it looked. No. comfort, nothing to attract or hold me there.
I must seek my husband elsewhere. I had not then learned to
utilize my clairvoyant powers, nor did Thalia enlighten me.
l\laterial objects were seen only through the emanations that
surrounded them; and instead of finding my husband by the
power of sight, I wandered from place to place, tracing him by
the magnetic emanations imparted to all things with which he
came in contact. It was a long search, as he had heard of my
intended visit, and had gone from place to place to a void me.
Thalia made no objection to the search, simply acquiescing in the
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suggestions I made: At last I found him in a quiet village. It
was evening as I drew near, and, for the first time since my
change, looked upon the face of him I loved.
He was seated 911 a rustic bench, beneath a wide spreading tree;
the silver moonlight, falling through the swaying branches, lighting up his pale, intellectual face. I could plainly discern deep
marks of care and sorrow. By his side sat Eunice ; her head
was resting on his shoulder, her small hand clasped in his. This
sight aroused all the jealousy and anger of my nature. Thalia
stood looking upon them with an expression of admiration.
Glancing at me, she seemed to have an intuitive perception of my
feelings, for she came to me at once, and said:
"Emily, my friend, come away, I have something to say to
you."
Never! I replied, I will not leave them until they realize that
I am still living, still claim my right as wife! Saying this, I advanced to my husband, calling to him in a loud, strong voice. I
might as well have called to the stars; he could not see, hear, or
feel me. Never before had I realized how complete was our separation.
Every whispered word, yea, thought of theirs was clear and
distinct to me; but to them I was dead; gone. It should not be
so. I would make them conscious of my presence! I remembered that Eunice was a medium. Going behind them, and using
all. my will and strength, I placed one hand upon her cheek, the
other upon my husband's. He did not n1ove; she gave a piercing scream, and fell fainting to the ground.
Oh, how I gloried in my success! I had heard her whisper:
"nothing shall part us now;" but my first effort had been n1ore
than successful; between them had come the hand of death, the
icy touch of her they believed forever gone.
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Thalia bent over the drooping form, and soon restored her toconsciOusness. Then takiP.g my hand, she led me to a beautiful
grove, and seating herself by my side, said:
"Emily, you are wronging yourself; you are hindering yourgrowth; you are grieving away the sweet spirit of gentleness and
purity that is a part of yourself! "
Don't expostulate with me, I replied; if you arc here to aid me,.
if you are indeed a friend, then help me to accomplish the one·
purpose of life: to win back and hold the love that once was mine,
that I have a right to, that I will ha~e! Eunice will love another;
I never can. She is fickle; I am changeless! \Yill you help me?
" Emily, hear me! Is love the only object of life? Is this the
only hight you aim to attain? Let me show you that the love you
have made a God of, should only be an incident in life ; it is a
fountain from which you drink, to pass on to higher, grander
results. \Vhen your soul makes an idol of an individual, all avenues of growth are closed. \\rorship of the finite, will not advance
you intellectually or spiritually! \Vorship of an individual \\·ill
not prepare you for the grand, humanitarian, world-lifting efforts.
you will be called upon to make! \Vorship is blind ; idolatry is
folly! Love is only worthy of the name, when free from all nar:
row, selfish, degrading influences. Has not your love silenced
your better nature; extinguished the pure light of sisterly affection; lessened your love for an angel mother, intensified your
jealousy, anger, and selfishness; caused you to forget the intellectual treasures you were once so earnest in seeking; brought
you from heaven to earth ; debarred you from the society of the
cultured and refined in spirit life ; dragged you into the mire and
wretched conditions of earth life? Is this love? \\"hat good has it
brought you? Is it not even now binding you anew with fetters.
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that may hold you through many, many years? Pause, I beg of
you! Think of my words! Oh, barter not the store house of inexhaustable treasures for the false glitter and sparkle that allure
but to destroy! Think of it! To-morrow I will come to you
again; promise me that you will remain alone until that time."
I promise, I replied, and the bright guardian angel vanished
from sight, leaving me filled \\·ith strange and unaccountable
emotions.

CHAPTER IV .
..1/y J::xperimt.:s Is A Spirit Wi'th llforta!s I11 Earth Liji:- (./nht~ppin.:ss-Spirits
Attmd A1t Earthly llfarriage Ctremony- A Spirit Long· in The rltmc>spht:ri!
Of Earth- The Loss- Who Is ill y Spirit Guide-A Disan•e1:1'.
" 0 Remembrance!
Why dost thou open all my wounds again? "
" Experience teacheth many things, and all
ll'len are his scholars ;
\'et is he a strange tutor, unteachi ng that
which he has taugh t."
" Remembrance wakes with all he r h usy train
S wells at my breast, and t urns the past to pain. ,

·. .t...
e,-. ..r,;~

~{;, ~ \\'AS ashamed and humilated by the earnest words of

·t;A

Thalia, and felt that she expressed the truth in regard to
~y; my conditio~ ; yet, when left alone I could not fully accept
~
her theory, and never found rest until the broader views
and more spiritual ex pressions of Gonzalo came back in all their
purity and freshness. He did not look upon love as an incident
in life, but rather as the inspiration-the crowning g lory of all.
My unfortunate circumstances had prevented me from perceiving
more than a glimpse of this central principle of life. Patience and
persistent effort would at last confer upon me the boon I craved;
then all that was desirable, must follow. I had promised to wait
the return of Thalia, but oh, how slowly the hours passed! 'Vith
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great effort I controlled my impatience and waited, waited until
the last lingering ray of twilight had disappeared a.nd the stars
came out in the blue dome; still she came not.
A t last, overcome by anxiety and unrest, I left the grove where
I had remained all day, and moved through the silver moonlight
to the little vine clad cottage. The doors and windows were open,
and I entered. The rooms were filled with sweet scented flowers
and occupied by a company of gentlemen and ladies, who seemed
eagerly waiting for the appearance of other parties. I was about
to pass on to the other rooms, when Thalia, hand in hand with
the PHANTo:\I FoRM, entered the room. They were clad in dazzling white, their faces radiant, as if with a new found joy. I
drew back into the shadow and watched them unobserved. Their
conversation in low, earnest tones, I could not hear. Soon my
attention was diverted from them by the sound of approaching
footsteps; the door of an adjoining room opened, and my husband, with Eunice on his arm, and accompanied by several ladies
and gentlemen, entered the room. They advanced so close to
where I was standing, that I could have touched the white cheek
of Eunice. A tall, pale gentleman arose and approached them and
before I was aware of the significance of the scene, n1y husband
was no longer mine.
" 'Vith wild surpnse,
As if to marble struck, devoid of sense,
A stupid moment motionless I stood. ''

I had passed through all the stages of jealousy and anger, and
this unexpected scene seemed to paralyze all my senses. I could
not see, hear, or realize what it was, that had so suddenly transformed me from a thinking, suffering, loving woman, into a heartless, passionless statue. How long they remained in the room, or
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when they left it, I do not know. w1y first recollection after the
marriage ceremony, was seeing Thalia approach; her arn1s v.·ere
extended, as though she would caress me, and in her rich, clear
voice she said: ,. Come, sister, come away. We did not intend
that you should witness this scene; but, perhaps the sharp conflict may help to strike the scales from your eyes, come; we \Vill
now leave them, and return again to brighter scenes, where your
weary heart can find rest and strength ; come, the last link that
bound you, is broken, why tarry longer?"
My brain and tongue seemed paralyzed; the only response I
could give was a wave of the hand, signifying my desire to be left
alone. Thalia did not go; she expostulated, reasoned and plead
with me, but she might as well have talked to the frozen streams.
Her eloquence and sympathy were lost. I heard her words without comprehending their significance. I do not know how long
I remained in the house. Days and weeks passed and I had no
power to tear myself away from the magnetism of that room.
Thalia was frequently with me; other spirits were there, but neither
approached nor addressed me. At last I awoke from. this trance
of reason, and moved out into the pufe air and sunshine.
It is not my intention to weary you by particularly relating my
experiences while lingering in this border land. Suffice it to say,
that when fully restored, though love seemed dead, I formed a
settled determination, that Eunice should not enjoy the happiness
of which I had been deprived, and for long years neglected no
opportunity to annoy and disturb their home happiness. Thalia
often counteracted my plans, by erasing written communications,
by destroying my power to entrance Eunice, by projecting her
positive will, and her own angelic face and form, when I was attc.mpting by my presence to dishearten and discourage them.
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You may be surprised, when I tell you this was my highest happiness, and it held me a bound sla\·e for many years.
Eunice and her husband had left the sunny valley of youth; age
had silvered the bright locks anJ furrowed the fair brow, and the
two little ones had grown almost to womanhood before I \\·as
freed, or rather had outgrown, my own selfish, distorted nature.
I too, had changed; the prominence of low and selfish thoughts
had marred the beauty of that spiritual form of which I 'vas once
so proud. The long sojourn in the coarse magnetism of earth,
without one pure breath from the sunny table-lands of spirit life,
had changed the transparent whiteness of the face that once looked
at me from the crystal mirror of the Arbor of Repose. Thalia
and mother had from time to time visited me. but never had I
looked upon the face of Gonzalo. Finally I grew weary of my
self imposed task; then came shame for the narrO\\. and contemptable life I had lead; sorrow, for the years I had wasted, for the
opportunities lost: and slo,,·ly I awoke to the consciousness, that
Thalia was right. That such a life was but:
"A gulf of troubled waters-where the soul,
Like a vexed bark, is tossed upon the wa ,-e ~
Of pain and r>leasure, by the wa venng bre:1th
Of passions. "

I had had my dream of life, it was passed; and now my heart
was cold and hard as flint; but there was an awakening of the
intellectual pm,·ers, a thirst for knowledge, and with a triumphant
smile I said to Thalia: I have conquered at last, henceforth I live
in the brain! 1 am ready to commence the great work of uplifting
others from the fearful condition I have so long li,-ed. A smile
of ineffable beauty illuminated the face of my friend, as she replied:
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" You are now prepare~ to go to school ; you stand on the first
round of the shining ladder of truth . :rvra ny years ago I occupied
nearly the same position, but think not that I remained stationary
d uring all this time ; I have entered a new world, of wh ich you
can at present have no conception. T he g lory of the I nfinite is
around me, the joy of the truly emancipated, thrills my entire
being.
" E mily, I have much to say to you ; you have noticed a strangely familiar look in my eyes, and recognized the accent of a remembered tone in my voice. You a re right, you have seen the
eyes and are familiar with the voice; I am Gonzalo's sister, and
there was a purpose in my being sent as your guardian, and to
aid you. You have now, at least for a time, finish.:cl your experience on earth, and, as it is your desire, to-morrow we will go to
a place of rest, where in solitude you can commune with your own
soul, and prepare yourself to enter the great school you once visited. There you will have opportunity for culture, and your soul
will flow out through many avenues, until you become strong,
bright, and pure; then the light of a life of which you now know
nothing, will enfold you; then, and not until then, will you know
and feel the value of life."
By thi s conversation I was confirmed in my resolution. Tn.e,
I had often thoug ht of my transient \'isit to the land of souls,
but it had never entered my mind, that I should ever become an
inmate of the school I had visited. I was rejoiced at the opportunities opening before me, and should have been happy, had I
not realized the loss of time, the unfavora ble chan ~e in my personal appearance, a nd the utter dread of affection. Even the thought
of seeing my mother, did not awaken one thrill of love; my heart
was apparently dead, its grave covered with ashes, in which no
bud could ever again blossom. . A ll life, strength and ambition.
seemed to tend toward the intd lect. These, and only these, could
I live for in the future.

CH ..-\PTER V.
O.f Lift- Return To The Summer Land- Religious Ze,dots .In Spirit LifeThey Still /Vorship A Persm/al God- J.Iansion O.f rlrtistir Be~W~J'-A ./lome
.For The Love.'ess- A 3/other Relates Her Sad Earllt E.Yferience- JI.Ian·iage
By Human Lmo, .LVot Always A True J.Iarriage-A Curse To Childrm- A
Congress O.f Spirits- .lmpm ta11t Suqjects Considered.
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" .-\las, for my weary and care-haunted bosom !
The spells of the spring-time arouse it 110 more,
Tlte song in the wild wood, the sheer in t11e blos:;om~
The fresh swelling fountain- their music is o'er.
\Yl-ten I l~~t to the stream, when I look to the flo"·ers,
They tell of the past with so mournful a tone,
That I call up the throng of my long-\·anished hours,
.-\nd sigh that their transport::. are o yer and gone. "

~4y?EAR Y, very weary of life, with no light, save the hope of
~~~ . the attainment of knowledge, it was with a feeling of relief
7 ·~;-~ that I placed my hand in Thalia's, and turned n1y face
t' : from the scenes and bitter memories of earth. X o jndi.. 1 ..
vidual in possession of reason, \\·as more of an utter nonentity
than I. The Summer Land \Yith its gorgeous beauty, its rich and
varied sources of enjoyment and culture, failed to a\\'aken one
thrill of joyful anticipation; nor did remorse cause regret or sadness, for the selfish course I had so long pursued. I was 'reary,
and hoped for rest; ignorant, and thought to make existence durable by the acquisition of kno\\'ledge. :\Iy beautiful friend seemed
unconscrous of my mental condition, and silently led me on.
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"Earth! 0 Earth! thou art my mother.
:\lortal man ! thou art my brother.
\Ve have shared a mutual sorrow, ·we have known a conui1on birth;
Yet with all my soul's endea\'or,
I will sunder, and forever,
E,·ery tie of human passion, that can bind my soul to earth-Every slavish tie that binds me to the things of little worth.
'Come up higher ! ' cry the Angels ; 'Come, and bill farewell to ca•·th.'
From life' !:i overflowing beaker I have drained the bitter dmught,
Changing to a maddening ichor in my being as I quaffed.
I ha\'e felt the hot blood rushing, o'er its red and rameous path,
Like the molten lava, gushing m its wild, volcanic wrath ;
Like a buhling, boiling Geyser, in the regions of the pole :
Like a Scyllr. or charybdis, threatening to engulf my soul.
I was wounded by life's arrows in the head and in the heart.
' Come up higher ! ' cried the angels, and I hastened to depart."

\Vhc.n at last we stood upon the shining shore, I looked around
and vainly tried to find some object that \V~uld recall the beautiful
scene spread out before me.
"You have never been here before," said Thalia, reading tny
thoughts, ''but this will be your home for a season."
It is a lovely place, I replied. The wvoded hills, picturesque
valleys, and distant mountains, _Present a pleasant contrast to the
city, with its shov1y mansions, its beautiful, quiet cottages, and
immense public buildings. The broad avenues lined with graceful trees, the playing fountains, whose m urmurir.g waters reach
down even to the silent sea. It is beautiful! I shall rest here.
What are those immense buildings, formed of dark gray substance,
glistening like polished marble? I asked. as we moved up one of
the broad avenues leading to the city.
''They were erected by a religious order, and are occupied by
those, who, when upon earth, were immersed in convents, and by
long and devoted monastic life are so dwarfed, that they are in-
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<:apable of enjoying a life entirely devoid of form and ceremony;
In fact, they still believe in the infallibility of their religion, only
_s:hanging its forms, and modifying its tenets to adapt them to
their new condition of life.. They still worship an individualized
God and pray to the saints, believing they can save from the pains
of purgatory. The large, light edifice on the right is a place of
worship. There Protestant devotees still bow at the consecrated
.shrine of antiquity. In . this sphere you will find many narrow,
dogmatic minds; unprogressive, zealous ministers and teachers."
This is strange; why can they not perceive the fallacy of their
preconceived opinions ?
"Simply because they have not been able to overcome inherent
tendency, early impressions imparted by education, combined with
egotism, will not permit them to admit they have been wrong;
TOUr mother will explain this more fully. Do you see those beautiful dwellings, shaded by magnificent trees ? "
Yes, they are built of what seems to be polished stone of many
colors; I never saw any thing more beautiful; the great lawns
.s~rrounding them filled with flowers, fountains and birds.. \·V hy
are they so isolated?
''You will find many such, some far more beautiful; they are
occupied 'by families, \Vho belonged to \\'hat is termed the highly
aristocratic .classes. They look upon themselves as superior, and
refuse to mingle with what they call common society. They are
unsocial, unprogressive, and many families of this class remain
here, a much longer time than you remained upon earth. Intense
selfishness closes the avenues through which they might advance."
It is strange, J replied, that these refined souls, do not perceive
the advantages that would accure, should they adyance to the
higher spheres.
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"When one is engrossed in the pursuit of pleasure, and hedged
in by the pride of birth, there is little opportunity for serious
thought upon any subject, outside the narrow limit of their sphere."'
'Ve had now reached the entrance of a n1agn ificent building,.
whose vast proportion and artistic beauty, challenged my admiration. We passed up the polished steps, and before I had time to
express my surprise, the doors were thrown open, and we werereceived by a woman, tall and dignified, who had no more expression or suavity of manner, than a marble statue. \Ve were evidently expected, for she led the way through the immense building to a large and airy room, which she requested me to consider at
my service as long as I was content to remain; she then withdrew, leaving me alone with Thalia.
\Nhere am I, where have you brought me? I asked. For the
first time since my acquaintance with her, Thalia laughed, a laugh
clear and beautiful, that was caught up and echoed through the
long corridor::> of the building. She quietly rep! ied:
"I am glad to notice your astonishment. I feared that it would
be long before the dead sea of your mind would be broken. This
is simply a home. I-Iundreds find rest and shelter here, with leisure to pursue any course of study they may deem most desirable.
Here you can enjoy congenial associates, or dwell in solitude, if
preferred. I ,,·ill now leave you for a time, as I see it is almost
time for your mother's arrival. You will be visited by other friends,
who will introduce you to your new life. Books, pictures, music,.
writing materials, teachers, and all that your present condition
demands, have b~en supplied by your thoughtful friends."
:\Iy friends are kind ; I shall find rest for heart and brain.
Scarcely had Thalia left me, when my mother entered, and greeted
me with an affectionate embrace.
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''Emily, my Emily! I am rejoiced that at last you have freed
yourself from an affection which at best, touched ~nly a part of
your nature. l\Iy child, you have had a long, bitter experience;
its effects have crushed your spirit, chilled your heart, and deprived you of many bright years of happiness, and yet your sufferings will ultimate in good to others. Every step in advance
frmn ignorance to knowledge, is more or less painful; had you
been differently organized and conditioned, the sorrow would have
been less, the struggle shorter. But, that organizrttion was not of
your choice; my ignorance was the first cause of the n1any seeming wrongs that have followed. I did not choose your father, he
won me by psychological influence, aide~ by thepowerful influence
of interested parties, my necessity of a home, and the deep need
of affection, of \\·hich my young heart had been long depriYed.
These, and other motives placed my life in the keeping of one,
who had neither affection nor honor to give me; nor had he that
most essential of all, a nature that could in any way respond to
the demands of my souL By his cold, pr~ud, exacting and selfish
nature, the warm tide of affection was frozen in my heart. \V e
were married according to human law, but ne\·er accordi11g to
that higher law, to the obedience of ,,~hich alone can come happin·ess. \ Ve were never united by the law of true marriage, expressed by the poet :
" But happy they ! the happiest of their kind !
\Yhom gentle stars unite, ancl in one fate
'l heir hearts, their fortunes and. their beings blen<l.
'"1 is not the coar~cr tie of human laws,
C nnatural oft, aml foreign to the mind,
That binds their peace, but harmony itself,
Attuning all their pas~ions into love.,

:\Iy chtld, I need not refer you to the wretched life I lived with
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the man who called me wife. \Vhen on earth, I thought it was
his cruelty that repulsed m~; but now I understand that it would
have been more possible for oil and water to blend, than for our
widely sundered temperaments to come into harmonious relations.
The curse of this merely legal union fell with terrible power upon
my innocent children. Not only has many of the repulsive and
degrading traits of the father been reproduced, but other singularities and defects have followed this violation of nature's law.
I refer to this, that you may the more readily comprehend what I
have to say to you on another subject. None of my childrea have
yet fully freed themselves from the mournful infh!ence of this sin.
Its effects followed me into spirit-life, and hung like an incubus
upon me for many years. Thank God, I am free at last! No, not
free, for so long as one of my children suffer, I suffer with them,
but I am comparitively free, made so through my own exertrons.
You too, my dear children, must work out your own salvation.
You will understand the full meaning of my words by and by.
Now Emily, I wish to tell you something of the work I am doing.
I had been in spint-life many years, before the truth dawned
upon me, that I was entirely absorbed in seeking my own individual good, blind to the needs of others, deaf to their cries for
help! Soon after, I became conscious of this fact, and endeavored
to forget my sorrows in benefiting others, I became a teacher in ·
the great school, where you found me. 1 remained there five
years after your return to earth. At that time Gonzalo informed
me, that there was to be a Congress of spirits, and urged the necessity of my presence,-a great humanitarian work was in contemplation. It was anticipated, that thousands of the most advanced minds woul1 be present; that they were to meet in the
sphere above the one in which I then resided. I accepted the
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invitation, and with a company of ladies attended the grandest
assemblage it is possible for the mind to conceive. I will not weary
you, by describing the location and external surroundings, nor by
naming the many prominent members, whose names are written
upon history's page, and on the tablets of hun1an hearts. Sages,
philosophers, reformers, many martyrs, whose white souls ascended from dungeon cells and blazing faggot. These spirits, one
and all, were imbued with the lofty purpose of benefiting humanity. To free the world from religious bigotry, political injustice,
and social depotism; it was decided, that there must be a systematic, orderly communication opened between the two worlds.
The revolution they designed to inaugurate, could be best accomplished by the most startling manifestations. To accomplish thts,
it was essential to employ spirits whose magnetism would the
more readily blend with the existing magnetic condition of the
earth.
Two classes of spirits were designated as possessing this power.
One class, those who had been suddenly deprived of physical existence. Their power, however, was limited, seldom extending
beyond the room or building, which had absorbed much of their
vital power. The other class was the Indians, children of nature.
\Vhen in the presence of a sensitive, they could readily produce
manifestations, that would challenge the attention of the most
skeptical. Committees \\'ere formed to select from these class~s.
those who would be willing to work in harmony with the Congress, and follow the directions of more highly unfolded minds.
The next step was to appoint committees to seek upOJ1 earth for
individuals, 'vhose peculiar organization was adapted to this phase
of mediumship. In this search, we were instructed to give no
thought to intellectual or moral status, to religious or social train-
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ing, nor to distinguish between poverty and wealth; but to keep
ever in view the one great object tq be accomplished, viz: the
production of startling phenomena that should arrest the attention
and compel all classes of minds to investigate. Other committees
were sent forth to work in various ways, and take the initiatory
steps in the great movement contemplated. l\1any wise and good
spirits went independently, working in their own way. I say
went, for although thought may be projected through an immeasurable distance; time and space being in fact annihilated, or rather
are inconceivable in their relation to spirit. Schools were opened
and wise spirits selected to impart a knowledge of the laws of mind
and the power of will, over a less positive spirit.
I gladly availed myself of the opportunity thus offered for improvement. The light received from my mediumship upon earth,
and the instruction imparted since entering spirit life, had prepared
me to grasp with avidity the knowledge so pleasingly imparted by
advanced minds. It is not my intention to weary you with a recital of the course of instruction. I will simply say, that I was
soon able to trace to their true source, crimes, disease, and the
terrible blight of insanity, that had fallen like a pall upon so many
brilliant minds. vVhen you are prepared, I will impart the knowledge to which I refer, and show you how it decided the course of
my life, and absorbed all my energies in the grandest reform that
the
. world has ever known. This great n1ovement is yet in its
infancy, and I trust, dear Emily, that the time is not distant, when
you will work with me. My child, I have also hinted at great
and important truths, which require time, and a receptive condition to receive and appreciate. My object in coming to you, was
to welcome you to your new home, and speak to you of important
changes in my life, so be not surprised at the revelation I an1
about to make.
·

CHAPTER VI.
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" But happy they ! the happiest of their kmd !
\Yhom gentle stars umte, and in one fnte
Their hearts, their fortunes, and their beings blen(l.
'Tis not the coarser tie of human laws,
Unnatural oft, and foreign to the mind
That binds their peace, but harmony itself,
Attuning all their passions into love ;
Where friendship full exerts her softest power,
Perfect esteem enli,·ened by desire
Ineffable, and sympathy of soul;
Thought meeting thought, and will pre\ enting will.
\Yith boundless confidence : for naught but lo,·e
Can answer love, and render bliss secure.
l

~

~EAR

mother, it IS pleasant to listen to the music of your
~ voice, and watch the light imparted by lofty thought and
rm noble purpose. I am rejoiced to again hold uninterrupted
·~ communion with you; but I must admit that the subjects
you have broached, and the humanitarian work, which has so inspired you, touch no responsive chord in my being. I care not
to trace sin and wretchedness to their cause, much less to become
active in removing them. A shade of sadness rests upon your
face. My cold, selfish nature has chilled and repulsed you. Let

l1
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me explain myself. The sorrow and anxiety of my life have
crushed out every sweet flower of love. I am perfectly indifferent
to all. I have suffered, let others suffer also! I seek no favors,.
ask no blessings, not even happiness, which I believe forever beyond my reach. Dear mother, if it were possible, I would fling
off the life that has ever been a burden. The loss of identity
seems now the highest blessing, Put as this cannot be, I shall pass
existence in the ·· acquisition of knowledge. In this way I shall
find self-forgetfulness, and this I believe is the object of existence,
if, indeed, there be any purpose in it. I am sorry to chill you by
these words, but will be frank, therefore, while I take no interest
in the work that inspires and ennobles you, I would ask one
question. Why have I been told that my sorrows would ultimate
in good; that the thorns would be transformed into roses, the
cross to a crown ?
" l\1:y child, your state of mind was not unknown to me, but I
hoped to touch a chord of sympathy, which would eventually lead
you out of spiritual darkness into the clear light of peace and
happiness. The seeds that I have sown, will surely sink into the
dark soil, and eventuJ.lly br;ng forth an abundant harvest. Child
of my heart, you will yet be in full sympathy with the progressive
n1ovcment> to which your attention has been called. To answer
your question, I must call your attention to the degraded position
occupied by woman. Slowly, right asserts its supremacy; slowly,
justice asserts its sway. The lower forces, individualized in undevelop~d man, have long held undisputed power.
Physical
strength controlled, and the result has been, that women have been
deprived of their natural right, which belongs to every individual.
They have been treated as inferiors, mere cyphers in the world of
thoug-ht and action. Debarred of political equality, educational
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advantages and financial i ndepcndence; the r~sult. political injustice, social corruption, and religious superstition. To remove
these evils, the band of iron must press more heavily upon the
tender heart of woman, until she is stung to madness, and by a
mighty effort of will, throws off the incubus and proclaims herself
free. The injustice I refer to, has probably never been felt ·with
more rigor, more fearful results, than in the marriage or conjugal
relation. If wc)man has realized the degradation of her position
when single, what think you must her sensitive nature endure in
the slavery of an uncongenial marriage? You know something of
my sufferings. Have you ever turned your eyes to the broad
plain of life, whitened by the bones of milli~ns of martyrs, who
have died without a \\·ord of protest?
•• :VIy child, did you ever think of the Aames consuming the
Yery life of millions of as noble women as ever lived? These
victims must be goaded on, and ground still lower in the dust,
before they waken to a know·ledge of their humiliating position,
and their po·wer to strike off the galling chains of slavery. Do
not misunderstand me, marriage in its high, spiritual significance
is the glory of life, here as well as upon earth.
"The joys of marriage are the heaven on earth,
Life's paradise, great prince.:;s, the soul's quiet,
Sinews, concord, earthly immortality,
Eternity of pleasures."

·• But no mortal has grasped its significance or ascended to the
sunbright hights of its purity and perfection. l\Iarriage on earth,
is to-day little understood, and the cause of an infinite amount of
torture. To reform and infuse this divine principle of spiritual
marriage, women tnust be aroused from their listless, negative
condition, and this can only be accomplished through intense
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suffering; therefore, all the sweet lives that hm·c been sacrificed
to this liioloclt, have been as golden seeds, transformed into
tnighty forces to vitalize the dead corpse, called 1narriage. l\ro
!tea1t lzas suffered £n vain, the result is ine'llitable. Martyrs in religion have paved the way for the highest expression of spiritual
light. Martyrs in marriage have opened broad avenues of thought,
through which millions o(emaQcipated souls sjwll pass on to the
enjoyment of life, liberty and happiness.
"The study of the laws of marriage, brings us to the principle
of conjugal love. You, my child, who hm·e thought and heard so
much upon this subject, must now understand that this is the
central love of the soul, and if not reciprocal, is not conjugal Io,·e.
If not entire, all absorbing·, complete, restful, it is one of the other
loves. You have suffered through a fc'ltal mistake of this kind.
Your error and saddened life will cause others to think, and to
step more cautiously along this beaten, but little understood way.
A correct knowledge of conjugal love will lead to self-examination,
the study of organization and temperament, and will enable the
student to distinguish between the needs of the soul, and the
magnetic attractions of blood love. In this way your experiences
will be a blessing to you and to the world. The cross you have
carried, will indeed prove a crown for some other. But this is
not the end, for your earth-life with its lights and shadows, "·ill
have its effect upon the life that is. Your solitude will lead your
mind to the consideration of these and other important subjects,
and prepare you for the position which I have long rea~ized you
would fill.
"Before leaving, let me call your attention again to the subject
of marriage, or soul union. It may be compared to a beautiful
plant, that buds on earth, to blossom in the higher spheres. As

.
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I said, its divine uses are little understood. One of the highest
conceptions of marriage that has been gras-p ed by_ finite mind, is,
that through it, humanity is to be redeemed by bringing into ex·
istence a race oftrue, noble, natural men and women, whose tendencies towards virtue, truth, art, science; are to bring the blessing of harmony upon earth. This is but a limited view of the
great subject. In it the mother's soul is attuned to the divinest
harmonies, in order that the child may sing its glad song at the
gates of paradise. In it kindness, even the gentle offices of love
are bestowed, that they may react upon the white soul of the
little one.
"l\1any crin1es may be traced to i'guorance of the true laws of
n1arnage. The poet gives expression to this thought:
H

The man is ignorant of law who gives
Being to offspring, cursed, before their birth
"'ith passions that destroy their future peace.
And make the stately fabric of the soul
A dungeon of impure depravities.
The man is ignorant of law who takes
A forced, reluctant wife into his breast,
\\'hose inward ~oul another spirit claims,
\\'hose deepest heart expires in constant pain,
Dying and waking daily to new deaths.
0 cursed ignorance, that educates
i\Iaidens for public torture ; that first cwwns
\Yith orange blossoms their brows, then turns the key
Of wedlock, falsely called so by divines,
To crush them in its infamous bastile,
l\Iaking the marriage bed a rock, where they
Must wed themselves, poor children, to des.pair,
As to an iron giant, while the fire
Of madness inundates the reeking brain.
0 God, 'tis trouble ! Thou ·.vho didst once
Rest cradled in the sainted Mary's arms,--
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\\"hom woman loved, bathing thy sacred feet
With co:.t1y tears, wiping them with hair,Break thou that spell of ignorance that makes
\\'oman the slave; redeem her captive heart.
Let marriage be the sacrament of the soul,
The deathless union of accordant minds,
The blendiu~ of two perfect lives in one,
Whose home shall be a paradise, whose blis~
Cha:-te, fervent, lasting as an Angel' s love."

··This philo~ophy is in harmonious accord with that which perceives and ,,·orships the outer form of the uniYerse. Here the
tender heart, the sensitive brain, inspiring soul of the mother is
valued, uot for their intrinsic worth, but rather as a means of effecting certain results. The beautiful mother soul is forgotten in
the soul that is to be. The brain that could inspire and thrill the
world with its burning th0ughts, is looked upon as a secondary
consideration. In a word, womanhood is absorbed in motherhood. Thus the divine, the true significance of a spiritual union
is buried from sight. This brings me to the subject upon which
I designed to speak, ,,·hen I entered your room.
" Go \rith me in thought to that great Congress, of which I ha\·e
spoken. 1 haYe told you, that great reforms were to follow the
startling manifestations to be made. I also referred to a course
of private instruction. The lectures were attended by a large class
of ladies. Our teacher, a stranger, one who, while in the physical form, inhabited one of the distant planets. I can give you
no conception of the power and purity expressed in his face, and
the dignity and nobility in his bearing. You shall see and judge
for yourself, whether I over estimate his appearance in saying.
that no language could do him justice. vVhile teaching, he was
always surrounded by a soft, golden light, which seemed to
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emanate from his brain, and flowed around him like a mantle.
Spirit communion ~1ad always been an establisht.d fact with him,
and gladly he gave his aid to establish a more open communion
between the inhabitants of earth and the spirit-world. His lectures pertained chiefly to the subject of mind, but questions,
caused him to express his vie\VS of the subject of which "-e han~
been conversing. From him l received a clearer conception of
marriage, than eYer before. Up to this time, I had given it but
very little thought.
"You must understand, that marriage is very different in spi·rit
life from that on earth. r. The opportunities for deception arc
far less. 2. Selfish considerations, such as want of a home or
affection, never becomes a factor in marriage. 3· There are no
offsprings to be provided for, hence no necessity for arbitrary
laws, \\·hich are essential to other conditions. 4· There are no
pledges of eternal fidelity, and no statutory enactments compelling
the married to live true to their vow~. Here, the laws are Godmade, no vows being necessary where infidelity is unknO\nl.
l\larriage is eternal. natural, sweet and holy; conferring upon the
recipients, the ber1ediction of a love of \Yhich you have but faint
conception. :\Iany of these years passed in spirit life, I walked
alone, having met no one to whom my soul responded; but no\\.
a change as great as it is possible to conceive, has come. Far
above me in the spiritual galaxy, I have found the star that T
"·orshiped; but its bright beams traversed the intervening ~p:lcl~,
and warmed and thrilled m,·
H O\\. natural and
., frozen heart.
beautiful were the expressions of this affection. He rccorrnized
b
my spirit as a part of his own, and I saw in him that strength of
character and nobility of nature, which dre"' me as the sunbeam-,
draw the dew. This is what I \\·anted to ~ar to you, I no longer
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d\Ycll alone. I am stronger and less selfish than before. Years
glide by ,,·hile we, absorbed in the effort to emancipate other
50ttls, and impart a portion of our happiness, arc scarcely conscious of their flight. l\1 y child, look up! Let me lead your spirit
to the crystal waters of life ! "
"No; I replied; go back in the sunshine, if you can; if you will
exhaust your powers by laboring for humanity, I will rest. I
have no faith in the permanency of affection, or the triumph of
good. Leave me, your happy heart is in strange contrast to the
.:'hadows that environ mine.
She arose, and \\'hispering the one \\·ord "hope,'' left me.

•
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Temple Of Sriena- .Se[f .-1/megati/Jn- A idiug Otlters Gi·Ns J'm,•er Ji1 RiseEmi.') JJ,•.·t.•· /Ia Un/Mjfy J<~r!her In Spirit Life.
lIe who trembles at pain, and breaks the chain
That binds him to this life,
:\eed not hope to find a -1uiet mind,
\\'hen he reaches the other life.
For years of woe will come and go,
Finding him still a sla,·e,
Life's fearful cleeds, like

noxwu~

weeds,

\Yill long around him wa ,.c.
The fetid breath, like the fumes of death

\Yill !>till o'er him roll,
~tifling

the prayer for purer air

That ri:-.es from the soul.

e ntil he knows his bitterest foe,.;,
.\re those that are within,
1 re cannot be from sorrow free,
X or hreak the power of sin•

.

s . • ·-:1

?.:!..".~'\~

~~;FTER

mother's departure, I sought rest and forgctfulnt!SS
~ in sleep. and for many hoUJ·s was under the control of its
f 'i
._ -'-;; mag1c po,,·cr. I a\\'oke refreshed, feeling a calmness and
~·
sense of repose, to ,,·hich I had long been a ~tranger. I
arose, clo:-;ely examined the apartment \\'hich had. been so kindly

-
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dedicated to my use, and found everything essential to my needs.
but missed the delicacy, richness and beauty, that had greeted
my first a\\·akening in spirit life. Soon after I had arisen; a young
lady with pale face, large mournful eyes, anci quiet, subdued manner, entered my room. She asked if I would go to the grand
dining hall, or take my meals in private. I had inhaled the finest,
best portion of fruit and flowers while on earth, and had been too
much absorbed in other thoughts, to inquire or care to learn how
life-sustaining principles were evol \·ed from the athmosphere by
spirits. I shrank with nervous dread from contact with others,
and replied accordingly. The young lady said:
'' i\1y name is Anna; it is my duty to attend you; should you
desire company, I will conduct you to the pavilion, where you
may meet congenial mind:-;; if you prefer solitude, thi~ and th~
adjoining room . \\'ith the grounds upon '' hich they open. are at
your scrvic<:."
She then withdrew, and I turned to exan1ine the adjoming room,
and to my joy, found that it contained a large and carefully selected library, a musical instrument resembling a piano, writing materials, paper and music. Upon a small titblc lay a paper, which
attracted my attention. It was sn1ooth and white as the fim:st
satin, the type was clear and distinct, the most beautiful I had
ever seen. T pcrcel\·ed that it belonged to my new home, its
name Tltc Da'il'll. It contained an account of the various incident-;
that had transpired during the last fe,,- hour~. I was surprised to
~ee an item. gi\'ing an account of my mother's \·isit, and the arri\·al
of her daughter fror!l the sphere of earth. This disturbed me
some\Yhat, as I desired the strictest pri\'acy. \\rhile thinkingupon the subject, Anna entered, and I was soon refreshed by my
first meal in m\· new home. I shall not attempt to fu 11;- describe
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it. but simply say. it \\·as as enjoyable as an)· I had e\·er had. lea,·ing a sense of satisfc1.ction of which I was not conscious, "-hen
subsisting upon the emanation arising from earth.
Taking a ·handsomely bound book. I passed out into the shady
lawn. determined to at orice comn1ence a search for knowledge.
Finding a comfortable seat in a small vine-clad arbor, I opened
the book, and found it to be "A Treatise upon the Existence of
God.'' ~Ir first thought was to return it, but a startling sentence
ha,·ing attracted my attention. I continued to read. Clearly, and
in the most forcible manner, the writer presented an array of fact~.
dra\Yll from nature. and pointing "·ith unerring P!·ecision to the
existence of a un i\·ersal intelligence. I continued to read until
the book was finished. until its dear, bri~·ht blade of truth, had
cut away the last remnant of unbelief. until I grasped the sublime
truth of the existence of God. Language cannot impart a knowledge of the rest and joy. that prevaded mr entire being. The
book \\·as \\Tittcn in spirit life, and \\'as intended for those restless,
storm-tossed soub "·ho had lost all fctith in God. religion. Jo,·e,
and hope. I kissed the book, pressed it to my heart, an_d felt
that I could never more drift out into the darkness. from "·hich I
had been rescued. Long. long. I pondered o\·er its re,·elation. and
the change it had \\Tought in me. Then I wished to gaze upon
nature and humanity through this new light.
I found the book I had read, con-csponded "·ith nature, and I
could joyfullr exclaim:
"There i:; a hook. \dlO runs lll:l}' read .
\Yhich heavenly truth impart,. ;
.\nd all th~ lo,-e it:- :-cholnr:; need.
Pure eyes and willing heart'.
The "·ork.; of God. aho H~. Ld•;\\ .
\Yithin tt--. and ;H•Innd.
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.-\re page<> in that book, to ~how
How God himself is found."

I passed leisurely through the magnificent park and out upon
the broad avenue, bordered with trees and paved with milk white
stones. It was my intention to visit one of the institutions of
learning, pointed out to me by Thalia. I had turned from the
avenue for this purpose, when I saw a man approaching. He was
tall and spare, with wild eyes, haggard face, muttering to himself,
and gesticulating violently with his arms. As soon as he saw me,
he quickened his step, and when within speaking distance, he
said:
'' :\I adam! can you tell me where I can find Jesus? See, a stain
is on my soul !. H c alone can remove it! I ha\'e tra\'el':!d far, over
tnountains and glens, over continents and oceans, the last journey
was a long one; they tried to make me rest, saying Jesus would
come; but I could not, would not believe it. He is here, I must
see him and implore forgiveness.''
Niy heart was touched with pity for the man "ho had just awoke
from the trance of death. The dominant idea still retained supremacy over his bewildered faculties. He continued talking in a
rapid and disconnected manner, while I was trying to form a suitable answer for his question. Before my thoughts could Pe embodied in words, he started on at full speed, crying aloud:
'' Pardon! Pardon! oh, thou Son of God, pardon ! "
I turned to see what it ''"as, that had increased the intensity of
his excitement. Standing in a n1ellow light. surrounded by a
halo of glory, I beheld the tall, dignified form of Gonzalo. The
n1an had cast himself at his feet, and continued to implore for
pardon. Gonzalo placed one hand upon his head, and seemed to
infuse the calm tranquility of his o"·n nature. He then beckoned
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him to follow, and led the way to a beautiful gro\·e, where they
w~rc lost to my view.
I cannot describe the intensity of my emotions. The magical
pow~r of Gonzalo Wd.s again exerted upon me, and for a time I
could neither move nor think Then remembering that he had
not recoznized me, and probably had not seen me, I became n1ore
s~lf po ;sessed, and continued my walk.
I had not proceeded far,
when I saw a man seated near a .small cottage, his face disfigured
by scars and deep lin~s, his h:.tnds were clasped, and his head bent
in an attitud:: of d~ep d~jection. At my approJ.ch he arose and
conce;tled him;;elf b~hind th ~ shrubb~ry, but not before I had a
full vi~w of hi" wretched face. ~Iy first impression was that of
disgu;;t, but I soon felt repro1ched for my selfishness and indifference. There was a familiar look about the eyes and mouth, that
perplexed me, nor could I dismiss the ·11, until I resoh-ed to call
on my return. After this my min::l ,,-a.., again at rest, and I soon
sto:)::l b2fo:·e on:: of th~ great temples, d ~di cated to science .
Here at last I should ha\"c time, con1petent teachers, and all
tha~ was necessary to ol;>tain a thorough kno\\'ledge of that gi·andest of all sciences, A stro:1omy. I entered the building, was receiv ~d with kind attention, conducted through its several apartments, and my soul seemed to expand, while drinking in the great
thoughts, and learning something of recent astronomical discovene5. I found men and women pursuing their studies with a
devotion that I had never before witnessed; each one striving to
a:lv~nce \Vith all possible rapidity.
The short time I passed in
this temple, revealed the fact, that the !ntuiti,·e soul of woman,
aided greatly in scientific researches. It pointed out the direction
in w·l- ::'1 facts were to be discovered. IIere, as in fact in all
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scientific institutions, the aristocracy of sex is not acknowledged.
I was delighted with my first experience, and with a lighter heart
than for many a year, turned my footsteps home,,·ard, dreading
and shrinking somewhat from the self-imposed task of calling at
the cottage.
This feeling so increased, that long before I came in sight of the
place, I had concluded that it vvas impossible to pass through the
ordeal, nor should I bring myself in contact with one so repulsive,
and shadow the bright light of nature, that I had recei,·ed at the
temple, by the deformity of sorrO\\., perhaps crime. I would let
him work out his own sah·ation. As I reached this conclusion,
I came in sight uf the cottage. It was transformed, a halo of glory
hung over it; every bough, leaf, and flower, seemed to emit a
colored light peculiar to itself, these beautiful colored rays, blended
with perfect harmony. forming the mo~i: beautiful sight you can
imagine. Outside the door sat the man I had before seen ; no longer
bent and crouched by sin and grief, but with his upturned face,
radiant with the light that fell from one who \\·as leaning o,·er him.
Gonzalo hel? the hands of the wretched man, he poured the di,·ine
light of love into his soul. His presence had transformed eYerything. I observed them from the distance, for I dare not approach.
My selfishness appeared dark and repulsi\'e in the light of his
angelic love. I heard Gonzalo speak,.drank in the music of his
Yoice and the wisdom of his words. He said:
"Lack of knowledge has made you "hat you are." ~~oh no!''
replied the broken voice of the man, ·• no, I knew the right, but
did it not." Gonzalo replied, "Lack of knowledge has conferred
upon you a defective mot al nature. The influence of which I
speak, existed long prior to your birth; kno\\·ledge could not ha,·e
constructed a perfect moral nature, it did not, and cannot no\\.
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supply the defects. \Yisdom can; you have erred, but a proper
course of life, a strong, unswerving will, a consciousness of defects,
earnest endeavors to rise above them; a love of right, purity and
goodness, which will grow by culture, will finally change the weak
and defective nature you have inherited, to a sound and normal
condition : then, over the errors of the past \Vill float the fragrant
beauty of the present, and these sin marks he completely effacted. '"
"Oh! tell me how I can rise, where I can look for light? You
are an angel, guide me, oh, guide me aright!"
''Seek first to walk upon the lofty bights of self-abnegation.
Spirits are constantly coming fron1 . earth, surrounded by darkness
much deeper than yours. Seek them, and forget your own sorsow in aiding others, and as you give, you shall receive."
''Thanks, I will follow your ad,,ice. you have brought me the
first gleam of light, the first ray of hope that has shone upon my
path for many years. I am debased, degrade:!, and unworthy of
your attention, but I will save myself; only tell me, have you
met-that is-I mean to ask-! want to say, that there is one
here who was once my wife. I embittered her life, broke her
heart and caused her death! Have you seen her, do you know
her, would she come to me? I have children here. Oh, if I might
be permitted to see them but once! :\Iy 'vife's name was Emily
Blackwell, tell me, do you know her?"
Gonzalo's voice was tremulous, as he replied, "yes, I have
known her for many years, she has changed since her entrance to
spirit life; I will inform her of your arrival."
" Oh, can I see her, will she consent to see one who blasted her
young life, who deceived and destroyed her? ''
"She is a noble woman, and has outgrown all feelings of bitterness," replied Gonzalo. "Stay, do not go yet!" exclaimed the

•
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wretched man, as Gonzalo attempted to mo\ e away. '' Implore
her to come to me, and I have a .daughter, Emily, do you know
her?"
Gonzalo was silent. and seemed agitated.
" If you know where to find her, sir, bring her to me, that I
may obtain forgivness ."
Gonzalo fixed upon me his large magnetic eyes, beckoned me
to approach, and moved swiftly away.
You can ha\'e but faint conceptions of my emotions; my feet
seemed rooted to the earth ; sorrow, shame, fear and lo\·e, seemed
blended in strat~ge confusion. Finally, the good triumphed. I
ad\·anced and knelt at the ~eet of the man, whom I had vowed to
hate through eternity. I was conscious that I was acting under
the controlling power of Gonzalo; for, inwardly I shrank from him
before whom I bowed. 1\Iy father looked upon me, long and
earnestly, and murmured:
" It is another angel cotn~ to bless me. but not so bright as the
first."
His memory could not recall my face, and it was long before I
had strength and moral courage to give him facts to prove my
identity. At last the truth dawned upon him, and he threw himself at my feet, and begged my pardon. \Vhile listening to his
words of self reproach, for the first time I caught a glimpse of the
one spark of goodness that had been concealed by mountains of
wrong ; and I learned that:
" There never yet was found a heart,
W'here virtue all had died ;
'Twas h1rking in some unseen part.
\Ye've aU our angel side."

I will not repeat our long conversation ; suffice it to say, that
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the example of Gonzalo, shamed n1e into acting as a nltsstonary
to one whom J had looked upon as my greatest enemy. I left
my father in a more quiet ~tate of mind, and "·ith- hasty step
sought my room, where the men1ory of the noble face. the rich ,
musical voice, and the boundless, unselfish love of Gonzalo followed me like an actual presence and awoke in n1y heart a desire
to be worthr the esteem of so noble a nature.

CHAPTER VIII.
A .\ ti\' Lljr-~'uh•t r,}-itu.)·, Eduratiou--R iform .In Spu-,1 Ll)t--.'},,, utu..· A u.l ClnssEs--.llfytholo.,;ita! Error.)· Smudime.l· Lt~ug .-Jdlzert.l To-- ilhctiu:.; Of J!Jo·brmd
..J nd TVife lf'hou Earthly J./arringt Had Bee.1 Cufortuuate.
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"The soul of origin divine,
God':-. glorion:-. image, freed from day,
l n h eaYen's eternal sphere shall ~hine,
A star of day !
The sun is but a spark of fire,
A trausient meteor in tl-te -.ky;
The ~oul, immortal as its sire,
Shall neYer die."

_.,,I}>.'/)

_

.r~,\~ ·~NTO my veins had been poured the elix1r of life; across

[; ."':_ ." my path fell the glory of a new existence. The repulsin:=
~w shadows of selfishness and unrest " -ere drifting earth,vard,
·~ a divine presence seemed to enfold and upltft me; all things
combined to recall the memory of one, whose praises my heart
was ever repeating. If I walked upon the shady lawn, the fragrant breezes repeated his name, and recalled the melodious accents
of his voice ; every living form was transforn1ed into a likeness of
him, who was the one star to which my spirit turned. I confidently expected that Gonzalo would visit me; but days lengthened
into ·weeks, weeks into n1onths, and he can1e not. ivlother, Thalia
and friends were often with me. They rejoiced in my improvement, but never mentioned Gonzalo, and at last the unpleasant
conviction forced itself upon me, that I had become interested in
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one \Yho had forgotten tny very existence. I resoh ed to lock the
secret in my heart, and apply myself with renewed ener:gy to the ·
acquisition of knowledge.
"'Tis in my memory loc1.ed,
And I myself will keep Lhe key of it."

I had formed acquaintance with a few congenial friends at the
school. Ladies and gentlemen, whose lives seemed as isolated as
my O\n1. Gradually the constraint and suspicious reserve which
had characterized our intercourse, wore away, and from n1utual
sympathy in our studies, we came into closer and more intimate
relations. From them I learned much of life in the sphere we
occupied. Society \\·as divided into many circles. The religious,
represented by a large and intelligent class ; the worldly and
thoughtless, intent ou seeking their own pleasure, and filling the
flying hours with what they termed happiness. The scholars, as
they \n~re called, formed another class. Here was found the most
advanced thinkers, as well as those, whose whole aim and object
was the acquisition of truth. This was the least numerous and
yet the most powerful of the three classes. It was looked up to
\Yith respect and veneration. ·The n1embers of this class were
connected with no religious sect, and had freed themselves fr01n
all narrow prejudices and secto.rian tendencies. These classes do
not represent those spirits whose attractions are to the earth. I
was told that missionaries frequently descended and labored with
the people; but it was a significant fact that they never entered the
Universities, nor approached one \Yho attended them.
There was also a class of independent teachers, who, upon their
arrival from earth, imtnediately commenced their iconoclastic work.
This aided in preparing many who were still wrapped in the folds
of mythological error, for the reception of natural truths; and
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aw.1kened a love for the verities underlying the outer form of
sctence. ~lany had passed from the Universities, gone to dwell
in higher spheres, returning at times to inform friends of their
happiness and progress. I was much pleased with the glowing
descriptions of other spheres of Spirit Life, and enquired how long
I should occupy my present position before being permitted to
pass on.
"That depends upon the rapidity of your progress. Greatly as
you admire intellectual facts, and earne::,tly as you are seeking to
adorn your spirit with pearls of kno\\'ledge, your advance is very
slow. Your heart," continued my friend, ''has not yet been
touched by that broad, humanitarian love, which would lead you
to forget self and your own attainments, to admrnister to the aching hearts and diseased moral natures, "·hich are constantly rising
from earth. I have seen you imparting comfort and consolation
to one, and only one; but judging fron1 your appearance, you
were not impelled to this work by true sympathy and self abnegation. It does not brighten your eye and lighten your step as it
would, had the motive been high.''
My cheek flushed at this allusion to my selfishness, for I was
compelled to admit its justice, and also that the repulsive man I
served, was my father. He had often repeated his wish to see
mother, and I realized that he could never be at rest, until he had
besought her forgivness. She had hitherto declined to see him.
sending her pardon by me, and begging him to forget the injustice of the past and to strive by noble action to become worthy
the respect of the good and true. This did not satisfy him ; he
Jongcd to feast his eyes upon her beautiful face, and hear again
the voice that had so often cheered and soothed him. He never
wearied in asking questions of her appearance and condition, and
/
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-----was o\·erjoyed, when at last she consented to meet him. I thought
it strange that he had never mentioned the PHA~To~r FoR~r, nor
Eunice ; but, as he avoided the subject, I was silent.
The day fixed for my mother's arrival, I repaired to the cottage
where my father spent all of his time; for he persistently refused
to mingle in society, and would neither see nor converse with any
one. His only expressed wish \Vas to see mother. The hot fire
of remor"e seemed burning into his very soul. This woman,
crushed and despised by him on earth, seemed to hold a wonderful influence over him; she was the power that was to compel his
regeneration. I was at the cottage when mother approached, leaning upon the arm of my brother, who had left the earth in childhood. I had met him once only, since I passed from the physical
body, and was delighted to see him again. Father ,,·as trembling
\'iolentlv as thev dre\\· near. He declined to touch the hand extended to him, fell at mother's feet, and kissing the hem of her
garments, implored forgivness for the past. lVf other was calm
and self-composed. \Vith quiet dignity she bade him rise, and
after presenting his son, whom father had not noticed, she said:
"I had hoped to avoid the excitement which this meeting must
cauc;e you The past is dead, bury its errors and wrongs so deep
that they can never be resurr€cted. Our marriage was a misfortune. You were true-to the nature you had inherited. Long,
long before my flight from earth, the tie that bound us was severed; now every shadon· and taint of that earth life has departed.
I no longer condemn you ; rise, throw off the shadows of selfishne~s, pride, and ambition.
Beautiful germs are sleeping within
the chambers of your soul ; permit them to guide you tb a noble
manhood. I am supremely blessed. \\'hen you have passed
above the darkness that now surrounds you, we shall meet as
friends. Press ornvard and upward, and now, farewell!''
J
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"Oh no, no you must not go, do not leave me! I have much
to say to ·you, I must tell you how deeply I have wronged you,
how deeply I have sinned against you ! "
I have read every .page of your life. Know all your weakness,
all your folly. Freely I forgive, and gladly will aid you as I can."'
" Oh thanks, a thousand thanks, but stay; your purity and
brightness transforms and elevates me. Oh, if you forgive, will
you not,-is it too much to ask you ~o come often,-you, and you
alone can save me from the haunting memories of the past. You
can quench the fires of gehenna! Come and elevate me by your
presence, tell me of the world in which you live, let me feel that
we are not entirely sundered ! "
Mother's fine form was dra\\'n up to its full hight, and her very
soul seemed luminous in her eyes, as she replied:
'' Love is the most powerful element of the soul, death can never
touch it! We never loved, else this separation had been impossible. My pathway lies away over the purple mountains; there
is a realm, of whose beauty you have not the faintest conception,
there are homes, whose outer loveliness correspond to inward harmomes. There, friendship and love have ascenderl loftier hights
and compassed broader realms, accomplished loftier purposes
than you can grasp. There is mY.. home, there are the streams
of wisdom and inspiration, which have prepared me for the work
in which I am now engaged. To-morrow with a band of noble
souls I cross the magnetic gulf and pass to a distant sphere, to
aid in preparing for the influx of light, which is to uplift millions.
No ties bind me to you, no wish draws me here. We had met
as meet· two atoms in one form, to dwell a time, and then drift
out into the unknown. Cease trying to draw or hold me, I am
not a part of your being, nor you of. mine. Forget the past, cover
1
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it ''"ith the fragrance of noble deeds, and the future will gi\'e a
rich reward, farewell." She boweu gracefully, and moved s~viftly
from the cottage.
J<'ather cast himself upon the floor, crying, "lost, lost.'' No,
not lost, I replied, she is a star whose brightness "·ill ever draw
you hea\·en"·ard, an angel whose p~rfection will save you. Rise,
rely upon your own strength, I will aid you as best I can.
"Oh :soul, T said, thy boding murmurs cea~e;
Though sorrow bind thee as a funeral pall,
Thy fathe•·'s hand is gmding thee through all,
Hi::; lo,-e will bring a true and perfect peace. ' '

CHAPTER lX .
.·l.lr•tiJUell/eiiL

J~v

...Jdmi11islt'riug To The J\-eeds Of Utlurs-.1

Pt~rl.·

/11 .')"""""·'
La11d- illeeti11g Au Iutimate Friend Of Earth Life- Interesting Topics DiJ·otssed- Thalia's I l ome- The Irou Cross, Awl Cr07i'11 Of Tl1orns Exchml_t;t•cf

}·or .-1 Jewded Dindem-/Jeautijitl Sa1us, and Impressin• Cert'llwuy In Spit·it
l.ife- Sih,er Stm - Eunice And /fer Ifusband's . lpothcf,si.···
'·\\.here sad ness long has held control,
..:\nd darkened o'er the ::.uffering -;onl,
\Yhen ntmd suffering, pain and stri fe,
;\Ian almost wearies of th is life,
.\ nd in despair of solace nigh,
Would gladly lay him down a ml die.
Th en on the hea rt, afHicLions shock
1'all" like the rod upon the rock.
Tears flow, they wash away the painT he fai nting spirit li Yes agatn ;
:\Ian ::.)wings from terror a nd dis may,
And goes with gladness on h i:. way.

~4y iTlll 1\

the archieves of the spirit arc stored exhaustless
~)..~ . treasures, which time and culture bring to the surface.
·~ ·( · ~
,~ IF
Em bosomed m beauty, over-arched by the crystal sky of
fJ,
truth, the spint bides its time, assured the hour approaches,
when it can put on the diamond crown, flooding life with its ineffable beauty. Slowly the dross had been consumed in the fiery
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flames of affliction; slowly the pure and noble attributes of my
better nature \\·ere asserting their power. ~I y sympathies were
touched, and warmec.l into practical use, by the constant demand
upon them for advice and aid from sad and uncultured spirits,
constantly arriving from the earth.
It was impossible to adm inister to the needs of these unfortunates, \\'ithout having the wor k, at first only mechanical, finally
broaden into the deepest interest for all who were anxiously seeking to emancipate themselves from the effect of ignorant and misdirected lives. 0, how grand and elevating, to be thus engaged
in aiding others in advancing to higher and happier conditions!
I loved my work, was contented with the position assigned me,
and realized that each day brought its own peace and happiness.
and Rdded something toward the con1plete en1ancipation of my
own spirit.
:\1y ·dear mother expressed much pleasure at the change
through which I had passed, and I felt something akin to the
tender love of childhood glow in my heart, as I Iistened to he•\\·ords of commendation. \Vhile in this state of mind, I was
agreeably surprised one tnorning to receive a call from Thai ia.
She called, to invite me to attend a Reception to be held at her
home I was delighted, and at once prepared to accompany her.
" I have come early," said Thalia, "that we may travel leisurely,
enjoy the rich and varied scenery, and also that we may spend
some time \\·ith two friends, upon whom J desire to call, and
,,·hose company I hope to obtain for the remainder of the journey.'
X ever was there a lovlier morning, never had the spirit home
seemed so bright and attracti,·e. \r e soon left the great city, and
moved out into the open country; not into broad, uncultivated
tracts, filled with rocks, dwarfed and stunted shrubs; but into a
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magnificent park. adorned by the lavish hand and artistic design
of nature. Tall, graceful trees, crowned with dark, glossy foliage,
stood in groups upon the verdant hills, and in the lovely va1es;
some standing like lonely sentinels, over-topping all others, their
cool shadows moving gently to and fro across the flower-enameled
sod. Such a profusion of gorgeous flowers of every conceivable
shape and tint, I had never seen. Silver cascades and crystal
waterfalls cast their rainbow-tinted spray upon rocks, whiter and
smoother than finest polished marble. There were birds whose
plum1ge seemed dipped in sunsets verm!lion dyes. Some had the
appearance of purest saphire, others had caught the golden glory
of the topaz. They flitted among the emerald leaves, presenting
a scene of beauty seldom witnessed. Their S\\'eet voices, mingled
with the beauty of singing streams and murmuring fottt1tains,
filled the air \Vith melody. I would fain have lingered longer in
this delightful place, but Thalia reminded me that we had but just
started, that to loose sight of _present surroundings, was only to
pass to scenes that would far surpass them. Nearly half the day
had been consumed before we entered the fairy barque, that was
to take us from the sphere I had so long called home.
The purple twilight fell upon the sea, ere we disembarked, and
followed the guide, who conducted us to Mrs. Arnold's. I found
in Mrs. A. a lady \\'ho had been one of my intimate friends of
earth life. She had been in spirit life a much shorter time than I,
but had ad\·anced more rapidly. Her earth marriage had been a
happy one, and had not been broken by death. It was indeed a
privilege to rest in their heavenly home, which no shadow had
ever entered. Cut off as I had been, from communion with friends
of earlier days, you can scarcely imagine the pleasure this unexpected meeting afforded me. The warm heart, genial disposition.
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and \\'dl stored n1ind of l\Irs: Arnold, filled the house with the
rich aroma of her intellectual and social life. I \\as delighted to
learn that they were to accompany us on our journey.. The next
day we tra,·eled leisurly, calling at midday upon a friend. \\rhile
Thalia was ,·isiting with her friend, ~Irs. Arnold suggested that
"'e should vie"· the city. Seated in an elegant carriage, we passed
rapidly through broad avenues thronged "·ith earnest, thoughtful
tncn and women. "·hose peaceful, happy look presented a striking
contrast to the care-worn faces of earth . I soon came to the condusion that the drive was designed, not so much to gi,·e me an
opportunity to see the city, as to afford l\Irs. A. suitable time to
ask certain questions. Her object I could not then understand,
but I will giye the conversation as near as I can recall it.
"You haYe ne,·er left the first sphere. Have you not wished
for a ch:mge in your monotonous life?"
I have been quite happy, I replied, and until quite recently, have
had no desire to change.
" I understand that your mother is to attend the Reception, would
you like to see her in her own home?"
Yes, I think I shall soon enjoy that privilege.
" How did your n1other's marriage affect you?"
It \\'aS unexpected, I had not belie,·ed such a thing could occur,
but I rejoice in her happiness.
H Pardon me, but !}as your n1other spoken to you of Eunice?"
Kever! I should like to hear from her. Poor child ! I can now
understai1d how much she suffered.
t• Have you any unkind feelings toward her?,.
Ko, on the contrary, I realize that I ha,·e wronged her. I was
ignorant and self willed.
t< One more question.
Are you completely emancipated, is
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there no lingering affection for the man for \\"hom you sacrificed
so much?"
"No, that love burned itself out long ago! Now I see how blind
and foolish I was, to wish for, or attempt to hold the love that
never could become mine. I have wept many bitter tears over
my folly, and prayed fervently for his happiness with the sweet
.spirit he calls his own. As I ceased speaking, Mrs. Arnold threw
her arms around me, and impulsively kissing me, said:
"D~ar friend, you have triumphed at last, prepare to wear the
crown of rejoicing."
On our return we found Thalia waiting, anxious to proceed~
and we were soon moving rapidly to\vard our destination. Thalia's cheerfulness and exuberance of spirit increased as we approached her home. Mrs. Arnold was joyous as a bird, while I
was awed into silence by the loveliness of the scenes through
which we were passing, and the strange, yet vivid impression, that
a startling revelation was soon to be made. ~-\s we approached
the mansion pointed out by Thalia as her home, my excitement
became intense, and did not abate until we entered the spacious.
building, where we were welcomed by Mr. l\1azzola, Thalia's husband, cousin to Gonzalo, whose memory was a sacred presence in
my soul. Thalia never appeared to better advantage, than when
presiding over her own home; her sweet face was radiant, and her
musical voice thrilling in its tender pathos . . The ease and composure of :\1r. Mazzola quieted my perturbed spirit, and put to
flight the apprehension that had so annoyed me. Before retiring ..
Thalia gave me the full history of her life, and explained how she
came to act as my guardian. This revelation is too long to repeat, 1 will only give her closing words.
" Emily dear! I am the happiest woman in this bright sphere,.
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and I trust the day is not far distant, when you will be as happy.
Your mother will come early in the morning. I have two requests
to make: first, that I may be permitted to select and arrange your
wardrobe; second, that you ask for no explanation of what may
seem to you inexplicable."
I willingly acquiesced, and we parted to seek rest. I soon sank
into that dr~amless condition which so closely resembles sleep,
and thus remained until aroused by a gentle motion of the delicate h1ngings surrounding my couch. The next moment, my
mothers large eyes were gazing tenderly upon me. How noble
and grand she appeared. Her ever active spirit seemed to robe
itself in the imperishable beauty of the lofty aspirations it cherished.
On sped the fairy-footed hours, until morning was lost in the
splendor of noon, then mother, who had given me a description
of her journey to a distant planet, once the home of her companion, said: '' X ow, my child, I must leave you for a time, we shall
meet again this evening."
I was alone, and anxivusly waited f01· the appearance of Thalia,
but no one entered my roo1n, and no sound of voice or step
reached me, until evening. Then ~frs. Arnold came, and after
apologizing for seeming neglect, conducted me to another apartment, where I found Thalia waiting to receive me. She said :
"Dear Emily, the house is filled with friends, and the ceremony
I brought you here to witness, will soon commence. ~o one besides your mother knows of your arrival. I have prepared a
pleasant surprise for more than one of my guests, so please permit these ladies to aid in arranging your toilet." To this I made
no objection, only wondering \\'hy Thalia manifested so much interest in my personal appearance. After all was completed, Thalia
led me to the mirror and asked:
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"Is there anything in that queenly form, that calm, intelligent
face, those large, brilliant eyes, to remind you of the wretched
woman that once crouched in a corner of a little room where a
marriage ceremony was being performed ? ''
Please, do not speak of my folly! There is not a greater contrast between this shining gossamer robe, and the sombre mantle
that once enfolded me, than bet\veen my spirit in its prison of selfishness and pride, and my spirit emancipated and joyously \Yinging its flight toward the mountains of intellectual and moral \\ orth.
At that moment Mrs. Arnold entered and announced that l\1r.
1\1azzola was· waiting to conduct us to the drawing room. Passing
to a private parlor, we were joined by a group of ladies and gentlemen, all strangers to me, and to whom I was not introduced.
l\Ioving on through the grand entrance, we stood in the spacious
apartment. I was unprepared for the scene that suddenly burst
upon me. The room was elegantly furnished, from the velvet
carpet to the delicate lace hangings, and its rich works of art.
Across one end of the room was a raised platform, covered with
bright-tinted mosses, and so arranged as to present the appearance
of mosaic work. Over this was a canopy of delicate vines and
white blossoms. Under the canopy stood a rustic seat, cushioned
with moss. Two fountains sent forth their jets of silver spray,
sparkling like diamonds. There were exquisite vases, filled with
choice flowers; in fact, the room seemed filled with these beautiful products of nature. Across the platform hung crimson silk
curtains, festooned with hangings of delicate lace. 'Ye passed
down the brilliantly lighted room. and joined my mother and her
companion, a man of majestic presence, large brain and intellectual face. Before a word had been exchanged, sounds of joyous
music filled the room, the crimson curtains swept aside, :--evealing
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an arch formed with buds and flowers. Standing under tD.e arch
was a spirit of whose celestial beauty no language can convey a11
adequate conception. Imagine a woman with graceful form and
perfect fe~tures; her white face illuminated, large azure eyes and
a profusion of shiny hair, falling around her like a veil of gold.
In one hand she held a crown of thorns, in the other an iron cross.
In a moment the curtain fell and was again instantly raised, revealing Gonz:do standing by the side of the angelic spirit. Taking the crown and cross from her hand, he said :
"Long have these cruel thorns rested upon your weary brow,
and pierced with anguish the tender, loving heart. Long has the
iron cross crushed the broken spirit. Cross and crown have inflicted wounds that have required many, many years to efface.
To-night the last vestige of their power falls from you. Pass
through the triumphal-arch and receive the diadem whose sparkling jewels tipify the purity and worth of your spirit." The lady
addressed bo,ved her beautiful head, upon which Gonzalo placed
the jeweled cro,vn, then turning to the company he said:
''I am happy to introduce to you, one who has passed through
many trials and has nobly won the crown of merit. Silver Star
will be warmly received, and add light and brilliancy to the galaxy she now enters."
Silver Star took a seat amid the flowers, and again the music
pealed forth its enlivening strains.
" Uo you recognize her?" whispered my mother.
Yes, it is the PHA:'\T0:\1 FOR:\1. I was about to ask an explanation of the ce remony, when my attention was called to the curtain, which \\·as slowly moving aside, revealing a woman more
lovely than the first. Jier features, eyes and hair, were an exact
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counterpart of the first. She wore a blue robe artistically trimmed
'\v~ith fleecy lace, and delicate "·hite flowers. It was Eunice! Oh,
how my heart throbbed and thrilled at the sight of her, her whom
I had loved and hated so intensly! She was not alone, by her
side stood the man for whose love I was at one time, willing to
barter my _so ul. ::--Jow, I looked calmly upon his bright. handsome face, and marveled at the infatuation that so long a time perverted my reason, reducing me to the abjf•ct position of a slave.
I had but a moment for thought, for Gonzalo arose and addressed
the asc;cmbly as follows:
"The goblet of life holds no dixir more potent than love; it
transmutes the selfish propen~ities into noble aspirations and
deeds; its Godlike power will e\·entually lift all souls abo\·e the
baneful influence of crime, and emancipate all who dwell in the
prison-house of sorrow and despair. Among lo,·e's protean forms,
none is n1ore beautiful than the conjugal. It gilds the sorro,\·s
and toils of earth life, and is the glory of all higher spheres.
You see bcfo.re you two spirits who have received instruction from
the divine teacher. Five years since, death opened the door
thro.ugh which this lady passed from the physical form. So strong
"ere the tics that bound her to her companion, that she declined
to leave the earth, until he could accompany her. As soon as
thi::; change came, they were conducted to the Arbor of Repose.
"\·here they ha,·e remained until the present, and now gladly unite
with you in celebrating their apotheosis and reiterating their vows
o.f love and fidelity."
At these words, Eunice and her companion adYanced to the
front, standing with clasped hands, while Gonzalo uttered the following in vocation :
""Spirit of Light! Thy all-enfolding law of love, that giYeth to
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each tb 0\\·n, hath \\·o,·en its garland of beauty for thc~c h\ o souls.
One 1n spirit, may they \\·alk the starry hights of purity and peace.
Their ,·ows enameled on the tablets of the spirit, reqtiire no out\\·ard expression. :\lay they e\·er realize the presence of thy di,·i ne Jo,·e and the guiding power of \\'isdom."
Eunice then said:· '' \\rith deep and holy re\·crence we bo,,· before the sacred law of marriage; that law \\ ritten before the \Yorld
was. To it the truly tnarried yield itnplicit obedience, and find
the auroral splendor of lo,·e, lightning each hour of existence.
\ Vith a deeper knowledge than e\'er before of the spiritual significance, and the grand n1ission of ]o,·e. '' c again ~tand before its
altars, and in its holy name proclaim to the ,,-orld of spirit~. that
.,
we are one.
Eunice cea~ed speaking, and her companion ga\ c a brief. but
brilliant address. Then follo"·ed general congratulation~. mu::;ic,
poems, and appropriate addresse~.

CHAPTER X.
Stra11g·e .1/eeting-A Family Reunion In The Snmmt!r Lanci-Ccremouy RdafL•d In:
Last Chapter Explnint!d-Cmrditio1z Of A Class Of Despised I Vomm - Obstaclu
To Thew Restoratio11 To Virtuous Lift-Sih•er Star, TilE Pll.rl.\7'0ili
FOR ill, Opens The Book Of Her Life.
"To recreate mankind, to re-unite
~I nn with his fellow, aod all men to (;od,
To kindle up tl)e dark material cloJ
Of man's external, to remove dull night,
Is thine, 0, I mmortality ! Thy reign
h not alone in that supernal fane,
T he temple of the skies. To earth below
Thou comest. \Vheresoe'cr thy angels go,
;\ian's hotly is renewed. T o harmonize
:\Ian's form material, with swift ministries
Of Love and 'Visdom , thy perpetual toil;
:\Ian from his grief. and bondage to as:.oil,
They labor. lt is theirs to purify
:\fan's inward shrine, to clear the nunds blue ::.ky
From earth-born shado\\·s, to remo\'e the veil
That hides the Spirit-world. Where they pre,·ail
Body and miud alike are born anew,
As flowers that drink new life from morning dew."

~~
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was the surprise of the little party when they recog~ nized familiar faces, and again heard loving voices, listened
l~ to on earth. I will not attempt to desc~ibe the meeting
~ between Eunice and mysel£ It is enough to sayt it restored
to my heart the sweet, holy love of a sistert and remcved fron1
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the mind of Eunice, the fear that I was still the victim of misplaced affection. Gonzalo greeted me with a glad swile, and tny
former husband, taking my hand and looking· into my eyes, said·:
" Dear sister Emily, I thank God that you have escaped from
the terrible effects of my ignorance and folly. Each year that
has passed since our separation, has been shadowed by the thought
that }~our life was still darkened by our unfortunate marriage. I
rejoice to know that you are free, and am glad to meet you glowing with life and beauty, and crowned with the inestimable jewels
of intellectual and spiritual culture. Let us forget the past and
li\'e in the happiness, the joy of the present."
The presence of strangers prevented further special conversation upon subjects nearest our hearts, and it was agreed to have
a family re-union at the cottage, which loving hands had prepared
for the future home of Silver Star. Accordingly, on the following
1norning we met on the beautiful lawn surrounding the mansion.
Seated beneath the emerald canopy, formed by interlacing branches and glossy leaves-Thalia, her husband, and Gonzalo being
the only persons present, not members of the fan1i ly; Gonza lo
said:
" Friends, I have been so long and so intimately acquainted
with most of you, there seems nothing unnatural or improper in
my accepting the kind invitation to meet with your family, and
listen to the revelation which so deeply concerns those to \Vhom
I am related by the ties of friendship. Before we listen ·to this
recital, I have been requested to give a brief explanation of the
ceremony of last evening. In this sphere every form is an embodiment of principles; every symbol a representative of truth.
They are used as pictures, a representation of divine realities.
Such was the ceremony you witnessed.
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Silver Star represented a despised class, looked upon as the vilest
of earth. Selfish, heartless society, closes every a\·enue through
which they might return to virtuous, innocent life. \Vith reputation blasted, love transformed into a blighting curse, deserted
by friends and surrounded by cruel, vindictive foes; homeless,
friendless,-the black gulf of despair before them, Oh, what is
there left but death! Oh! how unjust is earthly society in this
regard!
"\Yhy condemn
One soul to hopeless ruin for a fault,
And open for the other all the hornes
\Yhere wealth l>tands bowing to receh·e the gue,.;t,
.\nd beauty crown him with her festal flower'.
Two sinners fall into the same great :-in ; One lays her pale, white infant in the grave,
And, broken hearted, haunts the public streets ;-Perchance the other rises in the scale
Of wealth and office, till the peoples voice
Ilail him as ruler in the comtnol1\Yea1tb,
.\nd bishops bless for him the plenteou~ board,
And when he dies, the public papers groan
\Vith weight and lamentation; for 'his worth,'
They ~ay, 'was great;' the obelisk a~cen<ls,
The statue, poem, picture, eulogy,
All tell his virtues, and make wide his fame.''

She who can triumph over these soul crushing obstacles, she
who dares to live, and through persistent effort and herculean
strength, wring from a reluctant world an acknowledgment of
her innate purity, and noble, self-sacrificing lo\'e, has won a cro\Ytl
far btighter than the jewels bestowed upon our sister last evening.
To illustrate this principle, she whom man had cast from the pale
of society and doomed to a life of infamy, or to suicide, has been
joyously received by God's pure angels and crowned with jewels,
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typifying the recognition of her purity. Eunice, the poor little
waif, deserted by her father, separated from her mother, and left
to perish in the icy breath of winter; saved by the almost superhuman efforts of a wotnan ; her heritage was shame. Even her
\\·ondrous beauty, served but to suggest to him, who should ha,·e
been her protector, the path which he hoped might lead to her
ruin. His diabolical scheme was frustrated by the watchful care
of angels. At last love touched her young heart! Bravely she
struggled against its giant power, until at the door of Eieath, the
angels again interposed, restored her to health and convinced her
-of the purity of that divine love, which drew her with irresistable
force to one, already bound by the outward form of marriage to
a lo,·ed sister. Her decision drew upon her the hatred of the
"·orld. She had dared to accept the love that had been pledged
to another. :\Iere human laws she disregarded, and in consequence. society prepared for her its most bitter cup. Year after
year she bore the heavy burden, nobly performing her every duty,
and looking forward to the time when her position ,,·ould be understood, and the scornful looks and cruel anathemas of the world,
be transformed to smiles of approval and words of encouragen1ent.
Eunice lived n1uch alone, ever true to the love that was the one
star of her life, and when at last she passed from the physical
body, no priest spoke words of commendation or gave to mourning
friends hope for her future. Alas for such as she! 'Illegitimate,'
therefore they have no rights to the blessings of life. Their lo,·e
may have been as pure as the snow flake and true as the stars in
their course, but n1isunderstood, therefore diabolical. Their lives
may be glorified by deeds of charity and kindness. their whole
natures aglow with human sympathy, yet an intolerant spirit ostracises them on earth, and consigns them to eternal torture after
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death. But the eternal law of justice holds them, and they are
borne into the presence of those who have a child-like faith in the
controlling power of the universe.
Here, fidelity to principle receives its just reward, and the laws
of God arc recognized as supreme. They overarch the sphere of
individual and social life and ray their happifying influence through
all the higher planes of spiritual existence. Spirits rejoice in the
moral courage which enables its possessor, to calmly and nobly
live the life that seems to hin1 the true one. Putting away all
lower considerations, even saying to friendship; 'Your silver links
shall not keep me from traversing the roughest seas and unexplored continents, if necessary for truth's sake. I must possess
myself/ Bowing reverently to the unseen forces surging around
and through me; squaring my life by the law of natural justice,
my spirit must emancipate itself from all that seemcth wrong.
From this you will understand that intelligences in this sphere,
appreciate and aid in every effort put forth for the emancipation
of the spirit. vVhile they recognize the usc of many forms and
conditions existing upon earth, they also realize that the soul is
greater than all, and must eventually rise and assert its supremacy. To those upon earth who can accept and dedicate themselves
to this truth, they send flashes of inspirational power, and extend
a cordial greeting when they enter the higher life."
Gonzalo closed, and Silver Star said:
" It now becomes my duly to open the book of my life, that
my child and the dear friends here, may understand many things
that have seemed wrapped in mystery. I was an only child, of
poor but respectable parents, and until my fourteenth birthday
was as joyous and free from care as the birds that flitted around
our cottage. My parents were strictly orthodox, kine and char-
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itable to all 'i.uortky objects, but unforgi,·ing and cruel to all who
entertained opposite opinions. They were members of the Church
of England, in their opinion, the only true church.
" To n1e they were indulgent and affectionate. I knew no law
but their will. l\Iy pliant disposition had prevented the inharmony oft~n existing between parents and children. I had the greatest respect for their judgment, and neve1· thought of questioning
their right to fully control my life. Such was tny h01ne and conditions, when we received a letter from my father's sister, a wido\\·
lady, 1·esiding in a distant city, inviting me to pass the winter
months "·ith her. She spoke of the many advantages it \\·ould
afford me. As my aunt was childless, possessed of a lar~e fortune and a Christian, my parents cheerfully consented to the
proposed visit. It ''~as far from my thought as I bade adieu to
my home and friends, that it was a last farewell; that friends, innocence and love would drift from me, as I \\·~s drifting from the
protecting care of my parents.
" In my new home I was very lonely. Aunt Ellen was a cold,
loveless wotnan. A constant constraint and formality, chilled my
sensitive and affectionate nature. I was constantly reproved for
my childish words, which to her seemed inappropriate among the
fashionable people frequenting her elegant drawing rooms.
" One Sunday \\;hile in church, my attention ,,·as attracted by
the steady gaze of a young man, who sat in a pe\\· directly opposite to one we occupied. He sought and obtained an introduction
to my aunt, and becan1e a constant caller. His respectful attention, warm, sympathetic professions and social nature, \\'On my
attention. I learned to look forward to the e,·enings he spent
with us, as the happiest of my life. He was a stranger in the city,
and would have been more cautiously recei,·ed, but for his pro-
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fessed piety and letters of church recommendation, which completely blinded my aunt to his true character. He won my aunt's.
confidence, and my love. Yes, I loved him \\·ith all the purity
and trust of a child; and when he told me of his father's determination to compel him by threat of disinheritance, to wed one
whom he could never love; of the struggle between what he considered obligations to parents and self duty; of his final decision
to separate himself from his luxurious home and the love of
friends,-to live unloved and alone and carve out a fortune for
himself; I felt that he was worthy of my confidence. He spoke
of the tender love I had awakened in his heart, and asked me to
bless his weary life by the light and warmth of my love; said he
could live cont~nt for years, if he could cherish the hope of at last
winning my affections, but for reasons he would soon explain, it
would be necessary that our love should be concealed. I saw
not the diabolical plot concealed beneath these honicd words.
and agreed to say nothing of our love.
" He ended, and his words replete with guile
Into my heart too easy entrance won."

.. Two weeks after this conversation be called, greatly depressed
in spirit, said he had just heard of the serious illness of his father,
and that his mother had requested his immediate return; his
father was anxious to see him before his death. Father, said he,
will make a last request, which I fear I cannot refuse. It is this
thought of separation from you, that drives me to despair. I see
but one way to escape, but, I fear your leve is not strong enough
for that!
"\Vhat is it? I asked, trembling with agitation.
''That you will have sufficient confidence in me, to consent to
a secret marriage. \\re can go out for a walk, call upon a cler-
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gyman, after the ceren1ony you can return, and I will go at once
to my father, with the consciousness that no po"·cr on earth can
separate us.
" I ,,·ill not repeat ,,-hat he said to obtain my consent. It is
enough to say, that my childish reason yielded to his strong will.
He left, promising to write every day, and return as soon as possible. Deprived of his society, the terrible secret eating out my
heart, I lo.:;t all intere::;t in life; I shed floods of tears over my
mother's letters, and rcsoh·ed to unburden my heart to her; but
-;hame and fear stifled the tide of emotion, and prevented the confession that would have proved my salvation. The four weeks of
my lover's abs~nce ,,·ere in seeming, as four long years. But
when he returned, all sorrow was forgotten in the joy of seeing
him again. His sad, care-"·orn face, told of his struggles and
anxiety. He said his father had b~en n~ar cL:!ath's door, but contrary to aJI expectation. he had rallied and was now out of danger. I Ie had not relinquished the hope that his son would consent to the union he had so long desired. He had not thought
best to oppose his father. In a few months he \\·auld be stronger.
then he should tell him all, and he thought his love would be
stronger than his anger. I rejoiced that n1y lover and his father
were reconciled, and suggested that ,,·hile he was thus ,,·aiting
for his father'~ reco\'ery, I should go horne, inform my parents
of ot!r tnarriagc, and wait there until circumstances would permit hin1 to ackno\dedge our union before the world. To this he
replied:
'You do not love me as I thought, or you would not talk thus
calmly of leaving me for n1any months. Had you suffered as I
ha\ e, you \You]d neYer consent to another separation.'
"Finally, his manner was so earnest, I bdie,·ed him worthy of
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any sacrifice on my part, and when he proposed as the only feasible plan, that we should go among strangers and live devoted to
each other, until he could take his bride to his boyhood home,
after some hesitation, with no friend to advise, I consented to
leave my aunt's house, and accon1pany n1y husband to a distant
city. For six months he was kind and affectionate, did all in h is
power to make my life happy. My parents silence was the only
cloud that shadowed my life.
"A few months of happiness, and then my husband informed
me that he had been summoned to his father's death-bed. He
\\'ould be compelled to leave me for a few days, after which there
would be no necessity for further separation. I le left, and I reentered the now desolate rooms, to wait and count the hours until I should receive his promised letter. It is impossible for me
to describe my wretchedness as day after day passed and no
word received from him. I was penniless and friendless. 1\1y
landlady soon comprehended the situation, took possession of
1ny wardrobe, and closed her doors upon me. Never was there
a more heartbroken, desolate \\'Oman. I decided to sell my little
stock of jewelry and go to 1ny n1other ; surely she would receive
me and forgi,·e my folly and sin!
It was evening when I arrived in n1y native \·illage, and with
burning cheeks and tottering steps approached my home. Let
me draw a veil over the scene that followed. The bitter, cruel
words of my mother were like dagger thrusts. I \\·as driYen
from the home of my childhood, and told that I could hope for
no mercy here, or hereafter. This cruelty was too much for my
already nearly exhausted strength to endure. I sank upon the
icy pavement, where I remained until a charitable stranger caused
my removal to a place of refuge. \Vhen the morning dawned,
11
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a little form \\·as nestling to my side, and a baby ,-oice recalled

me to a sense of the responsibility resting upon n1e. For my
innocent child, I would li,·e and labor! Alas! the sweet hope,
born of a mother's love was doomed to an early death. Before
e\·ening, a fever was burning in my blood, and delirium had
usurped the throne of reason. \rhen I drifted back to consciousness, my faithful nurse informed me that I had revealed the story
of my wrong; and, continued the good won1an: ' You told the
Yillain's nan1e. I did not recognize it, but when you insisted that
I should open that little locket, I kllew wlto £t was that had decei,·ed you. It is a sad story, but you are not his first victim.
I kno\\· where he is; will keep my eye upon him. But; you are
faint, I ha,·e talked too much. Don't talk, I have the child and
will take care of it.'
'' I was too \Yeak to talk, too sad, anxious and troubled to rest.
The next day the nurse ·informed me that she had seen my husband, had told him that I was dead, that she would expose him
to my parents, unless he adopted the child. Fie gave a reluctant
consent. Lilian was left upon his door steps, and his good wife
adopted her; the husband insisting, however, that the name be
changed to Eunice. \\~hen satisfied that my darling \\·as under
the protection of a kind-hearted woman, I sank into a peaceful
slumber from \\·hich I did not again awake on earth.
"Oh gentle death, Oh gende dream,
Ho'" sweet your mild control ;
Ye both unbar the body's gate
For the departing soul.''

"As a spirit, I \\'atched and guarded my child, and now in the
presence of angels, am proud to acknowledge her."

CHAPTER XI.
Gonzt1lo's Rn:dation-d Grand Tour To Anoth~r Splurt:-IJ(IJldnjit! Experiellres-d Realm Of Beauty-llfarriage- The Gnat J.Vor!.· In /Vhidt I Am
Engaged-Employments In The Spirit ~Vorld.
" IL is a fearful thing
To love as I lo,·e thee ; to feel the worldThe bright, the beautiful, joy-gh·ing worldA blank without thee. X e'er more to me
Can hope, joy, fear, wear different ~eeming. X ow,
I have no hope that does not dream for thee;
I have no joy that is not shared by thee;
I have no fear, that does not dread for thee :
All that I once took pleasure in-my lute,
Is only sweet, when it repeats thy name ;
:1\Iy flowers, I only gather them for thee ;
The book drops listless down, I cannot read,
Unless it is to thee; my lonely hours
Are spent in shaping forth our future live:,,
After my own romantic fantasies.
He is the star round which my thoughts re"oh·e
Like satellites."

EXPECTED to return, and continue my studies in the
school where I had gained so many important truths, and
was saddened by the thought of being again separated
from Eunice and other friends. l\1y dear mother read
my unspoken thoughts, and taking me aside, said;
"Dear child, let not your heart be troubled, this is your home
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- - - - - ---- - ·- -- - -- - -- - -- - - - -- - - if you desire to ren1ain. You would have been brought here before, had it not been thought best to test your newly acquired
power, by bringing you unexpectedly in the presence -of Eunice
and her husband. The result proves that we had not over-estin1atcd your strength, Thalia desired to have you remain with
her, but Silver Star c1aims you for a time. Rcn1ain, and gain
wisdon1 fron1 her. If you wish to devote yourself to any special
study, you will find every facility you desire. I am glad you
have dedicated yourself to the acquisition of knowledge. Soon,
divine love '"ill impel you to give to others the ennobling truths
you have attained. I have long kno\Yn you "·ere adapted for the
position of instructor. Your earth experience prepared you for
the reception of certain principles which you will be instrumental in imparting to many a \Yeary heart. Great will be n1y joy.
when you realize the in1portance of the work.
"There is no higher mission, than to present to mortals and
spirits a knowledge of the purity and justice of those great laws.
which, if conformed to, will cro\Yn indi,·idua]s with the choicest
blessings of life. Ignorance of the natural, fear and worship of
the supernatural, disregard of the laws of God, and blind obedience to priests, has kept humanity in ignorance, and filled the
earth with injustice, sorro,,- and crime. To this cause may be
traced many of the depressing influences that retard the progress of the soul, even after it has entered spirit life. ·you have
seen something of this, but not until fully prepared by the hallo\\ing influence of love, to administer to the necessities of these unfortunate classes, "·ill you be able to look upon the night side of
Spirit Life.
" Now my child, I must leave you, and join the bright band
about to depart on a n1ission of mercy. It is charming to know
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that you are drawing nearer to tne in spirit, and to feel as I do,
that the time is not far distant when you will form one of our
circle, co-operating with us in our labor of love:·
"Alone ! Alone ! How drear it is,
Always to be alone ! "

Alone! It seemed that I had n~ver before felt the full significance of the word, never before realized the necessity of conlpanionship as at that moment. I was surrounded by beautiful
forms, bright tints and sweet sounds. In the home of Silver Star
I knew wann hearts waited to bid me welcome. Then \\·hy this
utter loneliness? ::\1 ine was a stormy life ! \Vas I ne,·er to enjoy the
unalloyed felicity that blessed others? I confess that I saw little
hope or inspiration in the future, of which my mother had spoken so confidently. To always resign my higher aspirations for
the benefit of others; see them bask in the sunshine of happiness
of which I was deprived ; forever to walk in the lonely valley of
self-abnegation, was far from n1y ideal of happiness.
From these gloomy mediations I was aroused by hearing n1y
name pronounced in the rich, melodious voice that ever caused
a tide of etnotions hard to control. Looking up, I saw Gonzalo!
Bowing gracefully, and taking a seat beside me, he said:
"If I am not intruding, I will remain. This beautiful grotto is
a favorite resort. Here there are no distracting influences, nothing to interfere with repose, or disturb the mind. Surely, no
other spot could be better adapted for the purpose for which I
came, and for the revelation I have to make."
"I will first give you a sketch of my earth life. I never knew
a mother's love, or a father's blessing, and not until after 1nany
years in spirit life did I know who my parents were. I will not
dwell upon the loneliness of 1ny childhood, the yearnings of my
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heart for affection and sympathy, which was not found in the
orphan asylun1 to ,,·hich I \\·as consigned in infancy, and where
I passed the early years of n1y life. From th.e time I left it, until
death closed the scene and liberated my ,,·eary spirit, life was
dark and joyless, and one of constant toil. At the age of eighteen I was engaged in marriage to a lady, whom I deen1ed in
every way worthy the affection which I lavished upon her. Fron1
this dream of love I was rudely awakened to learn that n1y idol
was clay. It ,,·as long before I could realize that one so beautiful could be so false and fickle. To lose faith in her was to lose
interest and faith in e\'ery one. I resolved thenceforth to steel
my heart against friendship and love, go back to the isolated life
for which fate seemed to have designed me.
"I \Yill not sadden you, by relating my struggles with po,·erty
and n1isfortunes. I died as I had li,·ed, alone! It was rnany
years, before I outgre\Y the effects of earth life. I was morbidly
sensitive, and in this Summer Land sought only for rest, retirement and education. Gradually my icy reserve gave way before
the power of kindness. Absorbed in study, my life g lided smoothly on, until I became acquainted with your n1other. It was the
recital of her experience that awakened my interest in the great
question of love, and the duties and obligations gro\\'ing out of it.
A.fter years of careful investigation and earnest thought, I arrived
at the conclusions expressed in the communication given to you
and your sister, before your marriage. ~Iy intimate acquaintance
with your mother increased my interest in you. I frequently
visited you, and tried to lift the terrible cloud fron1 your life.
You will rernember our rneeting on your first entrance to spirit
life. I had hoped you ,,·ould remain, and gradually outgrow the
magnetic condition that enslaved you, but it was not to be; you
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returned to earth, and I, saddened by the withdrawal of the heart,
that I felt could beat in unison vvith my own, gave myself more
entirely to humanitarian duties. In the long years that followed
I never lost sight of my ideal, nor faith in the laws that would
eventually give to my heart its own. \Vhen your mission on
earth was finished and you re-entered spirit life, I found your
heart apparently dead to human syn1pathy; therefore I did not
~eek your presence.
Now I am blessed with a knowledge of the
fact, that the warmth and light of reciprocal affection is to cro\\'n
n1y life with its glory.''
Gonzalo paused as if for reply. Recei\·ing none, he continued
to speak of his affection, and closed by saying: ~~I read my
answer in your tender eyes and glowing cheek:-,; this happiness
compensates for years of \\'retched ness!''

.

"Oh, what a heavenly union.
In bo\\·ers of delight,
7
\ \ here mmistries of angeLInspire with holy light;
Two souls, one life, two hearts, one lo,·e,
As sweet and pure as heaven abo,·e. "

A.t this moment Silver Star approached and expressed her
pleasure in being the first to offer congratulations, and then invited us to her home, where Eunice and Thalia awaited our
return.
A year had passed since that beautiful n1orning, when my
whole life was transformed by the re\·elation of Gonzalo's love;
a year since my mother's departure, and now a large circle of
invited guests had resembled at the home of Silver Star to make
their final arrangements for a grand tour, which was to end in a
visit to my. mother. I was happy in the prospects of beholding
the lovely scenes Gonzalo had so often pictured. I shall not at-
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tempt to describe our journey, nor the n1any new phases of existence I witnessed: each one presenting some thought, broadening my views of spirit life. As we approached our destination,
the sphere seen1ed bathed in a soft, yellow light, not unlike that
occasionally seen on earth, lingering in the evening sky.
A delegation can1e out to conduct us to the city, if city it could
be called ! There were no great temples, no pallatial residences
built of the n1ost costly material, no crystal don1cs reflecting the
n1ello\\· light that seemed to emanate from every object; no broad
pa\·ed avenues, no curiously designed vehicles, drawn by life-like,
electric steeds, nor fairy barges, moving gracefully over electric
"·aters. Beneath our feet was a soft, moss-like substance of the
brightest and n1ost beautiful green, unlike anything I had seen,
extending as far as the eye could reach. Pavilions, formed of a
translucent substance; son1e glowing with opaline splendor,
others of rich \·ermilion, garnet and emerald, artistically and
systematically arranged, and surrounded by trees and flowers of
the most sublimated material, and delicate designs. All had an
unsubstantial, etherial appearance, and I ahnost expected to see
then1 disappear as the gorgeous temples and towers of cloud
land vanish from the sky.
\Ve moved through the golden atmosphere with great rapidity and case. Several times I was startled by the sudden appearance of friends "·hom I supposed to be at a distance. Of this I
said nothing, until I beheld the apparition of my father and in his
well known voice he said~ "Emily, why have you forsaken me?"
J was so startled by this sudden appearance, that I in1mediately
asked an explanation, and learned that the circumbiance was like
a mirror, reflecting the form and features of those, whose thoughts
dwelt intently upon any one in this sphere. Here also a spirit
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can hear the slightest whisper of love or hate, joy or sorrow addressed to it. This would be a sad place for the oppressor,
\vhose life had been a tissue of cruel \Vrongs. Such spirits ne,·er·
enter this sphere, 11 the punishment would be greater than they
could bear," said our guide, and continued:
u Here come to· benefactors, the prayers and blessings of those
they have snatched from dens of vice and crime, from the crushing po"·er of want, and the brutal hand of oppression. It 1s
here, that tears shed in sympathy for the sorrows of others, are
transformed to pearls; here, the bread cast upon the "·aters of
charity, return. Every kind deed of lo,·e, reappears in a white
blossom whose delicious aroma enfolds the pure spirit like a garment. This is the heaven where moth and rust doth not corrupt
nor thieves break through and steal. Your mother resides in
that large, rose hued pavilion at our right."
At this n1oment we \Yere greeted with melodious music, which
seemed to come from the air above us, and immediately the long
colonnade was filled with spirits, hastening to welcome us.
The cordial reception and genial atn1osphere of my mother's
home removed all constraint and added a new charm to social
intercourse. \ Vhen alone with mother, she expressed her gratification with my engagement to Gonzalo; said she had long known
of his attachment to me, and believed that the cro\\·n of happiness he had won, "·ould brighten as time increased our knowledge
of the rich treasures we possessed. She had planned our journey
with a desire that our marriage should take place in her beautiful home. \Ve joyfully complied, and the simple but beautiful
n1arriage ceremony was performed by ourselves, in the presence
of a large number of invited guests.
After spending considerable time in vie"·ing the realm \Ye had
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been permitted to enter, \\·e returned to the sphere \\·e had left.
and went at once to the elegant home of Gonzalo.
Earthly language can gi,·e no conception of the happiness that
filled my soul! 0 sad, despairing soul! 0 hea.rt filled with ashes
of a dead hope, look up! for beyond the sorrows of earth, there
is con1pensation for all your woes!
Soon after our marriage, I accompanied my cotnpanion on a
mission of mercy, and learned to love the noble work to which
he had dedicated his pO\Yers. For many years I ha,·e been laboring to better the condition of unfortunate spirits. 1\t some future
time, if desired, I may give some facts of which I have becon1e
possessed while acting as a missionary, and now in closing this
history of my Experiences in Earth and Spirit Life, I would say
to all, seek spiritual culture: crown life with lo,·e and charity;
then will you be prepared to appreciate the ever increasing beauty
and glory of Spirit Life.

